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The present study has been undertaken to assess and analyse 
various aspects of India's relations with Malaysia that impinges on the 
progressive coexistence of the two nations. The study is a modest attempt 
to show the factors both political and economic that could make the two 
nations giant in their respective fields and that how a friendly relationship 
is imperative to compete in the global village. 
India 's link with South East Asia has been age old and precisely it 
can be said that the link with Malaysia dates back to twenty five hundred 
years. In ancient times Malaysia was well connected with India through 
trading contacts and Java-dvipa was not unfamiliar to the Indians. Apart 
from the brisk trade the cultural link brought the two people closer to each 
other. The earlier Hindus influences can be seen in the ancient Malaysian 
civilization. Later on the Buddhist cultural contacts brought the two 
civilization very close to each other and same continued for a long time till 
dawn of last century. 
In the last century, we find that there was a large migration of 
IndianC,to the Penang region and by December 1940 Indians in Malaysia 
totaled about 75,0000. Though later on the number decreased but even then 
we find that in 1952 there were 617257 Indians and Pakistanis in Malaysia. 
During World War II, Subhash Chandra Bose led the Indians there to fight 
for India 's independence. Though the Malays were prosecuted for their 
links and pro-Japanese activities, but it hardly affected Indo-Malays close 
tie-up. In order to get first hand information regarding the anti-British 
activities there, the government sent a non-official delegation led by 
Jawaharlal Nehru himself. There he got a number of Indians freed who 
worked illegally and were detained for their no fault. Apart from that other 
type of helps were also moulded in order to minimize the problems of the 
Indian and Malay people. 
In the same way India was always attached with the on-going 
struggle for independence of the Malay peoples as a large chunk of the 
population comprised the people of Indian origin. On the question of 
India's citizenship over there Prime Minister Nehru maintained that the 
Indians staying in Malaysia was to adopt Malays citizenship. 
Malaysia was granted independence by Britain on 31 August 1957 
and the government of India under Nehru widely acclaimed the same. India 
showed keen interest in the constitutional advancement of Malaysia. New 
Delhi sent a Ministerial level delegation headed by S.K. Patil the then 
Minsiter of Irrigation and Power to participate in the independence 
celebration held at Kuala Lumpur, the capital of Malaysia. India also raised 
the status of its mission to a High commission. 
Malaysia did not follow India 's lead in espousing non-alignment. 
Although Malaysia did not join SEATO, or any other bloc, it generally 
followed the British line in foreign affairs and at the United Nations. India 
approved of Malaysia's membership of the commonwealth and its 
acceptance of a military alliance with Britain. There was all-round 
cooperation between the two nations. Soon after attaining independence, 
Malaysia faced an acute shortage of trained personnel. India assisted 
Malaysia in this respect. 
On a visit to Penang, Nehru told a mass rally of Indians that it 
was open to them to become Malaysian nationals and claim the same rights 
and privileges as other people. But he said, "if you decide to become 
Malayan nationals, then love the country as your own". The birth of 
independent Malaysia spurred the growth of a more meaningful 
relationship. A particular phrase of Nehru used by him at the time of the 
visit of the King and Queen of Jehore, echoed in Malaysia for a long time 
"He is a friend who is almost a relative". Malaysia 's emergence coincided 
with the drifting apart of India and Indonesia. Indonesia under Soekarno 
was hostile to the emergence of Malaysia and claimed certain territories 
like Borneo presently part of Malaysia. 
The Prime Minister of Malaysia, Tunku Abdul Rahman said with a 
feeling of pride that Indians in his country were playing an active part in 
moulding the Malaysian nation. This he expressed in a speech on president 
Dr. Rajendra Prasad's visit to Malaysia during 5-7 December 1958. The 
Indian President expressed satisfaction on these remarks and advised 
Indians in Malaysia to bring to the service of that country "whatever they 
possess in material, moral and spiritual resources and serve as the 
unofficial ambassadors of their home". Expressing commonness of 
approach and cooperation between India and Malaya in one of his speeches, 
Dr. Prasad observed : "I feel and convince that we both in Malay and India 
will work together as friends and equals towards this future". 
Malaysia had unreservedly and unmistakably supported India 
against China during the border war. Tunku Abdul Rahman, then prime 
minister had, infact, set up a fund (The Fund was named 'Save Democracy 
Fund) to assist India, of which he was himself the Chairman. Malaysia 
regarded China as a subverting power and was most suspicious of its 
activities. India 's defeat at the hands of China in 1962 exposed her 
economic and military weakness, which greatly undermined her prestige. 
India sponsored the membership of Malaysia for the second Afro-
Asian Conference scheduled to be held in 1964 (but subsequently called 
off), for which Soekarno was greatly displeased and China highly annoyed. 
By doing so India incurred the hostility of Indonesia and Soekarno 
discarded neutrality on the Kashmir issue and perceptibly tilted towards 
Pakistan. India 's support to Malaysia too on the territorial issue of Borneo 
was made clear when Prime Minister Lai Bahadur Shastri stated in the Lok 
Sabha that the sovereignty of Malaysia should be preserved and differences 
between Indonesia and Malaysia should be solved peacefully. India also 
extended support to Malaysia against the claim of the Philippines over 
Sabah. An effective message was sent by prime minister Indira Gandhi to 
Tunku Rahman through her labour Minsiter J.L. Hathi. 
The Malaysian Prime Minister Tunku Abdul Rahman emphasized 
the cordial relations with India. He was also warm and effusive in his 
welcome to the Indian Vice-President , Dr. Zakir Hussain when he visited 
Kuala Lumpur in October 1966. The Malaysian Prime Minister described 
him as "one of the best known Muslim leaders of the world because of the 
service he has given to India". He recalled Malaysia 's support to India 
against the Chinese aggression and India's support to Malaysia 'against 
those who harassed us and wanted to eliminate Malaysia from the map of 
the world ' . At another function the Tunku Rehman praised India for having 
set an example to the world by doing what she had 'with the size of India, 
its population and various languages and rel igions ' . The Malaysian Prime 
Minister further stated that 'We have always followed your leadership and 
I hope as we go on, our friendship will become stronger and stronger ' . 
A major critical problem which India had to face in its relations 
with Malaysia was the Bangladesh crisis as the attitude of Malaysia was of 
important to her, both because of its close links and because it was a 
Muslim country. Malaysia, too like many other such countries, was a 
delicately balanced society, concerned with the centrifugal pulls of a 
diverse society. But Malaysia was amongst the first few countries to extend 
recognition to Bangladesh. Kuala Lumpur recognized the new Government 
in Dhaka in February 1972, and in a way this was a tribute to the strength 
of Indo-Malaysia relationship. 
. Reviewing the situation in the Indian ocean, India and Malaysia 
urged all great powers and major maritime users to extend their full 
cooperation to the littoral and hinterland states in the implementation of 
the UN proposals declaring "Indian Ocean as a zone of peace, free from 
tension and great power rivalry". The two countries welcomed the talks 
between USA and USSR on limitation of their naval presence in the Indian 
Ocean as a first step in this direction. The two countries also continued 
their support for the establishment of a zone of peace, freedom and 
neutrality in South East Asia. 
In the field of international relations like India, Malaysia wishes 
nothing better than to live in peace, harmony and friendly cooperation with 
all other nations. The two countries have been collaborating with each 
other on many issues of international importance. This is particularly so in 
such forums as the Non-aligned Group. Malaysia believes that it is through 
such cooperation on the basis of equality, mutual respect for sovereignty 
and territorial integrity and strict non-interference in the internal affairs of 
other countries that both have a better chance of building up a durable 
world peace. 
However, neither Malaysia nor India can remain contented with 
their own achievements. The world has shrunk into, what has been called, a 
global vi l lage ' and destinies of all nations are interlinked with each other 
as never before. The developing world aspires to become a real participant 
in shaping the future of mankind and to build a new international order in 
which sovereign equality of all nations is matched by just and equitable 
economic relations. 
The two sides recognized that economic development in a climate 
of peace was the over-riding desire of all countries in South Asia and South 
East Asia. India and Malaysia agreed that regional and sub-regional 
cooperation in Asia would contribute to the consolidation of political and 
economic independence of the countries of the region and would promote 
peace, progress and stability in the region. In this respect, the two 
countries recognized the importance of ASEAN in promoting economic, 
cultural and social cooperation in South East Asia. 
The two countries also believed in bilateral cooperation to assist 
each other for economic development and the Malaysian Prime Minister 
further stated that: 'We have always followed your leadership and I hope as 
we go on, our friendship will become stronger and stronger ' . Prime 
Minister Tun Abdul Razak himself inaugurated the biggest joint venture of 
the two countries India - Malaysia Textiles - on 2 September 1972 at 
Buttersworth on the mainland across the Penang Island. India entered into a 
joint venture with Malaysia for setting up an integrated sugar project. The 
project was commissioned by the Malaysian Prime Minister Tun Abdul 
Razak on 28 September 1975 at Ayer Hitam, about 90 miles South East of 
Kuala Lumpur. Another significant measure to expand collaborative 
relations was taken in October 1976 when the Revenue and Banking 
Minister, Pranab Mukherjee, signed an agreement with the Malaysian High 
Commissioner on the avoidance of double taxation and prevention of 
income tax evasion. 
India 's link with Malaysia remained close and strong. As the 
succeeding Prime Minister, Datuk Hussain Onn said and hoped that 
Malaysian-Indian cordial relationship, which the then former Prime 
Minister of Malaysia ,Tun Abdul Razak had taken pains to develop, would 
continue to expand. He noted with joy the progress achieved by India and 
was happy that a large number of Malaysian students were studying in 
India. The President of India, Mr. Fakhruddin Ali Ahmad's visit to 
Malaysia in February 1977 was another significant step in the development 
of the bilateral bonds. The President Ahmad reiterated in Kuala Lumpur 
that India would work hand-in-hand with Malaysia in world forum "on all 
unfinished business on the agenda of mankind". 
The Malaysian Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir Mohammad, received 
a warm welcomes on his arrival in New Delhi in January 1987 on a four 
day official visit to India. During his stay India and Malaysia decided to 
intensify their bilateral trade and economic relations and also to resolve the 
problem of imbalance in trade. The two leaders Mr. Rajiv Gandhi and Dr. 
Mahathir Mohd. also supported South-South Commission and felt that it 
should work to strengthen cooperation between the two coutries. 
During the V.P. Singh tenure the bilateral cooperation between 
the two countries was further strengthened when India and Malaysia signed 
in February 1990 a memorandum of understanding to strengthen 
cooperation in civil aviation and tourism. The Signing ceremony marked 
the conclusion of a three day meeting of the top officials of the Ministries 
concerned of the two government and representatives of the airlines of the 
two countries. 
In August 1995, Indian Prime Minister P.V. Narasimha Rao, who 
held two rounds of talks with his Malaysian counterpart, Mahathir 
Mohammad at Kuala Lumpur, felt that a beginning could be made with 
Malaysia for sharing its experience in economic transformation and the 
strides made in the financial sector.The two leaders discussed the aspects 
of cooperation at the government and industry levels such as the economic 
and trade partnership, infrastructural areas, space programme, micro-
satellite programme, model of the INSAT-2 Satellite, ISRO, the Indian 
space industry. Rao said India was particularly keen on cooperation with 
Malaysian companies, which have developed considerable experience over 
the past few years in the areas. 
During the Prime Ministers Deve Gowda and Gujral regimes, 
India was largely focused on economy and scientific field with Malaysia. 
India's prestigious award, Jawaharlal Nehru award for International 
Understanding of 1994, conferred to Malaysian Prime Minister Dr. 
Mahathir Mohammad in 1996, added a new chapter to the relationship 
between the two countries. The two countries also discussed on the issue 
C.T.B.T. and also agreed to free nuclear zone in South East Asia. 
During the Premiership of Vajpayee, relationship between the two 
countries got temporarily jerked due to India's nuclear test in May 1998. 
The act was considered by the government of Malaysia as clear 
demonstration of betrayal by the Government of India particularly when 
Malaysia was putting her efforts in curbing nuclear proliferation in the 
region. 
However, under the India-ASEAN programme of cooperation in 
the field of science and technology also, the two countries had 
opportunities of exchanging views. In August-September, 2000 a seminar 
on advance materials was organized at Kuala Lumpur under this 
programme, which was attended by the secretary, Department of science 
and technology. Government of India under the agreement on science and 
technology. 
The Government of Malaysia had proposed civil aviation talks 
between the two countries in view of the fact that the existing air links are 
not sufficient to meet the growing tourist and business traffic apart from 
the normal traffic on account of family ties. The traffic has grown by 8.5% 
in 1999 and thus necessitated talks on civil aviation. These were held in 
Kuala Lumpur in August 2000 followed by meeting in Delhi in September 
where it was agreed to grant a additional quota of 1500 seats per week out 
of unutilized share of 3900 seats allocated to Air India. Malaysia Airlines 
were also given new destinations in Mumbai, Bangalore and Hyderabad. 
On the issue of Jammu and Kashmir Malaysia once again fully 
supported India 's stand and strongly condemned cross-border terrorism. 
Many new joint ventures were also established in Vajpayee four years, rule. 
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P R E F A C E 
The Central theme of the thesis entitled, "India's relations with Malaysia", is 
attempted to take into account the years long intimate exchanges of socio-religious, 
political and economic ideologies, both in terms of materials and essence, between the 
two nations with a view to exploring avenues for strengthening the hitherto existing 
relationship. Furthermore, the origin of the two nations understudy has been traced to 
their colonial past and the evaluation their political, economical and technological 
evolution has been done to show the comparative development within the stipulated 
period between the two countries. 
The efforts have been made to discover the roots of ties between the two 
nations, apart from taking note of the relations existing for about more than fifty years. 
The whole plan of study has been dealt in era wise discussion which includes reigns of 
the various Indian premiers of the past fifty years. 
In each chapter a particular phase of relation has been focused and all the 
aspects of relations have been discussed thoroughly. The First Chapter of the thesis has 
extensively dealt with the roots and the origin of the ties between India and Malaysia 
under the various heads; the efforts have been made to take the whole history of Indo-
Malaysian relationship, starting fi"om ancient days till the pre-Independent Malaysia. In 
this chapter the relationships have been shown to be growing from the ancient days of the 
pre-Buddhist Indian period. 
The other important factor which formed the basis of unbroken and stable 
relations between the two nations, emanated fi-om trading activities in the past and 
continued till now. Infact the mammoth size of trading led a strong foundation of 
fiiendship between the two countries. The trading activities also caused unhindered 
cultural flows. Thus we would observe that Hindu's cultural and religious impact are 
more apparent in the Malaya's life even today. 
Peopled continued to have links between the two countries and when the 
British acquired territories in the Indian peninsula, Malay peninsula also came under the 
British occupation which brought two parts of the British territories more closer and 
various trading and commercial activities became more brisk. The study in this chapter 
provides details analysis of the whole aspects of relationships. 
The relationships between India and Malaysia during the post-Independent 
period has been discussed in details in the Second Chapter. The Second Chapter deals 
with the emergence of the two independent colonies from the decades of foreign rule. 
The newly independent nations of India and Malaysia had forged closer diplomatic and 
cultural ties for their own betterment. The efforts of Nehru as the Champion of 
democracy had led the two countries more intimate. The Independence of Malaysia was 
celebrated by Indian leader and the Malaysian Prime Minister Tunku Abdul Rahman had 
tried his efforts for boosting up the links between the two countries and during the period 
of crisis like Indo-China war, Malaysia proved to be the best friend. In this context the 
Nehruvian Era can be described as golden era of friendship between the two great 
nations. 
The Third Chapter provides the details of diplomatic and cultural ties 
between India and Malaysia during Shastri Era. Right from beginning Shastri was keenly 
interested in solving various bilateral diplomatic hang over involving countries like 
Burma,. Ceylon, China, Pakistan etc. apart from not forgetting Malaysian aspects of 
Indian foreign policy. The Malaysian candidature for the non-permanent membership of 
UN Security Council was frilly endorsed by India which gave Malaysia a high status own 
the international forum. This made the two countries to begin a new relation of 
understanding in political and economic fields. Malay's stand at the time of crisis in India 
indeed was surely a great diplomatic win for India over other South East Asian Countries. 
India also reciprocated in the same zeal and lended support to Malaysia despite the fact 
that India's move caused resentment in Indonesia. This showed the commitment of the 
two friends and relationship between the two countries grew out of proportion thereafter. 
The Fourth Chapter highlights the another great era of friendship between 
India and Malaysia during premiership of Mrs. Indira Gandhi. The relations between the 
two countries grew leaps and bounds dviring this era on different fronts be it the 
diplomatic manoeuvering, the cultural exchanges or technological know-how. The period 
witnessed the emergence of India as a power in the Indian Ocean who was committed to 
her long standing friends of Indian Ocean littoral zone. India's opposition to any military 
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presence of the west was unanimously welcomed by the nations of the zone and this was 
a big diplomatic achievement for Mrs. Gandhi. 
As a result of Mrs. Gandhi's political acumen ship in this period Malaysia 
came out openly to extend help and cooperation to India during the Bangladesh crisis. 
Malaysia voted in United Nations in favour of the resolution for the withdrawal of 
foreign troops from East Bengal and hereafter Malaysia' was amongst the first few 
countries to extend the recognition to Bangladesh in February 1972. This was a 
significant development for India in the diplomatic field as Malaysia surely did not 
consider religious affiliation with Pakistan when siding with India. Apart from that 
Malaysia signed a number of agreements with India on close cooperation in the field of 
technological know-how, culture, trade and commerce. 
During the premiership of Mrs. Gandhi there emerged some grey areas of 
relationship which forced Malaysia to criticize the attitude of India and such occasion 
though not frequent but occasionally like one in the May 1974 when India staged the 
blast of thermo nuclear device for becoming self reliant in the field of nuclear power. 
Thus the relationship between India and Malaysia during Mrs. Gandhi period became a 
bit sore but it lasted for a very short time. 
The Fifth Chapter examines the policy and programme of Janata 
Government as far as the bilateral relationship between India and Malaysia is concerned. 
Though it was a short period Janata Government forged closed ties with Malaysia and 
signed some of the important agreements. A number of joint ventures established in 
Malaysia and Janata government contined the policies of unbiased attitude with South 
East Asia. Apart from this Malaysia also favoured India in regional cooperation on 
international fora. The first established cultural agreement was signed between the two 
coimtries during Janata regime in 1978. At the same time Malaysian Premier Datuk 
Hussain Oim visited India in January 1979 on a four-day state visit and discussed with his 
counterpart Moraiji Desai on the Vietnam-Kampuchea conflict. Reftigee from Vietnam 
were mostly settling down in Malaysia and were causing human problem which needed 
cooperation from other countries in which India showed her concern too. 
The Sixth Chapter attempts to analysis again with Mrs. Indira Gandhi second 
term (Post Janata Regime) as Premiership of India. The period is marked with a number 
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of developments in the field of cooperations. The Kampuchean crisis died down and 
India extended the recognition to the Heng Samrin Government in Phnom Penh. In 
January 1980 Deputy Prime Minister of Malayisa visited India and called for Industrial 
joint ventures and signed the MOUs. But on Kampuchean problem Mahathir 
Mohammad, the Prime Minister of Malaysia on his visit to New Delhi in 1983 stated the 
differences of opinions between the two countries and again we find that the relationship 
between India and Malaysia cannot be called smooth during the second phase of Mrs. 
Gandhi tenure. 
The Seventh Chapter touched upon India's policy towards Malaysia during 
the period of Mr. Rajiv Gandhi. After Indira, Rajiv's take over of the Premiership of 
India brought the two countries more closer. On visit by Mahathir Mohammad to New 
Delhi, Mr. Gandhi discussed about the regional cooperation in South Asia and South East 
Asia on the forum like SAARC and ASEAN. Apart from that MOUs were also singed 
between the two countries for close ties on Air routes of Air India and Malaysian Air 
Lines (MAL) flying to each other countries. In the field of defence India also extended 
helps for security purposes. Malaysia had also asked for India's backing for the post of 
Executive Secretary of UN's Economic and Social Commission for the Asia Pacific 
(ESCAP) based in Bangkok and at the same time Government of India also requested 
Malaysia to support the nomination of their representative to the Asia Pacific 
Development Centre. When V.P. Singh took over the primer ship of India, we find inflow 
of tourists visiting the two counties had increased tremendously. 
In the Eight Chapter attempt is made to analyse the period of bilateral 
relations between India and Malaysia during the Premiership of P.V. Narasimha Rao. 
During his period the relations were strained as New Delhi extended recognition to the 
Vietnam installed regime in Cambodia. But the sourness of the relations lessened when 
the two countries focused upon South-South Cooperation. India for her own benefits 
lobbied hard with the ASEAN countries against the Chinese Naval build up in the Bay of 
Bengal but in response to that the ASEAN countries resented on the India's naval build 
up in the Andaman and Nicobar. 
On his next visit to New Delhi in December 1993 Premier Mahathir 
Mohammad praised India for bringing normally in the Kashmir Valley. Both India and 
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Malaysia understood the importance of regional cooperation and regional security for 
bringing prosperity and peace in the region and the agenda was set for exploring 
commonality of interest and regional security matters. Both the countries in the region in 
1995 called upon in forging Asian identity by pooling their resources and expertise to 
meet future challenge. 
In the Ninth Chapter attempt is made to evaluate the shorter period of two 
Indian Premiers (Mr. Deve Gowda and I.K. Gujral) who were part of United Front 
Government. On his first visit to Malaysia, Foreign Minister I.K. Gujral laid the emphasis 
upon a strong Indo-Malaysian ties and the discussion centred on the issue of CTBT, apart 
from expressing interest in APEC for a high level official meeting of the Indian Occean 
Rim in Mauritius. Both the countries proposed to play a pivotal role in the setting up of 
G-15 fimd at the Harare Summit. 
The Government of India conferred the Jawaharlal Nehru Award for 
International Understanding of 1994, to Mahathir Mohammad in December 1996 for 
understanding of the problem of the region and in response Mahathir had expressed 
support of New Delhi's bid for membership of APEC. The period also saw close 
cooperation in the field of Science and Technology especially in software unit. 
And finally the Tenth Chapter of the thesis studied the relationship during 
the period of current of Prime Minister Mr. A.B. Vajpayee. To start with again we find 
that India was criticized for its conducting nuclear test in May 1998 by Malaysia, as 
Malaysia wanted to fi-ee the region fi-om nuclear weapons. However, Prime Minister 
Vajpayee had come out to respect the status of South East Asia as a nuclear weapons free 
zone. On Kashmir issue Malaysia was imderstood to have stated the status of Jammu and 
Kashmir as central to the country's integrity and communal harmony and India was to see 
peaceful solutions to problem of cross border terrorism. The issues like religious 
extremism, drug trafficking, money laundering and terrorism are common to the interest 
of these two countries and these issues have been dominating during the period. 
On the economic front, India had a fiirxitful annual dialogue with European 
Union at the Summit level. A large number of Indian joint ventvu-es have been operating 
in Malaysia and various MOUs have been signed between the two countries on the visit 
of Indian premier A.B. Vajpayee to Malaysia in May 2001. 
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Introduction 
Importance of South East Asia in India's Foreign 
Policy Framework 
The affairs of South East Asia are bound to evoke manifold 
interest in the Indian mind. That interest has its spring not only in the 
geographical contiguity of this country to the vast area covered by that 
designation, but to many other deeper reasons. It is not without 
significance that South East Asia has traditionally been called as Further 
India. If Indians lovingly and adoringly call their country motherland, on 
the same analogy South East Asia is entitled to be regarded by them as 
their bigger family, of which the component units are her intimate kith 
and kin. Religiously, culturally, racially, politically and militarily, India 
is bound with South East Asia by many a t ie . ' 
India 's links with South East Asia reached back into history 
and legend. All over South East Asia one finds numerous symbols of 
these ancient ties. Indian philosophy, culture, religion, Buddhism, art 
and architecture, languages, all these left an abiding impact on many 
countries of South East Asia. Indeed Indian and Chinese cultural 
influences met in the outer reaches of South East Asia and you have the 
interesting phenomenon of Vietnam falling under the sway of Chinese 
cultural influence in its political institutions, code of ethics and 
language, but Cambodia coming wholly under India 's cultural influence. 
This influence was also evident in Thailand, Malaya and parts of 
Indonesia. These ancient bonds became alive and were reinforced by the 
mergence of these countries as modern nations.^ 
India from the very beginning felt the need of developing 
intimate relations with the South East Asia and to prevent the 
domination of the region by the communist or Western powers. India 
particularly looked at the armed struggles in the region as a positive 
threat to her stability and emphasised the need of keeping the Malaysia 
and other countries of South East Asia free from the influence of the 
Super Powers.^ 
India's relations with South East Asia are of abiding 
importance to her. Next to South Asia, India has vital stakes in South 
East Asia whose independence and security are bound up with her own. 
As Jawaharlal Nehru pointed out, India was the gateway to both West 
and South East Asia and, therefore, inevitably came into the picture. The 
independence and security of South East Asia served to strengthen 
India 's own independence and security and any serious setback there 
constituted a potential threat to India too. It was with this understanding 
that India played an active role in mobilizing opinion against the then 
Dutch Government 's effort at reimposition of colonial rule in Indonesia 
in 1948 and the active interest taken by India in various phases of the 
struggle in Indo-China. 
There was yet another dimension to India's relation with South 
East Asia - the presence of Indian communities in sizeable numbers. 
There was a large concentration in Malaysia : merchants, traders and 
labour drafted by the British during its imperial rule over India as well 
as in many other parts of the region, almost 15 per cent of the population 
of Malaysia, holding a precarious balance between the Malay and the 
Chinese. There was a somewhat smaller, but not insignificant, presence 
in Singapore, Thailand and Indonesia. This had an undoubted impact on 
India 's relations with these countries."* 
Southeast Asia 's importance to India in terms of its foreign 
policy objectives and its strategic interests or the importance that India 
has, for the security environment of Southeast Asia, is profoundly based 
on its broad foreign policy framework and its overall strategic 
perspective. This is extremely important because, to evaluate the type 
and amount of capabilities that India is likely to devote to the protection 
and furtherance of its interests in the region. It is imperative to take the 
entire range of India 's interests in South East Asia under consideration. 
The basic framework of Indian foreign policy that can be 
distilled from its actions in world affairs during the fifty years of its 
independence comprises the following major elements: 
(a) A world-view shaped both by the movement for national 
independence and by the nationalist leaders ' perception of India's 
past and their aspirations for its future; 
(b) The coincidence of the emergence of a bipolar world following the 
Second World War, with India 's emergence as an independent 
actor on the world scene; 
(c) The threats to , and the problems for, India 's security that emerged 
directly from the partition of the British Indian empire and, 
therefore, the disruption of India 's strategic unity that had been 
accepted as a given fact during the period of the Raj; 
(d) The emergence of China as a major Asian actor following the 
Communist victory of 1949, two years after India 's independence, 
and China 's annexation of Tibet the following year (1950) thus 
bringing Chinese presence and power in direct contact with India 
on the lat ter 's northern and northeastern borders; 
(e) The need for fruitful economic interaction with the rest of the 
world in terms of trade, aid, and investment, which was considered 
crucial for India 's developmental goals. 
The enmeshing of these fundamental concerns in various forms 
and at different times has, by and large, determined the broad contours 
of Indian foreign policy, including its policy towards Southeast Asia as a 
whole and towards the individual countries that comprise this region. It 
is, therefore, important for us to examine the major consequences for 
Indian foreign policy that have emerged out of the interplay of these 
variables over a period of time. 
Southeast Asia has been important for Indian foreign policy for 
a number of reasons: 
First, the nationalist leadership, i.e. the first generation of 
India 's post-independence leaders, had perceived the anti-colonial 
struggles in Southeast Asia as indivisible from their own fight for 
freedom from colonial subjugation. The Indonesian and Vietnamese 
freedom struggles, especially the former, had been followed with great 
sympathy by the politically conscious Indian public during the last years 
of the British Raj. The congress leadership, with Jawaharlal Nehru as its 
foremost articulator on international issues, was convinced that the 
future of India was indivisible from the future of Asia, and particularly 
of Southeast Asia. It was no coincidence, therefore, that even before the 
formal dawn of independence, the interim Indian government organized 
an Asian Relations ' Conference in March 1947, and independent India 
performed its first high-profile act in international affairs by convening 
the Conference on Indonesia attended by fifteen nations in January 1949. 
Second, the strategic importance of Southeast Asia to India was 
evident to India 's prospective policy-makers and strategic thinkers even 
before the transfer of power from British to Indian hands. The events of 
the Second World War, especially the dramatic Japanese sweep through 
archipelagic and mainland Southeast Asia in a remarkably short time, 
had driven home the lesson to India 's nationalist elite that India's 
eastern flank and the seaward approaches to the subcontinent were as 
important for India's defence as the land boundaries of the northwest and 
the north which had been the traditional concerns of strategists during 
the days of the British Raj. The latter attitude was understandable in the 
context of the British Indian empire because Britain was the 
unchallenged master of the seas around the subcontinent until the 
Japanese drive into Southeast Asia; however, it had to change under the 
dual impact of the Second World War and the withdrawal of British 
power from India. 
The events of the war also increased Indian awareness of, and 
concern with, maritime strategy and the great importance of the Indian 
Ocean to the defence of the Indian peninsula. The lesson that India had 
lost its independence to European colonists because of the latter 's 
control of the sea was relearnt by the Indian nationalist elite as a result 
of the experiences of the Second World War. In this sense, the strategic 
importance of Southeast Asia to India was enhanced in Indian 
perceptions, especially since it commanded the choke-points from which 
hostile naval forces could enter the Indian Ocean, particularly the Bay of 
Bengal. This point can be better understood in light of the fact that 
India 's island territories in the Bay of Bengal lie barely 90 miles from 
the Straits of Malacca. 
The third reason why Southeast Asia has been important for 
Indian foreign policy, is that the emergence of China as a major power in 
Asia bordering both India and Southeast Asia added another important 
dimension to Southeast Asia 's strategic importance for India. From 
hindsight it becomes clear that, even during the heyday of Sino-Indian 
friendship in the mid-1950s, the Indians were both uneasy about the 
long-term prospects of the Sino-Indian relationship as well as aware of 
the importance of Southeast Asia, especially its non-Communist 
component, as a source of potential alliances against presumed Chinese 
expansionism. The Indian sense of unease was increased by the Chinese 
Premier 's masterly performance in April 1955 at the First Afro-Asian 
Conference in Bandung, especially his conciliatory approach towards 
Western-aligned Pakistan. This Jawaharlal Nehru and his advisers 
considered an exercise in 'one-upmanship' at India 's expense, 
particularly in the context of the fact that India had worked hard to 
overcome the apprehensions of several Asian countries regarding 
China 's participation in that meeting. 
It is important to note that India's first official endorsement of 
ASEAN followed the Kuala Lumpur Declaration on ZOPFAN and the 
disbanding of SEATO. New Delhi apparently came to the conclusion 
that, with these two events, the foreign policy approaches of the ASEAN 
countries had shifted closer to India's traditional non-aligned stance on 
international affairs. 
Forth, the presence of people of Indian origin in Southeast 
Asian countries, principally in Burma, Malaysia, and Singapore, also 
formed an input, although a relatively minor one compared to the 
political-strategic factors mentioned above, into Indian policy towards 
the region. 
Fifth, economic relations with Southeast Asia formed an 
important, although secondary, component of India 's overall pattern of 
economic transactions with the outside world. A pattern of 
interdependence based on mutual needs of different primary commodities 
with which India and the various countries of Southeast Asia were 
endowed, coupled with easy access to each others' markets, formed the 
bedrock on which this superstructure of economic relations was 
constructed. Immediately after Indian independence, the Southeast Asian 
region, taken as a whole, ranked third, after the United Kingdom and the 
United States, in terms of India's foreign trade.^ 
India's relations with Malaysia has always been close and 
cordial, a relations which stems from the long historic links between our 
two peoples and India's inspiring leadership among the new nations in 
Asia and Africa, provided to support these nation in their struggle for 
freedom. No less important is the fact that a sizeable section of 
Malaysians are of Indian origin, coming from various parts of the great 
sub-continent and bringing with them are invaluable contribution to the 
economic and cultural life of Malaysia. 
Malaysians recognize their age-old cultural ties with India. The 
presence of a sizable number of persons of Indian origin (1.56 million 
approximately out of the total population of 22 million) in the fabric of 
their nation, is itself an evidence of this. There is, however, an 
occasional tendency to downplay the links, particularly of the pre-
Islamic era, on account of the strong overlay of Islam on the Malay 
identity and the compulsion to project an independent cultural persona 
for the Malay Archipelago. The strong influence of India cannot however 
be denied, in view of the fact that it permeates the social mores of the 
nation, the etymology of the language, common family traditions as well 
as the rituals of royalty. An estimated 25,000- 30,000 Malaysians, 
(mostly of Indian origin) have studied and continue to study, in Indian 
Universities.' 
In the commercial front India and Malaysia have had long-
standing commercial links dating to the pre-Christian era. It was 
probably an Indian ship, that brought an Attic vase of the 5th century BC 
to Kedah. In the remarkable transformation of Malaysia from forest and 
swamp, into one of the richest and best developed countries of Asia, 
Indian capital and labour has contributed as much as the Chinese and 
British effort. Malaya's rubber wealth, called the "life blood" of its 
economy, was created by Indian labour. In "The Malays: A Cultural 
History" (1944), Sir Richard Winsted writes that "India found the Malay 
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a peasant of the Stone Age and left him a citizen of the world". 
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C H A P T E R ! 
Relations Between India and Malaysia: Pre-Independence of 
Malaysia 
Malaya, which could hardly be said to have existed as a country several years 
ago, is now regarded as the showpiece of South East Asia. Although it does not play a 
significant role in world affairs, the Federation of Malaya is an important bastion of the 
free world, and it also provides a laboratory for the possible solution of some of the 
region's most complex ethnic and economic problems.' 
Ancient Contacts and Influences: 
In ancient India, ship-building was a prosperous industry. The Jataka tales of 
die pre-Buddhist Indian period contain references of Indian ships sailing from the Ganges 
to Ceylon and Malaya. In the Ashokan era, Indians ventured across the Bay of Bengal to 
Malaya, and via the Straits of Malacca to Indonesia. 
Malaya's importance in the early history was due to her geographical position. 
Not only Malaya was placed between India and China, but other geographical factors also 
helped to increase the importance of this position. There were many other places which 
were half-way between India and China, but few of them had Malaya's special 
advantages. 
Initially out of curiosity and later due to thirst for knowledge, many Indian 
scholars and missionaries accompanied the traders to South East Asia. Gunaverman left 
Kashmir in 420 A.D. to spread his gospel in Malaysia, where by the 6"^  century 
Buddhism predominated. The Buddhist scholar, Acharya Chandra Kanti went to 
Srivijaya, where he was joined by Shrijnan Dipankar, who declared it as the headquarters 
of Buddhism in South East Asia. From Nalanda, Dharmapala went to Malaya and later to 
Simiatra, where he spent his last days. Buddist teachings gave rise to a more refined 
culture, from which emerged the mighty Srivijaya, which rising to its peak in the ll"' 
century lasted 700 years. Here Chinese Scholars enroute to India halted for long periods 
collecting Buddhist documents. Though Vijaya is supposed to have gone from India, 
according to the Malay Annals Srivijaya was ruled by the Sailendras, mountain princes of 
Malaya, from whom every dynasty in Malaya claims descent. The then existing Indian 
colonies in Northern Malaya, though at first autonomous city states, later came under the 
Srivijaya whose capital was shifted from Palembang to Langasuka. In the lO"' century, 
the Srivijaya rulers used Sanskrit in their writings, and seals instead of signatures to 
confirm documents.^  
Malaya's history has always been influenced by India and China, the two 
ancient centres of civilization. In certain periods India's influence has been very 
considerable. It was from India that Malaya received much of her early culture and her 
religions. Her political and cultural contacts with India and China have continued into the 
present century. The immigration of large numbers of people from China and India, who 
have become part of Malaya's permanent population, has established its definite ties with 
these countries. Today there is a living bond between the two countries which is evident 
by the numbers of Indians living in Malaya. At present there are 813,000'* Indians 
residing in Malaya mainland. Still more the influence of Indian culture is another 
important bond which pervades the life of Malays. This influence dates back to over 
2,500 years. Most of the Indian Epics and other books describe the wealth and prosperity 
of Malaya (Swamdwip and Javadwdp). Indians traded with Malaya and other 
neighbouring countries right from the earliest times.' 
Chinese influence on Malaya had been fairly slight in comparison with that of 
India, at least until the 19^ century. From the time of the Han dynasty in China (206 B.C. 
to A.D. 221) Chinese traders were looking for a sea route to India. In the course of their 
search they sailed to Malay Peninsula. But it was India which provided Malaya with her 
first contacts with civilization during the first century A.D., and Indian civilization was to 
have a great effect on the Peninsula's early history. 
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Relations Between the two Countries: 
During the early centuries A.D., Indian contacts with the Peninsula was 
largely confined to trade visits. But it was from the fourth century that the North Malaya 
was drawn into the complex of 'Indian-type' kingdoms. It appears that the Indians had 
established in North Malaya their permanent trading settlements, and Kedah was one of 
them. The Indian traders and missionaries wielded great cultural influence in Malaya 
during those days. Many people of Malay race became Hindus or Buddhists and built the 
temples whose remains have been found in Kedah.* 
By the middle of the eighth century Hindus states were e stablished in many 
parts of South East Asia. Chinese chronicles do testify to the dominance of Indian culture 
in the region. I. Tsing visiting the Hindu state of Srivijaya (Palembang in Sumatra) in the 
seventh century remarked that "Buddhist priests whose numbers were more than a 
thousand investigated and studied all the subjects that existed, just as in India".^  Sanskrit 
was a common language; Indian names for the months and an Indian system of 
measurement were used. Indian religion, art and literature were introduced in these Hindu 
states in South East Asia. "In fact until the contacts \sith Srivijaya and Majapahit (two 
Hindu kingdoms of Sumatra and Java) in the later centuries brought Sumatran and 
Javanese influences to the Peninsula, Malaya was indebted from about A.D. 300 onwards 
to what was derived more directly from the Coromandel Coast of India, a civilization that 
was basically Hindu but that included both Brahmanistic and Buddhistic elements."^ Thus 
South East Asia, including Malaya, was brought into contact with Indian culture. 
Consequently there was a change in architectural methods, literature and political set up 
that added glories to the ancient Indian architecture and literature, especially in Java, the 
literature which grew up owed a great deal to Indian epics and poems. 
The Indian cultural influence was spread through the vehicles of religion, 
literature, art and form of government. The people of South East Asian territories adopted 
Hindu religion first in its Brahmanical form, believing in the transmigration of souls, 
theory of Karma, veneration for the cow, reincarnation, y.ect,L).i.&JDey\ of Moksha 
(salvation). They worshiped many gods such as Brahma,Vishnu and Shiva.' Later 
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Buddhism in its Hinayana and Mahayana forms was also adopted by most of the Hindus 
of South East Asia. But with eventual extinction of Buddhism and revival of 
Brahmanism in India, Buddhism in many of the territories of South East Asia also 
disappeared. Up to 15''' century, the Malays' national religion was Hinduism, its 
influence being visible in every sphere of their life even today, especially in the eastern 
part of Malaya. Malayan art as such is a mixture of Hindu-Buddhist and Hindu-Javanese 
arts. Hindu-Buddhist art was used to express ideas deeply rooted in the native conception 
of ancestor cult. Thus, Malayan art was predominantly Indian in character, but later 
gradually adapted itself to native ideals. 
Despite being Muslims today, the Malays' background is steeped in 
Hinduism. Their magicians still invoke Kali, Ganesh and Vishnu in their spells. To the 
Malays, the earth is suspended on the horns of the bull Nandi (counterpart of the snake-
god Ananta); Shiva is the king of the Jinns which are regarded as super-natural by 
Muslims, and the meteors are shafts of Arjuna. Even today the Malayans take out the 
procession of Garuda's effigy and engage in ceremonial ablutions derived from 
Hinduism.'° 
There were some Indian temples and religious symbols in Malaya which were 
minor in comparison with those in Indonesia, but they are nowhere to be seen today. 
Some were destroyed, while others were transformed into mosques, or dismantled for use 
in building roads. The discovery of Buddha's images in bronze and other Buddhist relics 
in Kedah, Perak and Perlis States of Malaysia provides evidence of early Buddhist 
influence from India. There is reason to conclude that the influence of Indian culture had 
its beginnings in the 5^ or 6*** century A.D., followed by a series of migrations from 
India, the adventurers establishing themselves in and around the Bay of Baudon. It may 
be recalled that the Buddhist settlement, where the Indians erected the magnificent stupa 
of Nakhom Sri Dhammarat and the many temples around it, has since been identified 
with Ligor. There was also another Buddhist settlement of a somewhat later period at 
Caiya. It may appear that Buddhism lost its influence in Malaya from the 12'*' and 13"' 
century onwards, after which it virtually disappeared as a force there.'' 
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The two great epics of India-'Ramayana' and 'Mahabharata' - obtained early 
popularity in South East Asia. "Scenes from these poems inspired many of the ban-reliefs 
on famoiis temples; the first compositions in Malay and old Javanese were translations of 
extracts from them; and to this day stories from the Ramayana are portrayed in the 
'wayang' or shadow theatre in the villages of Patani and Kelantan"'^  Indians built many 
temples and established centres of learning all over the Malay Peninsula. Sanskrit came 
into vogue resulting in the absorption of many Sanskrit words into the Malay language, 
and much of Indian mythology and legends into literature. Indian missionaries taught the 
people both the Hinayana and Mahayana forms of Buddhism, whose influence became 
most marked in Perils, kedah, Kelantan and Trengganu.'"' State ceremonies are conducted 
in Sanskrit and officers of state are given old Sanskrit titles. Many of the ' Jataka' or birth 
stories of the Buddha with their subjects drawn from animal and forest life provided 
inspiration for the artists of South East Asia. 
Among the Indian schools of Art which profoundly affected South East Asia 
were those of Amaravati and the Guptas as the most outstanding. "The Art of ... Farther 
India and the Malay Archipelago", says Gronsset, "is akin to art of Amaravati and the 
Gupta art of the Ganges."'" The Borobudur and the Angkor Wat are respectively 
Javanese and Khmer in design and workmanship, though both bear witness to the 
inspiration of Indian art and religion. Malayan art was predominantly Indian in character, 
but later gradually adapted itself to native ideals.'^ 
The rulers of various Hindu kingdoms of South East Asia accepted the Indian 
idea of kingship as embodied in the Laws of Manu. Accordingly they established a form 
of government under which the king was accepted and worshiped as having the essence 
of gods. Mountains had great significance for them as the abode of the gods. Two of the 
most famous dynasties of South East Asia called themselves Funan and Sailendra, i.e., 
kings of the Mountain. Malay rulers are even today enthroned by officials in Brahmanic 
postures surroimded by Hindu and Tantric Buddhist symbols. The colours of the 
Federation's official ensign were probably derived ultimately from the colours of the four 
sides of.'Mount Mem' of Indian mythology.'^  Indians replaced the old proto-Malay tribal 
Srganizj?3tel @n by the system of rule by rajah. 
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The Malays had no written language of their own. With the advent of Hindu 
and Buddhist cultures, they were taught by the Indian immigrants. Hence their language 
absorbed many Indian words, which to this day may be^®pgrnizedG, though they have 
suffered change by time. When the Malays were converted to Islam, Muslim missionaries 
from India introduced Indian and foreign words having Urdu, Persian and Arabic bases.'' 
Therefore, Indian culture, though profoundly modified by the new political 
conditions and the growing self-consciousness of the states of South East Asia, did not 
cease to affect their fortunes. During the fifteenth century the Malay state of Malacca, the 
Javanese and the Mon states continued to be influenced by it.'* 
The contribution of India to the development of these states has been very 
significant. "India has Organized them; and awakened them to thought and art says, 
Gronsset."'' All these states, as we have seen, were deeply affected by Indian ideas of 
kingship and government as well as by Indian literature, justice, religion and religious 
customs and observances. 
Cultural Relations: 
Malaysia's cultural relations with India goes back into the dim mists of time 
beyond the beginning of the Christian era. The expression "cultural relations" would also 
mean simply those historical relations of trade, religion and cultural synthesis which gave 
rise to the unique Malay culture in the Eastern archipelago. In considering Malaysia's 
cultural relations with India there is also perhaps need to disburden ourselves of a 
conception, widely held from the days of the Greek geographers, that as these areas have 
been designated as "India beyond the Ganges" or "Further India", their culture also is an 
extension of Indian culture. This is a misconception that is cousin to another such 
historical misconception that the history of the Deccan is merely an extension of that of 
the Indo-Gangetic plain. It is increasingly becoming clear that the Malaysian world 
produced a culture that was uniquely enriched by the influence of Sanskrit culture just as 
the varied peoples of the Deccan produced peculiar cultures of their own under the 
influence of Sanskrit. 
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In studying Malaysia's cultural relations with India, perhaps the Malay 
language is the best index of the processes that went on during those formative centuries 
of association stretching back beyond the Christian era. The syntax and words denoting 
basic needs and activity such as sit, walk, sleep, hunger, thirst, stone, wood, water, air, 
fire, man, woman, child and numerals are all original Malay. But the more sophisticated 
articles of commerce such as silk (sutera), elephant (gajah), precious stones (ratna, mutu, 
manikham), ship (kapal), horse (Kuda) and the more sophisticated institutions such as 
king (raja), throne (singgasana), husband and wife (swami-isteri), and the more abstract 
notions such as love (chinta), power (kuasa), these show an unmistakable Sanskrit or 
Tamil origin. Thus it will be evident that in Malaysia's cultural relations with India, the 
Malay did not give up tlie basic patterns of her life and culture but with a resilience of 
spirit that is truly remarkable she adopted what she thought was good from her centuries 
of traffic with India and enriched Malay culture. This resilience was to show itself clearly 
again when Islam came to the shores of Malaysia in the 15"^  century and the problem of 
what to do with the Hindu gods and heroes of yore arose .^ ' 
One of the most important direct results of Malaysia's cultural relation with 
India was the rise of the rajas. As Winstedt has said in his cultural history of Malaya, 
"research has confirmed the truth of folk-lore in the Malay Annals that the origin of this 
Malay royalty was due to the marriage of Indian immigrants with the daughter of local 
chief, their children inheriting Hindu ideas of territory and divinity grafted on to primitive 
Malay conceptions of the tribe and of the magical power of chiefs and medicine men". 
The political and administrative structure was based on the concept of Indira. Winstedt 
even notes that "the Tamil poem Manimekalai mentions two Malay kings who claimed 
descent fi"om Indra". A pyramid of administrative authority with the ruler at its apex 
spread downwards from greater to lesser chiefs in the order of 4 great, 8 major, 16 minor 
and 32 petty territorial chiefs. This was the arrangement in the old Empire of Malacca 
and is still the arrangement with or without modifications in the States of Perak, Pehang 
and Kedah. The line of succession followed from father to son but the elective principle 
based on a college of chiefs was long recognised in Perak and Negri-Sembilan and can be 
seen today in the election of the Paramount Ruler of the Federation of Malaysia.^ ^ 
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Malay marriage ritual also shows strong traces of Malaysia's cultural relations 
with India. The customs of sharing the bridal rice, the passing of bridal thread, the 
erection of bathing pavilion for the newly married couple and the bersanding ceremony; 
have all come from India. Like a Hindu prince, a Malay Raja would send his Kris or 
dagger to represent him if he weds a commoner wife. Hindu influence is also illustrated 
by the survival in Malay tradition and literature of the various Hindu forms of marriage. 
There were another forms of Hindu marriages like the one known as Svayamivara which 
figures only in romance from the story of Rama and Sita in which the bride chooses her 
husband from among rival suitors. The most usual from of Hindu marriage is the 
purchase of the girl from her parents by giving of presents. 
Malay literature in Indian scripts is extant remains and the literature of 
the Hindu period has survived only in manuscript written in the Arabic alphabet. 
With the advent of Islam into Malaysia in the 15* century Malaya culture faced 
the problem of discarding or adopting ancient stories of Hindu heroes, gods and 
demons. This was done in one of two ways-firstly, by converting these stories into 
fairy tales dealing with supernatural happenings and secondly by giving these 
stories a Muslim colour by identifying the heroes with Muslim heroes like 
Alexander the Great, Sri Rama and Sita Devi became fairy godlings, Ravana a 
malign demon and Sri Hanuman a loyal, lovable monkey friend of Rama. 
Travelling troupes of story tellers conveyed these fairy stories to the remotest 
villages by means of the "Wayang Kulit" or Shadow Play. The story teller 
equipped himself with a cloth screen, oil lamps, and puppets of Rama and Sita and 
other puppets of popular folklore cut out of buffalo-hide. As he narrated their story 
he played their shadows on to the screen and the performance was watched from 
the other side by the audience. Surely this was the first example of movie-talkie 
fihns ever invented.^^ 
The Malay Armals which were composed about the 16"^  or 17* centuries 
recounts stories of the invasion of Malaysia by a king, who from circumstantial 
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evidence undoubtedly was Rajendra Chola, and identifies him with Alexander the 
Great. It recounts the story of how this king had wanted to invade China as well 
but was dissuaded from doing so by his men. '^' 
Unlike the Malay text of the Ramayana , the Malay text of the 
Mahabharata called Hikayat Perang Pandawa Jaya, was derived from the original 
Kawi script of Java and captures some of the fineness of the art that came from 
India. Following is an example. Krishna catches his first glimpse of Hastinapura : 
"He saw Hastinapura, dim as a woman covered with rice-powder and peering from 
behind a door. The jewelled roof of the palace glittered like the rays of the sun. 
Trees swayed in the wind like people waving to him. Beats gave cries of welcome. 
Bulbils murmured as if they were asking Arjuna. All the fish in the ponds swam to 
the surface to escort him, darting and dancing under the water-lilies or sheltering 
under the lotus-blossoms as under coloured umbrellas".^^ 
Of sculpture and architecture there is nothing in Malaysia comparable 
even remotely to these in Mamalla puram, Borobudur or Ankor Wat. Perhaps this 
was because people did not stop there long enough to construct stone-works or 
because wood was available in abundance for construction purposes instead. 
However, from time to time there have been new finds of stone images and the 
National Museum in Kuala Lumpur has a good collection of them. But these do 
not show any distinctive Malay workmanship and were most probably exclusively 
the work of Indian colonits. But there has been a recent discovery of a Hindu 
temple in Merbok, South Kedah, about a mile from the coast and experts are still 
studyinjg it to determine whether it is of Indian or Malay construction,^^ 
"It has been remarkable", said Winstedt, "that Indian influence 
on the textiles of Malaysia was not widely spread. But the nearness of 
Malaysia to India and its constant trade with India made Indian cloths and 
Indian patterns the only wear at courts and extinguished any earlier 
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patterns. The word for silk is borrowed from Sanskrit and India 
introduced silken fabrics into the Malaysian cotton area, at first for raja 
only". 
During the past four centuries, owing to certain historical 
reasons, the smooth flow of cultural relations between Malaysia and India 
was interrupted temporarily but now once again these relations have been 
resumed.^' 
Most of the emigrants belonged to the illiterate labour class, and 
as the number increased rapidly, it became necessary for the Government 
of India and that of the Straits Settlements to take an active interest in 
their welfare. Thereafter, the Indian Government sent out representatives 
periodically to look into the condition of Indian labourers there. In 
December 1940, Indians in Malaya totalled about 750,000, whereas by 
1947, for various reasons, their number decreased to 605,000, the majority 
of whom work on rubber estates and coconut plantations. Official 
statistics reveal that, in 1952; there were 617,257 Indians and Pakistanis 
in the country. 
Prior to World War II, there was an Indian Advisory Board, a 
nominated body, whose responsibilities were to advise the Malayan 
Government on matters concerning the Indian population, amongst whom 
political activity was taboo. Therefore, it was not until the Japanese 
conquered the country that interest in politics was roused amongst 
Indians. Japanese propaganda constantly reminded Indians of their 
patriotic duty towards India, and though this was primarily for Japanese 
benefit, there was fair response. With the arrival of that dynamic 
personality, Subhash Chandra Bose, the Indian National Army was born. 
Indians realised that freedom was a thing worth fighting for, and gave 
their all to achieve the national aim. 
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On the close of World War II, Malaya was put under a military 
form of Government by the British. A number of Indians were prosecuted 
for pro-Japanese activities. The old office of the Agent of the Indian 
Government, which had been closed on the arrival of the Japanese 
occupation, again commenced functioning in September 1945. In order to 
have closer liaison with Lord Mountbattens's headquarters, the Indian 
Government appointed a Representative and Liaison Officer in October. 
The appointment was necessary in order to watch Indian interests in 
Malaya in general, and in particular of those Indians, who had been 
prosecuted due to their connection with either the India Independence 
League or the I.N.A. Apart from this, the conditions of Indian labour had 
deteriorated, mainly because many had been transported by the Japanese 
to work on the construction of the ill-fated Burma- Thailand Railway. *^ 
Visit of Nehru: 
In order to have first-hand information therefore, the 
Government of India directed its Indian Agent in November 1945, to study 
the situation and report. Not satisfied with this, a non-official delegation 
was sent out there. Immediately afterwards. Pandit Nehru himself 
proceeded to Malaya in March 1946. His visit was very beneficial as he 
was able to achieve much for the Indian community, especially in the 
establishment of a Trust. It was as a result of his efforts that many Indians 
who had been arrested for collaboration with the Japanese were released. 
Those who were unable to pay their passage to India were assisted by the 
Indian Government, who also relaxed export regulations in order that 
succour in the form of new and old clothes could reach needy Indians in 
Malaya. Three medical missions, two sponsored by the Indian National 
Congress and one by the Government of India were sent to Malaya to 
render medical aid. Due to the above activities and interest taken by the 
Indian Government and the Indian public, the whole situation influenced 
the Malayan Government to revise their policy towards Indians in Malaya. 
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In early 1953, initially the Malayan Indian Congress (MIC) boycotted the 
then government, but later called it off to give a fair chance to the 
working of the new constitution. The British also appreciated and realised 
the value of the presence of the Indian community, who in the past have 
all along played no mean part in the economic development of the 
country. 
At that time, the vital problem that confronted Indians in Malaya 
was the question of citizenship: whether they should adopt Malayan 
citizenship or remain Indians? The crux of the question was that most of 
them then desired the benefits of both, that is, to remain Indian citizens, 
while simultaneously claiming certain rights by virtue of their residential 
qualifications. Dual citizenship for obvious reasons was neither desirable 
nor possible. The nail was hit on the head when Prime Minister Nehru 
made it clear and sounded a note of warning that in so far as citizenship 
was concerned, the Malayan Indians must choose one way or the other, 
and there was no middle way. The majority of Indians have since decided 
to remain in Malaya, the country of their adoption, and to be at one with 
the Malays for the future good of the country, in whose legislatures they 
have since been adequately represented. This wise move had actually 
placed them in a rather significant position, because they may well act as 
a balancing force between the indigenous Malays and the Chinese.^' 
In so far as India is concerned, the Malayan leaders are 
convinced of her lead in the ways of peace and mutual goodwill. Under 
suitable arrangements, Malaya could obtain aid from India, which has 
already done so much in the matter and in the last decade has permitted 
emigration of a large number of educationists, doctors and engineers, all 
of whom could ill be spared from India. Indian textiles have since long 
found a ready and eager market in Malaya, and Malayans find Indian 
materials economically cheaper and more durable than imports from 
elsewhere. Malaya could also seek aid in the form of agricultural 
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implements and machinery. The recent visit of Malaya's Minister of 
Agriculture proved beneficial in this direction, and he has appreciated the 
tremendous strides that India has made in agriculture, and gave hints of 
adopting similar measures in Malaya's development in this sphere. 
That Malaya looks up to India with a spirit of friendship and 
mutual goodwill was reiterated in June 1957, when Malaya's 
Commissioner in India, Inche M. Ghazali Bin Shafie, addressing Delhi 
Rotarians, asserted : " the people of Malaya as you already know have 
always had close affinity with the people of your great country. From 
your leaders like Gandhi, we have drawn inspiration. You have taught the 
world by your examples that the struggle for independence could be 
carried out by peaceful and constitutional forces You achievements 
will help us to give the answer alike to the challenge of the casual 
materialism of the ordinary man and the spiritual and ideological need 
which will satisfy the nation Like the people of India we too are not 
content with the existing state of things and it is the sincere aspiration of 
every Malayan to be pioneers of a new Malaya and not merely survivors 
of a decaying institution." A peaceful and progressive Malaya will indeed 
be an asset in South East Asia, a thing which India keenly desires in the 
interest not only of her own progress and development but also that of 
peace of the world in general.•'° 
In December 1948, Pt. Nehru, Indian Prime Minister on the 
charge of Indian being involved in communist activities in Malaya 
asserted : "I have gone into this matter of Indians arrested in Malaya for 
alleged communist activities being deported to Madras, and then being 
kept in prison in Madras for interrogation ..." He further stated that : "We 
should make it clear to our own people as well as to the British authorities 
that we cannot act merely on British reports. We have to balance two 
factors : (i) danger to public security in India; (ii) effect on large 
sections of the Indian community abroad. If we irritate the latter by our 
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policy, we create not only a difficult but possibly a dangerous situation 
later on. Indeed, we drive many of them into wrong hands and our 
influence on them decreases. In such matters we have therefore to pay a 
good deal of attention to the views and recommendations of our 
Representative in Malaya. It must be remembered that it is perfectly open 
to any Indian in Malaya, Communist or not, to return of his own accord to 
India. If, therefore, any persons want to come here to create trouble they 
can normally do so, and there is nothing to prevent them..."^' 
Sri Budh Singh, President of the Malayan Indian Congress, 
1947-50; leader of the Malayan Indian delegation to the Jaipur Session of 
the Indian National Congress in December 1948; visited India in 1950, 
gave the memorandum stated that the planters and businessmen in Malaya 
were working in collusion with the Government to deny Indian labourers 
"the right of a united labour front." Indian labourers were financially 
discriminated against and harassed and, though not connected in any way 
with terrorism and the industrial unrest prevailing in Malaya, were 
subjected to detention and unfair treatment. The memorandum suggested 
several measures to be taken by the Government of India and finally asked 
for an Indian officer to be stationed permanently in Penang to deal with 
the issue of permits and passports for Indians in Malaya.^^ 
Again Nehru in his talk with Lord Strang at New Delhi in 
February 1949, spoke first of communism. He stated that, "Communism in 
Russia had achieved a great deal but this had been done at a tremendous 
cost.... About Malaya, he wondered why we were finding it so difficult to 
suppress the Communists and restore law and order. Was this not because 
the so-called bandits had support from the local population for nationalist 
or economic reason? Would it not be well, therefore, to satisfy the 
nationalist urges and improve material welfare of the people at large.''^ 
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Further Nehru made a two days visit to Singapore from 17 to 19 
June 1950, on the foundation stone of the Indian Association said "Malaya 
is a land of many races and if here they can evolve a nationality, they will 
have achieved something valuable. Indians in Malaya must be loyal to the 
land they live in and to integrate themselves with other communities 
inhabiting it. The Indians have not perhaps learnt this lesson well and 
have a tendency to function even on a provincial plane instead of the all-
India plane. Wherever Indians went, they were in sense ambassadors of 
India, taking a little of India with them. They must see that they do 
nothing that would cast a slur on their country. They should also function 
to bring about goodwill between India and the country they lived in. In 
the present context of things we must not think of leadership but of 
cooperation among countries. Immediately we think of leadership, there 
are mental conflicts. India's desire is to be left to herself to work on her 
problems. She does not have resources to deal with the problems of 
others. If she succeeds in solving her own problems, it will help in 
solving world problems".''^ 
Again Nehru in his speech at a public meeting in Singapore on 
18 June 1950 addressed : "Malayan terrorism is excessively harmful and 
should not be tolerated. It passes my comprehension how a campaign of 
violence can lead to any good whatsoever, it degrades humanity. The 
basic ideals that Mahatma Gandhi has taught India are of the most 
essential importance for the world today, their central massage is that evil 
must not be done even if it might yield some good temporarily, because it 
must have its reaction and produce more evil. Cooperation between the 
different nations, races and communities is essential in the present world 
situation. Malaya with its Malay, Chinese, Indian and other population 
can set a great example to the world in such cooperation."''^ 
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Indo-Malaysian Trade Relations: 
Trade relations between India and Malaysia dates back to the 
early centuries of the Christian era. These ties were disrupted with the 
spread of British rule to India and Malaysia and during this colonial era 
both these countries traded with Britain but not very much with each 
other. Trade data from Indian official sources show that the average 
volume of two-way trade between the two countries rose from Rs.72 
million during 1951-56 to Rs.l65 million in 1956-61." 
Indian had played an important part in the economic 
development of Malaysia in the twentieth century. About half of the 
Indians in Malaya belong to the labour class and most of them work and 
live in rubber plantations. There are also large numbers working in the 
factoriies and urban areas. Indian labour had helped in the opening up of 
Malaya by clearing Jungle and Swamp and planting rubber. Rubber and tin 
are the most important product of Malaya and her prosperity has been 
closely linked up with these two commodities. There has not been much 
industrialisation and the country depends on imports for nearly two-thirds 
of the food requirements, and more than a third of imports consists of 
foodstuff. Malaya produces about half the world natural rubber and third 
of the world's tin.'^ 
The agent to the Government of India in Malaya had estimated in 
1939, on the basis of the occupational classification in the 1931 census 
report, that 4 percent of the Indian population was engaged in trade and 
business and independent professions, 16 percent in skilled, semi-skilled 
and miscellaneous occupation and the remaining 80 percent in unskilled 
work and indeterminate manual labour. 
The Labour Department in Malaya, headed by the Commissioner 
of Labour, looks after the protective side of Indian labour and ensures 
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that a uniform labour policy is adopted throughout the country. In 1923, a 
completely new Labour Code was devised for the colony and the 
Federated Malaya states and its application to the un-Federated states was 
later secured. The principle of a standard wage for Indian labourers was 
accepted in 1923. Until 1940, there was no special legislative provision 
for the formation of trade unions in Malaya, but in the post-war years, 
labour organisation made impressive strides and at the end of 1947, there 
were 163 registered trade Unions in Singapore and 289 in the Malayan 
Union.^" 
The Chettiars form an important part of the propertied class of 
Indian in Malaya and were the principal source of medium and long-term 
credit until the advent of the co-operative movement in the late thirties. 
The amount of working capital of the Chettiars in the straits settlements 
and the Federated Malaya states was estimated at Rs.25 crores in 1929 and 
the investments of Chettiars in Malaya at Rs.l7 crores in the beginning of 
1949. An idea of the Indian investments in Malaya can be had from the 
fact that the gross value of estates of Indian administered by chief police 
officers amounted to an average of about Rs. 16,000 during each of the 
years 1936, 1937 and 1938, and the gross value of succession 
administered by the Public Trustee and Official Administrator amounted 
to about Rs.5,70,000 in 1936, Rs.1,15,000 in 1937 and Rs.2,28,000 in 
1938. Letters of administration granted by Supreme Courts in the case of 
Indian estates amounted to a gross value of about Rs.31,25,000 in 1936, 
Rs.23,43,750 in 1937 and Rs.45,31,250 in 1938. The Debtors and 
creditors (occupation period) ordinance, 1948 which provides that 
payment for settlement made by debtors to creditors in respect of pre-
occupation and occupation debts are to be revalued according to a 
prescribed scale will affect the financial position and investments of the 
Indian Chettiar and Banking Community who had to carry on their work 
under the control of the Japanese authorities during the occupation period. 
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Money order remittances to India by Indians in Malaya amounted 
to about a crore of rupees each year during 1937 and 1938 and to Rs.37 
crores in 1946-47. Post office savings of Indians in Malaya amounted to 
about M$ 5 millions in 1936, M$ 7 million in 1937 and Malaya amounted 
to about M$ 9 million in 1938. Out of this, the saving of merchants 
amounted to an average of about M$ 300,000, of clerks to about M$ 1 
million, of labourers to about M$ 2.5 millions and of others to about M$ 3 
millions every years. Though the Chettiars in Malaya have helped in the 
opening up of the country their future seems to lie not in the field of rural 
credit but in enterprises involving large investments of capital. With the 
virtual stoppage of emigration from India, trade contacts between India 
and Malaya are likely to become increasingly important in Indo-Malayan 
relations.'" 
Undoubtedly, Malaya is a classical example of the colonial 
economy-with an export surplus of rich raw materials. The war had left 
the country's economy in complete disorder leading to the unusually 
heavy import surpluses in 1948 and 1949. During the first half of 1950, 
Malaya not only secured an overall favourable balance of trade on 
merchandise account, she secured a handsome addition to her dollar 
surplus for the sterling area's dollar pool. Malaya's economy being 
mainly based on rubber and tin, is exposed to severe jolts. Rubber holds 
perhaps the worst record for fluctuations. The recovery in the production 
of rubber after the war has been spectacular. Production in 1948 exceeded 
the pre-war average by 45 percent. But the increase in the rate of 
consumption has been more than in rate of product. This has prevented a 
big rise in stocks and has led to speculation rise in price. Devaluation of 
sterling helped prices to shoot up to record levels. The Rubber Study 
Group in Brussels in May last estimated the world production of natural 
rubber at 1,603,000 tons against consumption of 1,465,000 tons for 1950. 
Even this estimate did not have a bearish effect on rubber prices. During 
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the first quarter of the year, addition to the stock pile of rubber in 
America was negligible. The increase in American stock pile in the 
second quarter of the year, however, coincided with the increased offtake 
by Soviet Russia and Jointly pushed prices up to new bights.''° 
The rise in the price of rubber had created problems for 
manufacturers of rubber goods. In Hong Kong one of the biggest and 
oldest rubber manufacturing concerns was forced to close down, due to 
the abnormal rise in the price of raw rubber-others were being compelled 
to follov/ suit. In India, too, the effect has been adverse, particularly for 
the small manufacturers. Fortunately, however, our domestic production 
yields about 15,000 tons, leaving about 7,000 tons to be imported, the 
average estimated consumption being placed at 22,000 tons per year. The 
control on rubber prices has ensured steady supply, though the tyre 
manufacturers have been experiencing difficulty in securing adequate 
supplies and have been forced to curtail production. The lower control 
price of rubber during and after the war has been one of the causes for the 
slow development of rubber plantation in South India. India's import of 
rubber from Malaya had a sharp fall from Rs.84 lakhs in 1948-49 to Rs.l l 
lakhs only in 1949-50.'" 
This abnormal rise in prices was bound to have serious 
repercussions on the world economy. It gave a tremendous fillip to 
synthetic rubber, the production of which expanded during the war from 
24,000 tons in 1939 to 900,000 tons in 1944. Production of synthetic 
rubber, however, fell off after the war and declined in 1949 to 440,300 
tons. After the out break of the Korean War, the US had reversed its 
policy and announced a cut in the commercial consumption of natural 
rubber by 20,000 tons per month from 1,10,000 tons to 90,000 tons and its 
replacement by synthetic rubber, the production of which was be stepped 
up to 7,60,000 tons in the year 1950. The price of synthetic rubber was 
aroused $1 during the war. But even after the out break of Korean War, it 
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stood at 18 V2 cents, about one-third the price of natural rubber. These 
were ominous portents. The East was loosing silk to synthetic rayons of 
the West. 
The improvement in Malaya's trade position did not necessarily 
mean that the reconstruction of her economy had made much progress. 
The iron ore mines were still to be rehabilated. As Japan used to be the 
principal buyers of the Malayan ore, there was little prospect of 
developing the iron ore mines until Japan reconstructed her steel industry. 
In constrast, the mining of tin ore in Malaya advanced substantially as a 
result of rapid rehabilitation of mines under high priority programmes. In 
view of the damage suffered by the tin mines under the scorched earth 
policy, the recovery in tin production gained really remarkable 
momentum.'*^ 
The history of tin is similar to that of rubber. After the all time 
low price of £118-120 per ton reached in 1931, the tin producing 
countries adopted restriction schemes and gradually brought up the price 
to £230 in 1934. Later under the pressure of rearmament the spectre of 
under-production followed the threat of over production. Malaya, with her 
low cost of production had always been against any scheme of restriction, 
which artificially kept up prices to allow countries with higher production 
costs to gain at her expense. The control on production was gradually 
lifted and by 1937, full scale production was restored in most of the 
countries participating in the restriction schemes and the price of tin 
touched £300 per ton in July of that year. Malayan production of tin ore 
rose to 44.8 thousand tons in 1948 from 27.0 thousand tons in 1947 
compared with the 1935-38 average of 57.4 thousand tons. During 1949 
production of tin exceeded the 1935-38 average though it was still below 
the record level of 1940. 
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The Tin Study Group estimated the annual production of tin in 
1950 in excess of consumption and on the publication of these estimates 
in the first week of April 1950, the price of tin went down from £604 to 
£580. This was also due to the stoppage of stockpile purchases by US in 
the first quarter of the year. The Tin Study Group estimated the world 
production at 172,000 long tons in 1950 as against the world consumption 
at a progressively rising scale for the subsequent years, and made out a 
case for restriction of output.''^ 
During the war, tin smelting industry advanced fast in the USA. 
So USA was then importing more of tin concentrates, and less of tin metal 
than before the war. The total international trade in concentrates during 
1948 was above that of 1935-39 period, but the trade in tin metal in 1948 
was below pre-war, when the average annual export (1935-38) of tin metal 
was 122,900 long tons. This was largely due to the development of tin 
smelting in the USA. 
The rise in tin prices had a serious effect in India. The 
government of India did not issue licences for import of tin. During the 
first quarter the release of licences was restricted. When the government 
put it on the open General Licence on 5"^  August 1950, the price of tin 
had already reached its peak. With the development of the canning 
industry, manufacture of tin containers had expanded considerably. 
Development of locomotives industry had also increased the demand of tin 
in India. The price control ordinance was a distributing factor in the non-
ferrous metal markets, particularly, in tin. The government of India's 
short sighted import policy should have been revised in the interest of 
industrial development of the country during that period.'*^ 
In the agricultural sector India had to depend on the East Asian 
countries for supply of cocoanut oil. The shortage of supply of cocoanut 
oil had been a long standing grievance of the soap industry. Though 
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restriction on import of copra and cocoanut was withdrawn, the object of 
securing adequate supply was not realised. The Korean war had pushed up 
world prices of cocoanut kernel and oil to an uneconomic level. In June 
1950 when the prices in Malay and Ceylon were competitive, the 
government restricted import of cocoanut oil. When the prices had shot up 
everywhere, the OGL did not help the soap industry. The gap between 
internal production and consumption of cocoanut oil was estimated at 
70,000 tons per year. Prior to the war, India used to import 56,000 tons.of 
cocoanut oil every year. The annual import then stood at only 11,000, tons 
while the internal production stood static. The import duty of Rs.500 per 
ton has assured the growers of an inflated price but did not lead to 
increase in cocoanut plantation. In view of the rise of in prices in foreign 
countries, reduction in the import duty was the only palliative of the 
problems confronting the soap industry and other consumers. 
Cotton textile is the main item of our export to Malay. The 
phenomenal increase in export of textiles is described as "recapture" of 
Malayan market which was almost lost after the war. Since the great 
depression, India always had an adverse balance of trade with Malaya. 
Japan guarded the Malayan market against Indian textiles. The same trend 
in trade continued even after the war. The steel shortage in Malaya, which 
was extremely acute, highlighted the weakest link in India's trade 
relations with her neighbouring South East Asian country. Malaya never 
had a steel industry of her own. The iron ore was mined and exported to 
Japan. This latter source of steel when cut off, and when the world 
demand suddenly shot up after Korean war, prices of steel had sky-
rocketed. There was therefore, a wonderful opportunity for exporting 
Indian steel if we could spare any. But with the exception of textiles there 
are few manufactured products which these countries want that we could 
spare in any substantial quantities. Our economies remain largely 
competitive rather than complementary.^^ 
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Malaysia's imports from India during 1955 at $86.2 million, 
exceeded those of 1954 and 1953 by $13.9 million and $1.4 million 
respectively. On the other hand, Malaya's exports to India at $97.0 
million represented a decline of $17.4 million and $1.4 million 
respectively. The increase in imports from India during 1955 was mainly 
due to the increase in the quantities of rice, cotton sarongs, jute bags, 
clothing except fur. Jaggery, ceiling fans and coal imported into Malaya. 
The total trade between Malaya and India during the year 1955 whix;h 
amounted to M$ 183.2 million composed of M$86.2 million worth of 
Malayan imports from India and M$97.0 million worth of Malayan exports 
to India-resulted in a trade balance of M$I0.8 million in favour of 
Malaya, when compared to a favourable balance of M$42.0 million in 
1954 and M$13.6 million in 1953. While Malaya's imports from India 
during 1955 exceeded those of 1953 by M$1.4 million and those of 1954 
by M$13.9 million, Malaya's exports to India in 1955 were M$1.4 
million less than those of 1953 and M$17.4 million less than those of 
1954. The increase in Malayan imports from India during 1955 could be 
attributed principally to the increase in the quantities of rice, cotton 
sarongs, jute bags, clothing except fur, Joggery ceiling fans and coal 
imported into Malaya.""^ 
Malaya's export to India in 1955 were M$ 17.4 million less than 
in 1954. This fall of M$17.4 million in Malaya's exports was mainly due 
to lesser imports by India of petroleum products and vegetable oils. India, 
who was the principal supplier of cotton textiles to Malaya from 1950 to 
1953, lost her leading position for the first time to Japan in the year 1954, 
although, she remained a close second in that year. During the year under 
review, however, Japan made tremendous head-way in the matter of 
export of cotton textiles to this area. Owing to the abolition of imports 
restrictions on Japanese textiles in March 1955 the year under review was 
notable for a continued increase in the Japanese textiles on the Malayan 
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market. In coarse and medium varieties in which India had almost a 
monopoly of this market, she had somehow managed to hold her own 
during the year under review, although even in this field there were a 
good deal of competition from Japan, China and Hong Kong / ' 
The reasons for the success of Japanese goods of this class are as 
follows : 
i) Japanese manufactures were keenly interested to cater to the tasks 
and preferences of the total market. 
ii) Japanese manufacturer made what was known as a buyer's design 
for small orders like 10,000 yards per design. 
iii) They reserved the buyer exclusive rights over his design for small 
orders like 10,000 yards. 
iv) They made the goods in the finish and colour combination required 
by the buyers.''* 
These facilities protected the buyer from any unhealthy 
competition, which was a great advantage in a free market like Singapore 
where competition was exceedingly keen. Further, every merchant tried to 
experiment with new ideas and new colour combinations and this 
inevitably resulted in more orders and a larger quantum of business. In 
order to promote India's textile exports in the Malayan market it was 
suggested that attention may be paid to standardisation of qualities, 
samples and price lengths. As regards piece-packing, it was suggested that 
superior quality goods like printed voils, dorias, shirtings etc. Should be 
wrapped on cardboard or wooden planks and then packed in cellophane 
paper with decorative pictures, ribbons etc. The marking on the pieces 
should be clear, sharp and atractive and the ink should not smudge the 
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layers of cloth underneath. In case of superior quality goods, marking 
should be in golden i n k / ' 
India continued to be the principal supplier of cotton sarongs to 
Malaya during the year under report. Total imports from India amounting 
to 156,000 dozen in 1955 were 33,000 dozen more than in 1954 and 
constituted more than VA^^ of Malayan total imports of sarongs during the 
year. The second best supplier was Japan with 33,000 dozen against 
31,000 dozen during 1954. 
Almost all Malayan requirements of gunny bags, as usual, were 
met by India during the year under report. From 3,000 tons each in 1953 
and 1954, Malayan imports of this commodity rose to 5,000 tons in 1955, 
i.e. an increase of more than 70 per cent. 
For the first time in post-war years Malaya imported a 
considerably large amount of par-boiled rice from India during 1955. Of 
Malayan total imports of 23,700 tons of par boiled rice during the year 
under report, over a third 8,900 tons-came from India, the leading 
supplier was, of course, Thailand with 11,700 tons. It is gratifying to note 
that during 1955 Malaya imported from India more than 7,000 ceiling fans 
against 3,000 in 1954. India was next to U.K. among countries supplying 
ceiling fans to the Malayan market. Indian ceiling fans were by all 
accounts fairly popular in Malaya and our exporters made vigorous efforts 
to increase their exports to this market during that period. 
India was the leading supplier of onions to Malaya during 1955 
with 12,000 tons against 8,000 tons in 1953 and 10,000 tons in 1954. The 
next best supplier was Egypt with 10,000 tons. Although our exports were 
on the increase, it was necessary for our exporters to see that the ground 
is not lost to other countries. If our prices remained competitive we could 
very easily increase our exports of onions to this market.^° 
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It was encouraging that India's exports of toilet soap to the 
Malayan market kept increasing year by year. Against 14,000 pounds in 
1953 and 24,000 pounds inl954, Malaya imported 36,000 pounds in 1955; 
although to may be noted that this is a small fraction of imports from 
other major sources of supply like the U.K. and U.S.A., U.K. is the 
leading supplier of toilet soap to Malaya in 1955 imports from that 
country alone amounted to 1.9 million pounds. Our exporters paid 
adequate attention to advertisement and publicity, that would finally lead 
to increase in our exports of toilet soaps to these markets. 
India was the third best supplier of tobacco un-manufactured 
commodity to Malaya in 1955, next to Rhodesia and USA. It is a matter of 
satisfaction to find that imports from India rose from 219,000 pounds in 
1953 and 235,000 pounds in 1954 to 309,000 pounds in 1955. 
India was the second best supplier of Kapok to Malaya during 
1955 with Thailand coming first. From 300 tons in 1954, India's export 
went up to 600 tons in 1955. 
While in 1954 Indonesia was the leading supplier of ground nut 
oil to the Malayan market, India was the major supplier of this commodity 
during the year 1955. From the quantitative point of view India's share 
went up from 5,000 hundred weight (cwt.) in 1953 and 7,000 cwt. in 1954 
to 19,000 cwt. in 1955. 
Indian exports of dressed leather to Malaya in 1955 rose from 
3,000 tons each in 1953 and 1954 to 3,300 tons in 1955. This intake from 
India amounted to 45 per cent of Malaya's total imports of dressed leather 
during the year under review. 
It may be noted here that linseed oil from 2,000 gallons in 1953 
and 3,000 gallons in 1954, India's exports of linseed oil (raw) rose to 
24,000 gallons during the year under report.^' 
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From what has been written above, it would be clear how close 
Indo-Malayan links have been from ancient times to the modern era. The 
study of this subject is fascinating, said Sir Richard Winstedt : "The more 
one studies the subject, the more one realises the immense debt that 
Malaya owes to India for folk-tales as well for language, religion, custom, 
literature and general culture."^^ 
A close perusal of the subject reveals that Malaya has traveled a 
long distance and made phenomenal advancement. By observing the 
intimate relationship with India it could be clearly that the Malayans are 
more Indian than Malayan because of a very deep rooted Indian influences 
in their land be it cultural, political, economic and religious. 
However, despite such a close relationship there developed 
distinct nature and quality of the Malayan. While today the state religions 
of Malaya is Islam, there is hardly any doubt that they still have 
distinguished impression of Hinduism and Buddhism of the past. 
The study shows that like any other colonial state, the state of 
Malaya too had to struggle to step into the modern era of freedom and 
liberty and being a state in close proximity with India, it too got 
influenced with the cultural, economic and political development of India. 
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C h a p t e r - I I 
Relations Between India and Malaysia: Post-Independence of 
Malaysia (Nehru Era) 
Foreign Policy of Nehru: 
India got a full-fledged international status on 15'*' August, 1947. Before this 
the external relations of our country were conducted by the British Government in India. 
India attained some kind of international status when it became a member of the League 
of Nations, as an original member in 1919. India also participated in the San Francisco 
Conference in 1945 and signed the Charter of the United Nations. The Nationalist leaders 
had shown great interest in world affairs even before the achievement of Independence. 
Jawaharlal Nehru helped the Indian National Congress to define its stand on world 
affairs. Nehru viewed India's struggle for freedom as part of a world wide movement 
against colonialism and imperialism.' 
The Congress declared its full adherence to the principles underlying the 
Charter of the United Nations and added that it would be the constant aim of India's 
foreign policy to maintain friendly and co-operative relations with all nations and to 
avoid entanglements in military or similar alliances which tend to divide the world into 
rival groups and thus endanger world peace. The Congress would welcome her free 
association with the independent nations of the Commonwealth for their common well 
being and the promotion of world peace. 
Jawaharlal Nehru outlined the basic elements of India's foreign policy aims in 
his speech broadcast to the nation on 7 September, 1946. He said : "We propose, as far as 
possible, to keep away from the power politics of groups, aligned against one another, 
which have led in the past to world wars and which may again lead to disasters on an 
even vaster scale. We believe that peace and freedom are indivisible and the denial of 
freedom anywhere must endanger freedom elsewhere and lead to conflict and wars. We 
are particularly interested in the emancipation of colonial and dependent countries and 
peoples, and in the recognition in theory and practice of equal opportunities for all races 
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.... we seek no domination over others and we claim no privileged position over other 
peoples. But we do claim equal and honourable treatment for our people wherever they 
may go and we carmot accept any discrimination against them". 
In the interest of economic development of the coimtry, for maintaining the 
independence of action in foreign affairs, for safeguarding the security of the nation and 
for working effectively for world peace, India decided to keep away from the rival power 
blocs and follow an independent foreign policy. In a speech delivered at the Indian 
Council of World Affairs, New Delhi, on 22 March, 1949, Jawaharlal Nehru said : 
"When I say that we should not align ourselves with any power blocs, obviously it does 
not mean that we should not be closer in our relation with some coimtries than with 
others. That depends on entirely different factors, chiefly political and economic. At the 
present moment, you will see that as a matter of fact we have far closer relations with 
some countries of the Western world than with others. These close relations will no doubt 
develop and we will encourage them to develop".'* 
The basic idea that dominated Nehru's mind in the field of foreign policy was 
that the United States of America and the Soviet Union, both have emerged as the prime 
mover of contemporary history.^ Nehru did not seem to regard China in any way different 
from India in terms of actual power to influence history. Nehru inspired hopes to develop 
multi-sided relations with Asian and African countries in general and with China in 
particular on the basis of Panchsheel. Nehru was of the opinion that India had hardly any 
thing to conceal. Nehru professed to stand whole heatedly for a grand link up of forces of 
peace, independence and democracy. 
India showed vigorous opposition to SEATO. Jawaharlal Nehru had been 
advocating a negotiated settlement for all outstanding Far Eastern questions. In his 
opinion, the Geneva settlement on Indo-China created a suitable atmosphere for peaceftil 
negotiations. India's reaction to the Western bloc's desire to form the SEATO, almost 
immediately after the Geneva settlement was extremely unfavourable. Nehru was also 
very much concerned about the effects of the treaty. He feared that it would create hatred, 
fear and apprehension among the countries. India was also unwdlling to join any anti-
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China combination. It has been India's policy to develop friendly relations with China. 
Nehru was not in favour of disturbing its cordial relations with China by joining alliances 
hostile to it.^  
The Post Second World War period witnessed the liquidation of colonialism 
in most of the Asian countries. The western Imperialists who managed to keep these 
colonies under their sway by following the policy of 'divide and rule' for centuries 
followed the policy of either 'combine and go' or 'break and leave' in the process of 
granting independence to the colonies. For example, India, the former British colony was 
divided into two separate entities of union territory of India and Pakistan and 
independence was granted. Singapore, Sabah and Sarawak got their independence 
through merger with the Malaya Union which got independence earlier in 1957. In the 
wake of partition or combination and independence, these colonies were left to face the 
social, economic and political dislocation which resulted in the encroachment upon 
territorial integrity and sovereignty of the neighbouring countries. The sudden exposure 
to the international politics with a free hand to handle their foreign policies, the 
competition over filling up the vacuum created by the extinct of imperialists among the 
former colonies drove these states either to form one group against another or to join the 
already existing world blocs, to find only in opposite camps.^  
Relations Between the two Countries: 
The importance of India's relations with the countries of South East Asia lies 
in the fact that her role in the South East Asia largely influenced policies of the major 
powers towards her. Except for North-Vietnam, which allied itself v^ dth Soviet bloc and 
Thailand, Philippines and South Vietnam which joined the Anglo-American bloc, most of 
the other countries of the region preferred to remain non-aligned. Another notable feature 
about the cotintries of South East Asia was that most of them adopted anti-imperialist 
postures because they were always scared that the imperialist powers might stage a 
comeback. The existence of close cultural bond between India and countries of South 
East Asia also contributed to closer relations between India and coimtries of the region. 
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India from the very beginning felt the need of developing intimate relations 
with the coxmtries of South East Asia and to prevent the domination of the region by the 
communist or Western powers. India particularly looked at the armed struggles in the 
region as a positive threat to her stability and emphasised the need of keeping the 
coimtries of South East Asia free from the influence of the Super Powers. Nehru 
particularly wanted India to play a prominent role in the region and said in the course of 
his inaugural address to the Asian Relations Conference in March 1947: 
"It if fitting that India should play her part in this 
new phase of Asian development. Apart from the fact 
that India herself is emerging into freedom and 
independence, she is the natural centre and focal 
point of the many forces in Asia. Geography is a 
compelling factor and geographically she is not 
situated as to be the meeting point of Western and 
Northern and East and South East Asia. 
The emergence of the Federation of Malaya, which is now known as Malaysia 
as a sovereign state on 31" August 1957 was widely acclaimed in India. The Government 
of India always showed keen interest in the constitutional advancement of Malaysia and 
Singapore.' Naturally this development caused great jubilation everywhere. New Delhi 
sent a ministerial level delegation headed by S.K. Patil, Minister of Irrigation and Power 
to participate in the independence celebrations held at Kuala Lumpur, the capital of 
Malaysia. India also raised the status of its mission there to a High Commission. On the 
occasion when Malaya Joined United Nation India expressed happiness at her becoming 
a member of the United Nation in the 12'*' Session of UN General Assembly. Indian 
leader Krishna Menon said that it was a happy augury for the Assembly that it had 
admitted a new state so early in its session.'° 
Malaysia did not follow India's lead in espousing non-alignment. Although 
Malaysia did not join SEATO, or any other bloc, it generally followed the British line in 
foreign affairs and at the United Nation." This identical approach of the two nations was 
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mainly due to the clause of the agreement which provided independence to Malaysia. 
According to it, Malaysia was not only to remain in the Commonwealth but was bound to 
Great Britain by a treaty of mutual alliance. 
India approved Malaysia's membership of the Commonwealth and its 
acceptance of a military alliance with Britain.''' There was all-round cooperation between 
the two nations. Soon after attaining independence, Malaysia faced an acute shortage of 
trained personnel. India assisted Malaysia in this respect. There were 80,000 Indians jn 
Malaysia engaged in various professions. The Indian Government v^ a^s concerned about 
the well being of the large number of Indians employed in the rubber plantations. The 
Indian immigrants had invested substantial sums in Malaysia.'* 
The Indian Government sought to secure equal rights for all Malaysian 
citizens irrespective of their origin. The question was all the more important in the case of 
Malaysia, as out of some 6,00,000 Indians about half were bom there and eligible for 
citizenship. Some 2,00,000 Indians secured Malaysian citizenship up to December 
1952.'* But afterwards strict statutory provisions by the Government of Malaysia 
presented a large number of them from getting citizenship. An Indian Government 
representation on this was assured of 'full consideration', from the Govermnent of 
Malaysia, but this did not satisfy it fully. On a visit to Penang in December 1954, Nehru 
told'^ a mass rally of Indians that it was open to them to become Malaysian nationals and 
claim the same rights and privileges as other people. But he said, "if you decide to 
become Malaysian nationals, then love the country as your own". The same policy 
regarding Indians overseas was reaffirmed by him in parliament in September 1957. 
The Prime Minister of Malaysia, Tunku Abdul Rahman said with a feeling of 
pride that Indians in his country were playing an active part in moulding the Malaysian 
nation. He expressed this in a speech on president Dr. Rajendra Prasad's visit to Malaysia 
(5-7 December 1958). Dr. Prasad expresses satisfaction at these remarks and advised 
Indians in Malaysia to bring to the service of that country "whatever they possess in 
material, moral and spiritual resources and serve as the unofficial ambassadors of their 
home". Expressing commormess of approach and cooperation between India and 
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Malaysia in one of his speeches, Dr. Prasad observed: "I fell convinced that we both in 
Malaysia and India will work together as friends and equals towards this future". 
There was a dimension to India's relations with Southeast Asia - the presence 
of Indian communities in sizeable numbers. There was a large concentration in Malaysia : 
merchants, traders and labour drafted by the British during its imperial rule over India as 
well as in many other parts of the region, almost 15 per cent of the population of 
Malaysia, holding a precarious balance between the Malay and the Chinese".'* 
The birth of independent Malaysia (which included Singapore for a short 
period) spurred the grov^h of more meaningful relationship. A particular phrase of Nehru 
used by him at the time of the visit of the King and Queen of Jehore, echoed in Malaysia 
for a long time : "He is a friend who is almost a relative". Malaysia's emergence 
coincided with the drifting apart of India and Indonesia. Indonesia under Soekamo was 
hostile to the emergence of Malaysia and claimed certain territories (like Borneo) 
presently part of Malaysia. Soekamo had given the conflict a somewhat ideological 
colouring too and went along with China in portraying Malaysia as a British creation and 
as subservient to the west. In the nature of the alignments at the time, with China 
stridently denoimcing it, India's sympathies with the new state played significant role in a 
more meaningful and stronger relations with Malaya.'^  
On 27 May 1961 Prime Minister Tunku Abdul Rahman of Malaya made a 
proposal for the establishment of a new federation of Malaysia that include Malaya, the 
British South-East Asian colonies of Singapore, Sarawak, and Sabah (North Borneo 
territories), and the British protected state of Brunei.In course of time it led to a serious 
situation threatening peace and stability in insular South East Asia. To its sorrow India 
found Malaya, later Malaysia, a Commonwealth partner, and Indonesia, a friendly non-
aligned neighbours in the region, embroiled in a conflict over the proposal. As the 
Timku's proposal demonstrated Britain's willingness to terminate its authority over its 
South-East Asian colonies, India looked upon it as a viable proposition that would 
liquidate the remnants of British colonialism and make for peace and stability in the 
,^„- „ 20 region. 
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In the beginning Indonesia did not react unfavourably to the proposal for the 
formation of Malaysia. Foreign Minister Subandrio made his views known as early as 2 
August 1961.^' Later, in the course of his speech in the General Assembly of the United 
Nations on 20 September 1961, he stated that Indonesia had told Malaya "that we had no 
objection to such a merger based upon the will for freedom of the peoples concerned"?^ 
On this basis, Indonesia's stand towards the Malaysia proposal, at least at the early stage, 
tended to be interpreted as "benevolently indifferent", even "not unfriendly"?^ 
Well before the issue of Malaysia came to have a bearing on Indo-Indonesian 
relations, the two countries had witnessed a certain coolness developing between Prime 
Minister Jawaharlal Nehru and President Soekamo, on both ideological and personal 
levels. The two leaders had openly manifested the differences in their approaches to the 
issues of colonialism and world peace at the conference of Non-Aligned States in 
Belgrade in September 1961.^ '' And there came a shift in Indonesia's attitude from one of 
acquiescence in the project of Malaysia to one of hostility towards it, while India looked 
upon the formation of Malaysia as a welcome development in South East Asia. That 
India's attitude towards the proposed federation was favourable became manifest as early 
as December 1961.^ ^ 
It is interesting to note that although Indonesia's initial reaction to the 
Malaysia proposal was one of "no objection", it was not without caution. This was clear 
from Subandrio's words "will for freedom of the peoples concerned". It was just this 
caution which, at the time of the Brunei revolt in December 1962, provided a justification 
for the Indonesian policy of confrontation with Malaysia. The Government of Indonesia 
perhaps wanted to watch the developments carefully for some time before taking a 
definite stand on the issue of Malaysia. 
When Malaysia's Paramount Ruler visited India between 8 December 1961 to 
13 December 1961, he was accorded warm welcome. In the banquet given to him by the 
Vice-President Dr. S. Radhakrishnan, the Vice-President expressed his hope that 
Malaysia would be like a crescent moon stretching from Philippines to Indonesia and 
wished success in their efforts for uniting Malay-Singapore, North Borneo territories and 
Brunei.^' During the visit to India by Tunku Abdul Rahman, the prime Minister of 
Malaysia, on 27 October 1961, no such public statement was issued although it was 
obvious that the relationship between India and Malaysia was strengthened and renewed 
by the Tunku's expression of solidarity and sympathy with India at the critical juncture, 
when India was facing Chinese aggression.^ * This gesture of friendship shown by 
Malaysia at the time of need was reciprocated by India when Malaysia herself was facing 
hard time in the process of the execution of Malaysia plan. By siding with India, the seed 
for such reciprocation was sown by Tunku who might have anticipated the need for 
regional cooperation and support in implementing the Malaysia plan effectively. 
During a visit by Yang di-pertuan Agong of Malaysia to India, Vice-President 
S. Radhakrishnan reportedly gave his blessing for the Malaysia plan.^ ^ India's attitude got 
further clarified during the three days visit of the Singapore Prime Minister, Lee Kuan 
Yew, to India in April 1962. Since Tunku Abdul Rahman's proposal was yet to get 
underway, and it needed a policy decision with regard to the region atleast for the time 
being, the Government of India chose to maintain near silence on the issue. The only 
public occasion when it made its attitude known at the dirmer given by Lakshmi N. 
Menon, Minister of State for External Affairs, to Prime Minister and Madame Lee Kuan 
Yew. In her speech Lakshmi Menon observed that Malaysia was a good idea and 
expressed the hope that the efforts being made to establish the Malaysian federation 
would be crowned with success.'' 
In his talks with Lee Kuan Yew on 23 April 1962 Nehru showed keen interest 
in the Malaysian plan. '^ Being inconclusive, the talks were resumed on the next day and 
covered various aspects of the scheme and its regional implications. Nehru seems to 
have indicated that India would support the establishment of Malaysia. At the press 
conference in New Delhi on 25 April 1962 Lee Kuan Yew observed that Nehru was 
"remarkably well informed on all matters cormected with South East Asia" and that he 
"understood my point of view very well and expressed sympathy with my view that 
Malaysia is taking a logical way for liquidating the British Empire in South East Asia".''"' 
The Malaysia scheme^  in fact, evoked appreciation in official circles in New Delhi. 
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Prime Minister of Singapore Lee Kuan Yew's visit to India was important 
inasmuch as it enabled Prime Minister Nehru to exchange views on the Malaysia plan 
with the leader of one of the prospective constituents of the proposed federation. In view 
of the racial dimension of the Malaysia Scheme, the fact that Lee Kuan Yew represented 
Singapore, which was predominantly Chinese, and had come to India to canvass support 
for the scheme, made the occasion all the more important. Since it represented the 
willingness of the Singapore Chinese to join the new federation, discussions with Lee 
Kuan Yew led Nehru to believe in the viability of the Malaysian plan. 
The major significance of Lee Kuan Yew's visit, however, lay in the fact that 
it clarified certain grounds on which India's pro-Malaysia attitude would be based. India 
welcomed Malaysia for a variety of reasons. First, the emergence of Malaysia would 
mark the end of the remnants of British colonialism in the region. Secondly, Malaysia 
offered a sound and politically and economically viable alternative to instability in insular 
South East Asia. In fact, India believed that Malaysia "will be a factor for political 
stability" in the region.^ ^ Thirdly, Lee kuan Yew is reported to have placed much 
emphasis on the anti-Commtmist content of the Malaysia plan during his talks in New 
Delhi and to have suggested that, viewed from that angle, the proposed federation would 
be in India's interest.''^  The fact that Nehru reportedly agreed wdth Lee Kuan Yew on the 
various implications of the Malaysia plan meant the Government of India's acceptance of 
the emergence of Malaysia as a stabilizing factor in the region. Following Lee Kuan 
Yew's visit, the Government of India came out openly in support of the formation of the 
new federation. In September 1962 it joined the other countries of the Commonwealth in 
expressing its satisfaction with the "great progress made towards the establishment of the 
Federation of Malaysia by 31'* August 1963."^* 
It is not certain however that how far the Government of India realized the 
domestic pulls and pressures inside Indonesia in titling her towards a policy of 
confi-ontation with the proposed Malaysia federation. In fact, in October 1962, when a 
broad consensus against the Malaysia scheme was emerging in Indonesia, India was 
preoccupied with the problem arising from the Chinese invasion on its northern borders. 
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This restricted its initiatives concerning developments in South East Asia to a certain 
extent.^ ^ 
Both Malaysia and Singapore had unreservedly and unmistakably supported 
India against China during the border war of 1962. Tunku Abdul Rahman, then Prime 
Minister had, infact, setup a fund (The Fund was named 'Save Democracy Fund') to 
assist India, of which he was himself the Chairman. Both Malaysia and Singapore 
regarded China as a subverting power and were most suspicious of it.''* However India's 
defeat at the hands of China in 1962 exposed her economic and military weakness, which 
greatly undermined her prestige among the nations of South East Asia. 
The setback received by India during the Sino-Indian war and her tilt towards 
the western countries created a feeling among countries of South East Asia that this may 
lead to greater interference by the western countries in the Asian Affairs. The pro-west 
countries of South East Asia tried to utilise this opportunity to build a broad alliance 
against China with Indian collaboration. 
During the visits to India by Yang-di-Pertuan Agong of Malaysia in 
December 1961, and of Lee Kuan Yew, the Prime Minister of Singapore in April 1962, 
India was well impressed by the viability of the Malaysia plan. India started showing 
favourable attitude towards the formation of Malaysia. The unblemished support of India 
was not a surprise one as she always championed the elimination of imperialism and 
colonialism. Also it should be noted that the Malaysia proposal had come in the wake of 
Chinese aggression against Indian territories in late 1962. Hence India's perceptions on 
regional issues was one of anti-Chinese and anti-Communist oriented. It did not want to 
see an unstable South East Asia falling a prey to the Peking backed insurgencies. In the 
Malaysia plans it saw a promising element of safeguard against the possible efforts by 
China in converting the region of South East Asia into her sphere of influence. Had there 
been no barriers against Chinese expansionism through infiltrations and intrusions, India, 
it was feared, would soon find herself encircled by the pro-Chinese governments and 
consequently left in isolation in the wake of any encroachment on her territories. This 
was the underlying fact behind her favourable stance on the formation of Malaysia. ^ 
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India's welcome to Malaysia and the confrontation policy declared by 
Indonesia against Malaysia on 21'' September 1960 brought deterioration in the bilateral 
relations between India and Indonesia. The Commimist Party of Indonesia (PKI) came 
out unsparingly against India, its leadership and its policy of non-alignment/" India 
sensed Indonesia's growing hostility to Malaysia at this stage. It, therefore, did not deem 
it desirable to make any comment on the question. Any open and direct support for 
Malaysia on its part would have only strengthened the anti-Indian feeling which had 
erupted in Indonesia during the Fourth Asian Games held in Jakarta in September 1962. 
Moreover, China, which was anxious to woo Indonesia into an anti-Indian combination, 
had already declared its vocal and moral support for the Indonesian policy of 
confrontation with Malaysia. It would have found in India's open support for Malaysia a 
convenient handle for tarnishing India's image further in Indonesia. '^ 
This did not, however, mean that India totally ignored the issue. A month after 
Subandrio's announcement of a policy of confrontation with Malaysia, Prime Minister 
Nehru explained why India had welcomed the Malaysia proposal. In line with India's 
record of opposition to colonialism, he said India regarded the freedom of the British 
colonies as "the first thing". In a statement in the Lok Sabha on 22 February 1963, Nehru 
observed : "The major thing, it seemed to us, was that the colonies should cease to be 
colonies; the rest, it was for them to decide". This was in accord with India's policy 
towards the region both before and since independence. The major components of this 
policy were elimination of colonialism, strengthening of nationalism and independence, 
and proinotion of bilateral and/or multilateral co-operation and of friendship, peace, and 
stability.'*^ 
In May 1963, after Indonesia had started a policy of confrontation with 
Malaysia, Nehru spoke on India's approach to the region. In his address to the members 
of the Executive Board of the Organization of Asian News Agencies in New Delhi on 15 
May 1963, he underlined India's objectives in the region thus ; "We want peace and 
progress in South East Asia. We are friends of Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines 
and we hope that they will come to an agreement among themselves". He also 
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emphasized that India was not prepared to get "entangled" in this issue. "We have 
enough problems of our own".*^  
No doubt India's efforts to promote trade and economic relations with the 
countries of the region had only been marginal. This is evident from India's volume of 
trade with South East Asia. Between 1950-51 and 1962-63, India's trade with the region 
ranged between 3 per cent and 9 per cent of its total world trade, 9.7 per cent being the 
highest registered (in 1956-57). This reflected India's own limitations and lack o capacity 
to compete with the technologically and industrially advanced countries, which proved 
better sources of aid and trade to the states of South East Asia. India wanted to gain time 
to reach the stage of self-sustained growth in economy and industry, thus increasing its 
capacity to compete with those at a higher stage of development. In fact, Nehru's policy 
of non-alignment and of a peace area in South East Asia was suited to serve, among other 
things, these ends. In the meantime, India desired to go ahead with its policy of 
friendship, peace, and stability in the region.'*'* 
In pursuance of this policy India welcomed the Indonesian Dutch Agreement 
on West Irian in August 1962. In a statement in the Rajya Sabha on 22 August 1962 
Prime Minister Nehru expressed his satisfaction over the removal of "one source of 
conflict in South East Asia". He also referred to the recent settlement in Laos, said that it 
augured well for the peace of South East Asia, and declared : "We are particularly happy 
not only because of our intimate contacts with the countries concerned but also because, 
in a sense, we are part of South East Asia, and we earnestly hope that there will be peace 
there"."' 
During 8 to 13 December, 1961 though the visit of His Majesty Yang di-
Pertuan Agong, the Paramount Ruler of the Federation of Malaysia, was his first one to 
this country (India), the feeling of his being no stranger here, expressed by him at the 
civic reception given to him and his consort, the Raja Permaisuri Agong, at the historic 
Red Fort, beared eloquent testimony to bonds of friendship that have existed between 
India and Malaysia through no less than a score of centuries. These bonds had 
strengthened during the past one decade, particularly since 1958 when Malaysia became 
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independent and today the two countries have forged new links to suit the modem times. 
Malaysia, which drew immense inspiration from India's struggle for freedom, believes as 
passionately as India does, in the moral force of peace rather than in the material force of 
power injustice and fair play and in the rights of man rather than in the might of arms or 
money. By their own choice, both the countries have shimned involvement in power 
blocs and adopted a policy of neutralism in their dealings with other co\mtries. The forces 
of both India and Malaysia had fought shoulder to shoulder the battle of the UN in the 
Congo. To stress the broad identity of outlook that the two countries have on various 
political, economic and moral issues facing the world today, one has only to recall the 
leading role that the Malaysian Prime Minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman, had played in 
forcing South Africa to withdraw from the Commonweahh in pursuance of her misguided 
policy of apartheid. 
The glowing tribute that His Majesty had paid to the people of the Indian 
origin in Malaysia is something of which Indian can well be proud of Nehru had always 
advised the Indian abroad to identify themselves with the local people. An appropriate 
step in including a sense of unity among the various racial groups that inhabited Malaysia 
such as the Malays, the Chinese and the Indians was to reorganize them on economic 
programmes. That would have deepened the roots of democracy in South East Asia and 
should have gone some way in creating a powerful bulwark to counter the menace of Red 
China. It was, indeed, heartening that this advice was being followed, both in letter and 
spirit, by the Indians in Malaysia, who form no less than 10 percent (till 1960 censes) of 
the Malaysian population. 
The interest that India had shown in the economic development of Malaysia, 
especially after the visit of President Rajendra Prasad to Malaysia during 5 to 7 
December 1958 was evident from the technical assistance which India could afford in the 
reorganization of the Malaysian economy. This aid however had been only on a limited 
scale because of the paucity of technical hands in India to cope with her own 
developmental programmes. Malaysia was also benefitted to a considerable extent from 
the industrialisation that took place in India during the past several decades. Since 1952, 
Malaysia's export trade with this country had gone up from Rs.266 crores to as much as 
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Rs.1366 crores, due to increased demand for her various raw materials, the most 
important among which are base metals, rubber, oil seeds and oils. The development of 
the Malaysian economy similarly stepped up Indian exports which have practically been 
stagnant all these years around Rs.4 crores. The visit of Paramount Ruler of Malaysia and 
his consort had further strengthened the ties between the two countries.^ ^ 
Malaysian Prime Minister had, never hesitated to be forthright and outspoken 
in his views on national as well as international problems. His speech at the civic 
reception held in his honour by the Municipal corporation in the capital city was 
remarkable for the penetrating analysis he made of China's ulterior aims in her military 
aggression against India and its repercussions on entire Asia. Having known for full 
twelve years what the ruthless and unscrupulous tactics of international communism 
mean and how his country was disrupted by them during this period, the Tunku uttered a 
grave warning to all the nations of Asia to take full note that the Chinese aggression was 
not an affair confined to India and China alone. What had happened on the Himalayan 
border was but a repetition of the Chinese acts of infiltration or open aggression in Asian 
coimtries like Malaysia, Vietnam and Korea. Preparation for aggression on such a 
stupendous scale in a difficult terrain was certainly not meant to establish her right over 
some square miles of mountainous area. As events in NEFA had amply demonstrated, 
China's expansionist ambitions were unfolded in stages and no one could be sure that 
there would be an end to them until she felt that she had established her iron grip on the 
vast strategic north of his country. China had shown respect neither for international law 
nor even for consistency in her claims. She was constantly shifted her ground. The aim of 
China, in the field analysis, was to establish communism not only in India but in the other 
countries of Asia at convenient stages. India had been chosen for such a blatant act of 
aggression because she was an eye-sore to China and she was an eye-sore because she 
was holding before the Asian nations a convincing and effective example of the working 
of the democratic way of life. It was a warfare between ideologies and not a limited 
military action to establish a claim over a border area. The Tunku's warning deserved to 
be noted in Pakistan where the press was gloating over India's troubles. India's 
neighbour, as the Tunku had emphasized, needed to look far beyond the future to 
scrutinize the real intention of China. 
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It was a remarkable coincidence that analysis of China's ulterior designs, 
came from the leader of a country which had suffered badly at the hands of international 
communism, coincided with the warning uttered by that spiritual messenger of peace-
Vinoba Bhave. In ringing tones Vinoba Bhave had warned his countrymen to realize that 
they were at war with a nation which wanted to impose its communist ideology by 
destroying their democratic way of life."*^  
Analytically wc find that the relationship between the two countries was based 
upon mutual cooperation during the post Independence period as well as post cold 
Second World War period. Malaysia got her independence and became the member of 
United Nations. On the occasion of Malaysia Independence India sent her delegation to 
participate in her independence celebration at Kuala Lumpur. Further the visit of Indian 
Prime Minister Nehru to Malaysia added a new significance to the Indo-Malaysian 
relationship. Nehru appealed in particular to Indian inhabitant of Malaysia made a great 
impact on the mind of Malayan people, as the words of Nehru had more human than 
political nrieaning. 
The full-fledged support of India to the Malaysia proposal was again a binding 
force between the two countries. India's stand on the elimination of communism from 
Malaysia was also no less appreciated by Malaysians. The unequivocal support by India 
was equally reciprocated by Malaysians when during Chinese aggression the Malaysia's 
Premier Tunku Abdul Rehman sent a package of 'Save Democracy Fund' to India. 
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Relations Between India and Malaysia: Shastri Era 
Foreign Policy of Shastri: 
The sudden demise of Jawaharlal Nehru, the first Prime Minister of India in 
1964 after Indo-Chinese war caused a void in the Indian political scene. People had 
started talking in terms of India devoid of a true Nehru successor. Lai Bahadur Shastri 
was the simple choice to succeed the great Prime Minister Nehru. Shastri got the 
opportunity to accept the challenge of Prime Ministership after Jawaharlal Nehru. He did 
not take much time to prove a worthy Nehru successor.' 
As Shastri came to power, he was confronted with an ugly problem created as 
a result of the decision of Burma, a friendly neighbour, to nationalise its trade. He had to 
face another problem of stateless Indian in Ceylon. Shastri took a statesman like decision 
when he entered into a pact with Smt. Bhandamaike to solve this problem, to her 
satisfaction. The important event came when Shastri tried to understand the 
complications of the Kashmir problem. 
Lai Bahadur Shastri continued to maintain the Nehru Line on negotiations 
with China. However China remained busy in making her own ring against India with the 
help of Pakistan, India had to plan defence against both China and Pakistan. Ultimately 
India had to face fiill-scale war from Pakistan. In fact after the demise of Jawaharlal 
Nehru, Shastri got no respite from the problems but the victory against Pakistan in 1965 
not only changed him as a fortunate man. He now became a hero in the South East Asia 
and commanded respect of a statesman.^  
Relations Between the two Countries: 
It was observed that, at least so far as India was concerned, Swaran Singh's 
proposal regarding Malaysia's representation at the second Asian-Afiican conference 
tended to link the Malaysia issue with the very prospects of the conference came off at 
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all. That was to say, either Indonesia agreed to Malaysia's participation in the conference 
as proposed by India, or the conference could not be held. 
But despite the fact Malaysia consistently supported India in the 1960s against 
Pakistan over Kashmir so that Islamabad briefly broke out diplomatic relations with it in 
1966, and against China's territorial claims to Indian territory, but New Delhi did not 
back Kuala Lumpur in its dispute with Indonesia which brought the two countries to war 
in 1963. 
On IS* July 1964, India joined other states of the Commonwealth in 
expressing satisfaction at the establishment of Malaysia and assuring Prime Minister of 
its sympathy and support in his efforts to preserve the sovereignty, independence and 
integrity of his country and to promote a peaceful and honourable settlement of current 
differences between Malaysia and neighbouring countries. India also supported the 
Malaysian candidature for one of the non-permanent seats in the UN Security Council.^  
When Malaysia was elected to the security council, Indonesia withdrew from the UN as 
the neo-colonial Malaysia was being seated. The withdrawal of membership from UNO 
was noted with regret by India. Right from the beginning, India was in favour of a 
peaceful settlement of the dispute through negotiations or any other peaceful means. It 
always tried to refrain from taking sides as taking sides would lead her to fall in the trap 
of Asians fighting Asians and would also make her commit in one way or other. 
However, it considered the disturbance of the sovereignty of Malaysia by using force as 
an unfortunate one.'' India also came forward to offer a mediatory role between Indonesia 
and Malaysia if wished by both parties, when the confrontation was in full swing. The 
External Affairs Minister, Swaran Singh disclosed in Lok Sabha on 25* November 1964 
that he had received invitation from both countries to initiate approachment between 
them.' 
India sponsored the membership of Malaysia for the second Afro-Asian 
conference of 1964 but it was subsequently called off, for which Soekamo was greatly 
displeased and China highly annoyed. By doing so India incurred the hostility of 
Indonesia and Seokamo discarded neutrality on Kashmir issue and perceptibly tiUed 
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towards Pakistan. India's support to Malaysia too on the territorial issue of Borneo was 
made clear when at the time Prime Minister Lai Bahadur Shastri stated in the Lok Sabha 
that the Sovereignty of Malaysia should be preserved and differences between Indonesia 
and Malaysia should be solved peacefully, adding that president Soekamo himself 
favoured a peaceful settlement.* Malaysian papers splashed the report of India's stand 
and Tunku Abdul Rahman said that he was happy with India's support.' 
In fact, right from the begiiming India was in favour of a peaceful settlement 
of the dispute between Indonesia and Malaysia. It envisaged for itself a neutral role in the 
matter.* However, in view of its "good relations with Malaysia", it felt that it "would be 
unfortunate if the sovereignty of Malaysia is disturbed by use of force". Prime Minister 
Lai Bahadur Shastri told the Lok Sabha on 18 September 1964 that India had "always 
supported the idea of Indonesia and Malaysia trying to settle matters between 
themselves". He also agreed to the suggestion made a day earlier by former Defence 
Minister Krishna Menon that "the non-aligned nations' Conference should move in this 
matter and try to settle these differences".' 
After the Second Conference of Non-aligned States, India also took the 
initiative in bringing about a rapprochement between Indonesia and Malaysia. In a 
statement in the Lok Sabha on 25 November 1964, External Affairs Minister Swaran 
Singh revealed India's continued efforts in this direction, including those made by his 
delegation at the Second Conference of Non-Aligned States. Although he was sorry to 
state that despite efforts by various countries the situation had "not very much improved", 
he said he was still hopeful of a solution through Indian initiative. He also disclosed that 
he had received invitations from both Malaysia and Indonesia, and said that "it is my 
intention to go into that part of this world and try to do something".'° 
However meaningful, India's efforts in the direction of a peaceful solution of 
the Malaysia dispute seemed to be misplaced. Within a month and a half of Swaran 
Singh's statement in the Lok Sabha, there was a sudden burst of anti-Indian sentiment in 
the Indonesian Press. It coincided with Malaysia's success in getting a non-permanent 
seat in the UN Security Council. This reaction might have been caused by Indonesian ire 
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at India's pro-Malaysia attitude towards the Malaysian candidature for the membership of 
the Security Council. 
On 31 December 1964, President Soekamo repeatedly asked newsmen to note 
that "Indonesia will definitely quit the United Nations if Malaysia becomes a Security 
Coimcil member". Finding his warning ignored, he carried out his threat of withdrawal 
fi-om the world body on 7 January 1965. Explaining his action in an interview in Tokyo 
later, Soekamo remarked : "We cannot bear the fact that Malaysia was elected a non-
permanent member of the U. N. Security Council. We cannot remain an idle spectator to 
the fact that Malaysia, which, as far as we are concerned, does not exist, sits in the U. N. 
Security Council".'^ 
Indian Government's categorical and open siding with Malaysia as against 
the Philippines over the latter's claim to Sabah, which is now Malaysian territory, is one 
of those rare acts of foreign policy on the part of our government which may be held to 
have served equally well the principles of international morality and our legitimate 
national interest. Malaysia's Sovereignty over Sabah, in its political and legal 
implications, has features some of which are strikingly similar to those of Indian 
sovereignty over Jammu and Kashmir (J & K) as an integral part of India's territory and 
India's nationhood. This, however, is only one of the justifications of our Prime 
Minister's wise declaration of support to Malaysia, as is the whole - hearted sympathy, 
which the Government of Malaysia declared for our country as the victim of aggression 
in the Indo-Pakistan border conflict of 1965.^ '* 
It was also in terms of a far broader conception of our national interests that of 
the Indian government had acted wisely and well in deciding to stand up and be counted 
as a friend of Malaysia on the Sabah issue. By taking this bold stand, the Goverrunent of 
India has been able to demonstrate to the world and impressed the political consciousness 
of South East Asia the important point that our country and its government are willing 
and that they consider themselves also to play a responsible role of positive association 
with and constructive participation in the maintenance of a civilized international order 
and regional stability and progress in the South East Asian world.'^  
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With Indonesia trying to mediate between Malaysia and the Philippines and 
Thailand sticking so far to strict neutrality with regard to the Sabah issue, our 
government's forth right affirmation in favour of Malaysia assumes added significance. It 
is no doubt true that our govenunent has taken risks with regard to its relations with the 
Philippines. The rurming of these risks, however, is justified and there is every reason to 
hope that such difficulties as we may have with the Philippines as a consequence of the 
Government of India's declaration regarding Sabah will be a passing phase and that when 
the dust has settled, our country will gain in the respect of the Philippines as an Asian 
country which knows its mind and is not afraid to let others occasionally know it too. In a 
wider context, I have no doubt in my mind that the Indian stand and support of Malaysia 
has created a very favourable impression on Singapore and that in the more distant Tokyo 
too, conclusions are being drawn regarding trends in our foreign policy thinking on Asian 
affairs which should be flattering to us. Indeed, in Peking again, there may be some 
active and perhaps anxious speculation about what the Government of India is up to.'^ 
Nevertheless, in the long-term interest of happy relations with Indonesia, India 
attempted to make its pro-Malaysia policy as little provocative to the Indonesian leaders 
as possible. Although it continued to give moral and political support to Malaysia, it did 
not say anything against Indonesia. Instead it only urged a peaceful solution of the 
Malaysian Indonesian dispute bilaterally or through mediation by a third party. On 12 
January 1965 Prime Minster Lai Bahadur Shastri told a Press conference in Calcutta : "... 
We have always said that we do not believe in any confrontation between Indonesia and 
Malaysia. India has recognized the independence and sovereignty of Malaysia and we 
have always said that the differences between Indonesia and Malaysia should be settled 
between themselves or through the intervention of a third party". He also expressed his 
Government's wish "to develop good relations with Indonesia".'^  
One visible effect of the anti-Indian feeling manifested by the Indonesian 
Press about the beginning of 1965 was the postponement of a visit that Swaran Singh had 
planned to pay to Indonesia and some other South East Asian countries in January 1965. 
Although it was reported that the postponement was the result of his preoccupation with 
visits to India by a number of foreign dignitaries about that time, it might well be related 
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to a realization on tiic part of India that in the political situation then obtaining in 
Indonesia, such a visit by its External Affairs Minister might not serve the purpose of 
reconciling differences between Indonesia and Malaysia. 
In the months following Indonesia's withdrawal from the United Nations, 
India continued to pursue its policy of supporting Malaysia as well as of keeping a 
posture of neutrality, however precarious. This was necessary in order to be able to play a 
mediatory role between Indonesia and Malaysia as and when occasion arose. Replying to 
questions on the subject in the Rajya Sabha on 9 March 1965, the Deputy Minister for 
External Affairs, Dinesh Singh, said that his Government was aware of the "serious 
situation" in South East Asia arising from the "serious dispute between Indonesia and 
Malaysia". He also expressed his Government's "sincere hope for a peaceful settlement" 
of the Indonesian-Malaysian differences and stressed the desirability of "peaceful 
negotiations" between the two parties. He observed : "Government of India continue to 
watch the situation carefully and will be glad to offer necessary assistance to bring about 
rapprochement, if necessary, at the appropriate time".'' Dinesh Singh also revealed that 
India had made many efforts to secure a peaceful settlement of the dispute between 
Indonesia and Malaysia and had kept in touch with both sides. Elucidating his 
Government's attitude, he stated that it preferred "a peaceful settlement" and that it had 
every hope "that it will be possible to reach a peaceful solution".^ ° In answer to a 
question whether India had done anything to show its identification with Malaysia, he 
observed : "Indonesia does not recognize Malaysia and has a policy of confrontation with 
Malaysia. We recognize Malaysia, and it is a friendly country". '^ About five weeks later, 
on 16 April 1965, C. Subramaniam, India's Minister for Food and Agriculture and leader 
of the Indian delegation to the tenth anniversary (Dasa Warsa) celebrations of the first 
Asian-African Conference, told reporters in Singapore that India was prepared to take 
part, if requested to do so, in any Asian-African Conciliation Commission to solve the 
Malaysia dispute.^ ^ 
India, it seems, ignored this advice. Between April and June 1965 it continued 
to insist on Malaysia's representation at the Second Asian-African Conference. For that 
purpose it used the forum provided by the meeting of the 15-nation ambassadorial 
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Standing Committee. This provoked Seokamo to condemn India and its leaders openly 
for their pro-Malaysia policy?^ It ultimately led to a repetition of anti-Indian 
demonstrations in Djakarta and elsewhere in Indonesia on 23 June 1965.^ '* The immediate 
provocation arose from India's efforts to seek postponement of the Second Asian-African 
Conference scheduled to be held in Algiers. 
In June 1965 it looked as though the two countries were rapidly sliding 
towards a point of no return. India's efforts to secure postponement of the Second Asian-
African Conference and its firm adherence to the view that Malaysia (and the Soviet 
Union) should be invited to the conference led to a further hardening of the anti-Indian 
feeling in Indonesia. The Indonesian leaders were mortified to find that in spite of all-out 
support offered by China and by Pakistan, they were unable to salvage the conference. 
The question of Malaysia's participation in the conference, combined with some other 
developments such as the coup in Algiers, the venue of the conference, about a week 
before the conference was to be held, had finally led to the postponement of the 
conference. '^ 
It was in this atmosphere of heightened tension in Indian-Indonesian relations 
that in September 1965 Pakistan chose to strike at India with a view to solving the 
Kashmir question once for all by force. China's 72-hour ultimatum to India, its threat to 
open a new front, and Indonesia's open moral and even material support for Pakistan 
confirmed India's fear that the three countries had formed an anti-Indian combination.^ ^ 
Developments against India and the Indians in Indonesia during June and 
September 1965 caused a lot of anxiety in India. The press, Parliament, and public 
opinion - all were indignant. The Government of India, however, took a balanced view of 
things. Replying to a call-attention motion in the Rajya Sabha on 21 September 1965 on 
the issue of seizure of the Indian consulate in Medan (North Sumatra) and the property of 
Indians in West Java, Swaran Singh declared that the Government of India had decided 
"after careftil consideration that it would not be in our interest at the present moment to 
withdraw Indian diplomatic persormel from Indonesia".^ ^ 
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After the ascertainment of the wishes of people of the territories in favour of 
Malaysia by the UN team, India started supporting 'Malaysia' openly at all diplomatic 
levels. However, she followed a constrained policy in her attitude towards the issue of 
Malysia. This can be understood in terms of her ambivalent position in dealing with the 
international issues. India, in accordance with the policy of Panch-Sila supported the 
decolonisation process and self-determination policy in the South East Asian region.^ * 
When the Malaysian Prime Minister emphasized the cordial relations with 
India. There was an implied criticism of Pakistan too. Pakistan, he said, had joined 
SEATO which was purported to have been set up against 'Communist Aggression'. But 
Pakistan was at the same time 'Chummy' with China, the Tunku Abdul Rahman pointed 
out.^' India's relations with countries of South East Asia entered a new phase after the 
Indo-Pakistan war of 1965. During the war Indonesia extended whole-hearted support to 
Pakistan. North Vietaam and Cambodia also criticised India, largely because of her 
failure to take a firm stand against the US aggression. Malaysia, however, maintained 
neutrality. However, the victory scored by India over Pakistan restored here lost prestige 
in South East Asia. 
Tunku Abdul Rahman was also warm and effusive in his welcome to the 
Indian Vice-President Dr. Zakir Hussain when the latter visited Kuala Lumpur in 1966. 
The Malaysian Prime Minister described him as "One of the best known Muslim leaders 
of the world because of the service he has given to India". He recalled Malaysia's support 
to India against the Chinese aggression and India's support to Malaysia "against those 
who harassed us and wanted to eliminate Malaysia from the map of the world".^ ° At 
another ftinction the Tunku Abdul Rahman praised India for having set an example to the 
world by doing what she had "with the size of India, its population and various languages 
and religions". The Malaysian Prime Minister added : "We have always followed your 
leadership and I hope as we go on, our friendship will become stronger and stronger". '^ 
Two important steps, One taken by the government and the other in the 
private sector, promised to improve our country's political image as well as its economic 
status in the South East Asian World. To our Prime Minister's declaration of our 
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government's unequivocal support to Malaysia over the Sabah issue and, secondly, the 
decision of the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry sent a team of 
businessmen to Malaysia to explore possibilities of our entrepreneurs participating in 
joint industrial ventures with Malaysian capital and enterprise. 
India has been experiencing an adverse balance of trade with Malaysia during 
years 1965-66 and 1966-67. India exported during the above years of Rs. 1,225 lakh and 
Rs. 1,048 lakh respectively. India imported from Malaysia during years 1965-66 and 
1966-67 of Rs. 1,277 lakh and Rs. 1,240 lakh respectively, and balance of trade during the 
above two years of Rs.52 lakh and Rs.l92 lakh.^ ^ 
The setback in India's trade with Malaysia witnessed during 1964-1966 was 
mainly attributed to the withdrawal of Commonwealth preferences by the Malaysian 
Government (since August 1966) and the devaluation of the Indian rupee. Other items 
imported from Malaysia were spices (pepper and nutmegs), copper waste and scrap, 
natural gems and resins, betel nuts, rubber seeds and copper. India's export to Malaysia 
mainly comprise cotton textiles, jute manufactures, tobacco, iron & steel and fruits & 
vegetables. Other items exported to Malaysia include fish & fish preparation; creals & 
cereal preparations (papads, beans, peas, lentils, etc.), deoiled rice bran and oil cakes; 
textile fibres; manganese ore; fish waste; palm fibre for brushes; plant seeds and flowers; 
bidi wrapper leaves; petroleum products; vegetable oils; medicinal and pharmaceutical 
products; leather, hides and skins (tanned or dressed); paper, paper board and 
manufactures; coir yam; silk fabrics; artsilk fabrics, woollen carpets, coir mats and 
mattings; pearls, precious and semiprecious stones; electrical machinery; transport 
equipment; and cinematographic films. Items of consumer nature such as cotton fabrics, 
jute manufactures, spices, tobacco and sugar were discounted as growth points on 
account of the grov/ing accent on import substitution and also due to severe competition 
offered by Japan, China (Mainland) and Pakistan. There was, however, adequate scope 
for increasing India's exports of engineering goods and items imported against 
government tenders. '^' 
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The Malaysia issue continued to be a complicating factor in India's relations 
with Indonesia. During the Indo-Pakistani flare-up, it was the turn of Malaysia's turn to 
give India full understanding, sympathy, and support. When the issue came up before the 
Security Council of the United Nations the Malaysian delegate, R. Ramani, rose equal to 
the occasion and offered full support to India as against Pakistan.''' It was a remarkable 
step because the majority of the Malays regarded Pakistan as a country belonging to the 
Islamic brotherhood. Pakistan's ambivalent attitude towards Malaysia in the early stages 
of the latter's emergence, now turned into hostility. Thus Chinese diplomacy, mth 
support from the PKI, succeeded over the years in making Malaysia, along with India, a 
focus for the hostility of three countries, viz China, Indonesia, and Pakistan. The 
situation, however, did not take long to change for the better. Malaysia ceased to be an 
issue in Indonesia with the abortive coup in Indonesia on 1 October 1965, which changed 
the pattern of domestic politics and foreign policy of that country .^ ^ 
Thus it is crystal clear that India's continued support to Malaysia during the 
time of her marginalization by her neighbours, added the great distant in her 
establishment as a political and geographical entity on the earth. Despite the fact that 
India was meddling with the problems of external aggression and internal security threat 
from the province of Kashmir, Lai Bahadur Shastri's bold and unprecedented historical 
steps could make Malaysia in the permanent bond of relations with her. Malaysia's 
response too was unambiguous as she responded with no less intensity than India which 
was evident from her open siding with India during Indo-Pak War and during the Chinese 
threats to the security of India. 
India also played the pivotal role in bringing Malaysia to a Non-permanent 
seat in the United Nation Security Council, not only this India openly supported Malaysia 
on the issue of Sabah, though at the cost of antagonizing Indonesia and Philippines. 
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Relations Between India and Malaysia: Indira Gandhi Era 
Foreign Policy of Mrs. Gandhi: 
After the sudden death of Shastri, Mrs. Indira Gandhi became the Prime 
Minister on 24* January 1966. Like her predecessors she took keen interest in the 
conduct of foreign policy. During the first few years she took all major foreign policy 
decisions in consultation with other prominent members of government and party. In 
short, the principle of 'collective decisions making' continued. However, with the 
passage of time she asserted herself and started formulating foreign policy with the 
assistance of some of her close and trusted colleagues and friends. During her period also 
the process of developing close relations with Super Powers continued. As a result she 
was able to secure large financial and military assistance from U.S.A. She also cultivated 
intimate relations with Soviet Union, which culminated in the conclusion of the Indo-
Soviet treaty of friendship and cooperation in 1971. Though under Indira Gandhi also the 
basic principles of foreign policy, as enunciated by Nehru were observed but the policy 
certainly grew more pragmatic. This period also witnessed a great tilt toward Soviet 
Union and somewhat cooling of relations with the United States'. 
She had a great quest for international peace and brotherhood. She did her best 
to establish peace and to end confrontation. Mrs. Gandhi described India's foreign policy 
as 'in keeping with the best traditions' of Indian heritage, notably fostering universal 
friendship, to work for the strengthening of peace and international co-operation so that 
the people in all lands live in equality, free from domination and fear. 
In the subcontinent Mrs. Gandhi's aim was not power but peace. She desired 
subcontinental harmony. She was interested in reducing the opportunities for Great 
' Power interference in the area. The Simla Summit was a good example of this thrust in 
Mrs. Gandhi's foreign policy. India's foreign policy of peace and cooperation was based 
on co-existence and non-alignment. India could not pay more attention to South-East 
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Asia till before the Bangladesh war, when Mrs. Gandhi circulated a plea to several Asian 
countries, including China, "for bilateral arrangement in the interest of peace" . 
Relations Between the two Countries: 
The Primary tioal of Mrs. Gandhi was to consolidate and restructure the 
economy of the country which was suffering from stagnation in the market and acute 
inflationary pressure, when she took over as Prime Minister in 1966. It is in this 
atmosphere she tried her best to side with the coimtries in South East Asia, where §he 
sensed, could gain politically an upperhand in securing a potential market. Malaysia was 
one of the countries in South East Asia where Mrs. Gandhi could dominate both 
politically and economically by pursuing her father's foreign policy. 
India also extended support to Malaysia against the claims of the Philippines 
over Sabah. A message to the effect was sent by Prime Minister Indira Gandhi to Tunku 
Abdul Rahman through her labour Minister J.L, Hathi.'' The most important tentative 
move that India made was a broad suggestion, almost like loud thinking, by then Foreign 
Minister Chagla about an Asian Common Market during a visit to Malaysia in May 1967. 
The suggestion was hardly practical at the time but it reflected the Government of India's 
desire for a broad Asian organisation.'' 
The Indian Prime Minister's visit to South East Asian countries in May 1968, 
too lent her support to the idea of a broader Asian organization. The joint communique 
issued in Kuala Lumpur after the end of her visit stated that the Tunku and Mrs. Gandhi 
agreed that "regional economic cooperation shall be promoted on the basis of equality 
and mutual benefit of the countries in the region".' India's approach was, however, made 
clear during the Prime Minister's visit to Kuala Lumpur. India was anxious to cooperate 
fully with other countries in the region for creating a climate of peace in South East Asia, 
although it was opposed to the concept of regional alliances to fill the so-called power 
vacuum. Mrs. Gandhi had said earlier in Canberra that it should be possible to provide 
suitable international guarantees for the maintenance of the stability and territorial 
integrity of the countries in the region. Asked at a press conference on the significance of 
her remark, Mrs. Gandhi clarified that she had talked about the idea only in the context of 
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a Vietnam settlement providing for preservation of the neutrality of the Indo-China states 
and that there was no question of India joining a security pact in the sense of militarily 
guaranteeing the frontiers of various states in South East Asia*. 
Tunku Abdul Rahman was also warm and effusive in his welcome to the 
Indian Vice-President Dr. Zakir Hussain when the latter visited Kuala Lumpur in 
October 1966. The Malaysian Prime Minister described him as "One of the best known 
Muslim leaders of the world because of the service he has given to India". He recalled 
Malaysia's support to India against the Chinese aggression and India's support to 
Malaysia "against those who harassed us and wanted to eliminate Malaysia from the map 
of the world".^ * At another function the Tunku Abdul Rahman praised India for having 
set an example to the world by doing what she had "with the size of India, its population 
and various languages and religions". The Malaysian Prime Minister added : "We have 
always followed your leadership and I hope as we go on , our fHendship will become 
stronger and stronger". 
The major threat, Mrs. Gandhi believed in the region was not frontal attack or 
direct aggression but subversion. She seemed to believe in the theory of spheres of 
influence but not through subversions.She had always underlined the Indian approach 
that the threat of subversion could best be met by assisting the countries of the region to 
become politically and economically stable.* 
With Malaysia relations continued to develop apace in the next few years 
following the Prime Minister's visit. It was agreed during the talks that a Malaysian 
delegation would shortly visit India to explore the possibilities of expanding trade and 
industrial collaboration.' Also that India would undertake a techno-economic survey in 
Malaysia to locate opportunities for joint ventures to which India would contribute her 
share in the form of Indian-made machinery and equipment. The basis had been laid for 
continuing some kind of a special relationship that had come to distinguish the India-
Malaysia link. 
India had a large technological base and much wider infrastructure in industry 
than any other Asian country outside of Japan. The kind of intermediate technology that 
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India could share with other developing countries was more suitable to their needs than 
the very high technology developed in the industrially advanced countries. But India's 
capital resources were scarce and her means to assist other countries severely limited. 
India neither could nor wished to compete with the big powers, but she had to use her 
limited resources wisely in order to be of help in the region. 
In a talk with the then Minister for External Affairs, Mr. B.R. Bhagat in 1968, 
V.P. Dutt suggested a special emphasis on relations with South East Asia but a selective 
approach in extending substantial help to some countries in view of the paucity of 
resources. Vietnam was locked in a Herculean conflict with foreign intervention and 
India had to play a role in trying to get the war ended and wait for the development of a 
new and cooperative relationship with it until the war ended. In the rest of the region, it 
was suggested that special attention be given first of all to Malaysia and secondly to 
Indonesia and Thailand. l"hc Minister said that the Government was also thinking on 
parallel lines without necessarily literally adhering to the order of countries mentioned.'^  
India's stake in the stability of Malaysia was evident from the support offered 
during these years on that country's political problems as well as its security concern. 
Small arms were supplied earlier to help combat insurgency and India agreed to supply a 
fresh consignment of small arms, including automatic rifles, shotguns and some wireless 
and communication equipment, in response to a request from Kuala Limipur." But, 
naturally there was greater stress on economic cooperation. 
A delegation had come earlier in July 1968 in pursuance of Mrs. Gandhi's talk 
in Kuala Lumpur to explore fresh economic avenues and an assurance was held forth that 
Indian exporters would be given special concessions. During a subsequent visit the 
Malaysian Commerce and Industry Minister assured a delegation of the All India 
Manufacturers Organization that Malaysia welcomed joint ventures with India and would 
extend all facilities for the purpose.'^  Over the years a significant number of joint 
ventures both on a governmental level and in the private sector came up and a substantial 
trade and aid relationship was built up. 
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The politics of Indian Ocean also influenced India's relations with the 
countries of South East Asia. As most of the countries of South East Asia were in the 
Indian Ocean littoral, they felt the need of improving relations with India and demanded 
creation of a zone of peace in the Indian Ocean region. However, India could not fully 
subscribe to the views of the South East Asia countries specially Malaysia, Indonesia and 
Philippines, which opposed deployment of both the super powers. 
Indian entrepreneurs appeared to find Malaysian climate congenial for 
investment. As many as 50 proposals received by the Indian High Commissioner in 
Kuala Lumpur from them to set up industrial ventures in Malaysia provided proof of this. 
Already six Indian firms were engaged in the production of textiles, steel furniture, glass 
bottles, zinc oxide, precision tools and PVC insulated conductors in Malaysia. Other 
Indian units for the manufacture of electric fans, sewing machines, confectionary, talcum 
powder, electric motors and diesel engines had also been approved. What had attracted 
the Indian entrepreneurs to Malaysia was the liberal incentives being offered by the 
government. Foreign investments were guaranteed under Investment Guarantee 
Agreements. Malaysia's entry into the World Bank-Sponsored Convention of 
International Disputes which permited foreign entrepreneurs to resort to the International 
Arbitration and Conciliation Centre to settle disputes offered additional protection to 
foreign investors in Malaysia. There was no restriction on repatriation of capital and 
remittance of profits and dividends within the sterling area. Restriction on remitting 
capital outside the sterling area was only nominal. Rules pertaining to double taxation 
were flexible. In addition to these advantages, a wide range of fiscal and other incentives 
were available. The newly formed capital Investment Committee streamlined investment 
procedures and removed delays in the approval and implementation of projects proposed 
by the foreign investors. The committee could also review and coordinate industrial 
development policies of the government. 
These measures aimed at attracting private investments-foreign and domestic-
have been prompted as the two pillars of Malaysia's economy, tin and natural rubber, 
have been in danger during the past few years (known reserves of tin were rurming out 
and natural rubber is being steadily humbled by synthetic rubber). The Government of 
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Malaysia was keen to diversify the nation's economy so that absolute reliance on tin and 
rubber can be reduced. The private sector was assigned a key role and the total private 
sector investment during 1966-70 was expected to be $ 6,160 million (Rs.46220 million). 
A group of Malaysian businessmen was in search of suitable foreign partners 
to put up a plant in Kuala Lumpur for the production of frozen pineapple, punch and 
citrus juice concentrates for export. The plant would have a capacity of 2,240 pounds per 
hour. Interested Indian parties could explore possibilities of entering this field also. 
A trade delegation from Malaysia which had visited India in the year 1969 
had called upon the Indian entrepreneurs to be more earnest and active in setting up joint 
ventures in that country. The delegation had suggested to the Indian Government to set 
up an Export Bank of India to help the export of capital equipment for joint ventures and 
also provide investment support to joint ventures. The Government of India should 
considered this suggestion an incentives to Indian parties to set up joint ventures abroad. 
With this India could set up six joint ventures and made a good belonging 
towards gaining a significant economic footing in Malaysia, she was trailing far behind 
other countries. The 50 proposals mooted by Indian entrepreneurs for setting up joint 
ventures were taken up for implementation without delay. In the joint ventures all parties 
involved displayed a flexible and enlightened attitude. 
There was other areas too available for India to contribute her mite to 
Malaysia's economic transformation. Malaysia at that time was grappling with the 
problem of shortage of skilled and trained manpower. Till then the economic scene in 
Malaysia was dominated by family owned or one-man business. No attention was 
therefore, paid to managerial and technical training. Malaysia however then dominated 
by corporate sectors on the economic scene which called for trained and scientific 
management and also adequate technical training to operate industrial projects. 
The Indian industrial exhibition which was held in Kuala Lumpur from March 
to May 1970 offered India a good opportunity to project the image of her industrial 
development and ability to assist Malaysia in her bid for rapid industrialization. The 
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decision of the Government of Malaysia to permit nationalized Indian banks to carry on 
business till they were able to reorganize themselves to conform to the laws of the 
country provided ample evidence of its goodwill for India. A good climate for 
intensifying India's economic and trade relations with Malaysia therefore existed.''' 
India and Malaysia officials examined in detail measures for trade expansion 
and increased cooperation in the economic and technical fields. They also made 
considerable progress in drafting a trade agreement on which further discussions would 
be held at a stage. The two delegations agreed to cooperate in evolving plans for greater 
regional trade. They recognized the need for the countries in the region to direct their 
effort to speedy economic development. Meanwhile, a separate meeting was held on 
future operations in Malaysia of Indian banks which were nationalized in 1970. Under 
Malaysian law, foreign government owned banks which could not function here, but 
Indian banks were given time to evolve suitable arrangements, so that they could carry on 
their business in Malaysia. 
High Pressure Boiler plant of Bharat Heavy Electrical Ltd. (BHEL) at Tiruchi 
had won a contract in Malaysia for manufactxare and erection of two 60MW boilers for 
installation at Tunku Jaafar power station at Port Dixon. The total value of the contract 
exceeded Rs.2.25 crores. The first 60 MW boiler was to be commissioned by November 
1971. A team of BHEL engineers were in London in November 1969 to convince British 
Consulting Engineers for the project about the technical suitability of the boiler 
equipment offered by them. The BHEL deputed their experts to erect and commission the 
boilers at Port Dixon in Malaysia. Apart from this being one of the largest export orders 
for power equipment from this country, this was the best order secured for export of 
power station boilers.'* 
However, a major critical problem India faced during this period was the 
Bangladesh crisis and the attitude of Malaysia was of importance to her, both because of 
the close links and because it was a Muslim country. Pakistan made much of the Islamic 
connection. The complicating aspect of the Bangladesh problem was the fear of secession 
that haunted most countries with diverse ethnic, linguistic or religious population 
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compositions. It was not easy to carry home the clarification that here it was not a simple 
case of secession, but that of an imposed regime lacking popular sanction, defying the 
popular verdict and denying the majority of the population the right to rule. It was that 
majority that had arisen in revolt and was being ruthlessly put down by an illegitimate 
govenunent. Malaysia, too like many other such countries, was a delicately-balanced 
society, concerned with the centrifugal pulls of a diverse society. In the UN it voted in 
favour of the resolution for the withdrawal of foreign troops from East Bengal and 
generally kept a non-committal attitude. But significantly enough, Malaysia was amojigst 
the first few countries to extend recognition to Bangladesh. Kuala Lumpur recognized the 
new Government in Decca in February 1972 and in a way this was a tribute to the 
strength of Indo-Malaysian relationship.'^  
India and Malaysia officials met in Kuala Lumpur from 3 to 5 February 1970 
for annual talks during which they agreed, among other things to exchange agricultural 
officials. India also agreed to supply agricuUural equipment for small holdings in 
Malaysia. The seven-member team from India and the 20-man Malaysia team, in the 
second of an annual series of talks, also discussed the possibility of a bilateral Trade 
Agreement, an Extradition Agreement, copyright laws and an agreement on double 
taxation. The leader of the Indian delegation, Mr. H.V. Coelho, secretary to the Ministry 
of External Affairs could make out the consensus between the two sides on related 
matters was 'remarkable'. 
The Malaysian leader, Mr. Ghazali Shafie, permanent secretary for Foreign 
Affairs, in the joint news conference also described the talks as 'very fruitfiil and 
constructive'. In this meeting the two sides had also discussed defence matters and the 
question of armaments. The Indian delegation was also briefed about Indian migrant 
workers in this country and the impact of Malaysia's work permit exercise. The Minister 
of National and Rural Development, Mr. Abdul Gaffar Baba, also made the offer that 
exchange officers be sent to each other countries to study agricultural methods. Mr. 
Ghaffar also discussed the possibility of increasing the number of Malaysian Youths sent 
to India for vocational training. And as a result 3,000 Malaysian Youths got enrolments 
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in Indian Universities in 1970 and vocational schools formed 45 percent of the total 
number of foreigners studying in the country during that time.'* 
The representatives of Malaysia and India reached in Kuala Lumpur in 3 
October 1970 an understanding on several issues connected with double taxation 
avoidance agreement and agreed to hold final talks in New Delhi. The five-day 
negotiations were conducted by a three-man delegation, headed by Mr. R.N. Mittoo, 
Chairman of the Central Board of Direct Taxation on behalf of India, and Mr. 
Sallehuddin Bin Mohammad, Secretary of the Tax Division and a team of officials on 
behalf of Malaysia. Mr. Muttoo said the talks were satisfactory and covered a wide 
ground. Some of the aspects discussed and thrashed out included airlines operations, 
shipping dividends, royalties and pensions. Urgency of such an agreement with 
Singapore and Malaysia had been felt by the Indian entrepreneurs seeking to establish 
joint industrial ventures in partnership with local capital. Some of the ventures were 
already in an advanced stage of establishment.'^  
A major Indo-Malaysian industrial project for the manufacture of electric 
motors, sluice valve and transformers was inaugurated in Kuala Lumpur on 10 March 
1972, by the Minister for Trade and Industry, Mr. Mohammed Khir Johari. The Indian 
collaborations in the $ M4 million (about Rs.1.03 crores) joint ventures are Messr 
Kirloskar Electric company, Bangalore, who would control the management and provide 
the technical 'Know-how' and capital machinery. The Kirlaskars controled 49 percent of 
the share capital while 51 percent was contributed by the Malaysian public and private 
sectors. Mr. Johari paid tribute to Indian industrialists, particularly the Kirloskar and the 
Birla groups for being 'the earliest in responding to Malaysia's invitation to capital 
exporting countries to invest in manufacturing ventures in this country'. The $20 million 
textile plant joint venture vAth the Birla Group and Malaysia had already gone into 
production in Butterworth near Penang.'^  
There had been an appreciable change in India's outlook in the past towards 
her regional neighbours. So far, India looked mostly to the West for political and 
economic relationship. And then it started looking to the East for the purpose. Early in 
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the year 1972, Malaysia liad decided to call for tenders for the purchase of Sugar Mill 
machinery worth 15 million Malaysian dollars only in India instead of the usual practices 
of calling for international quotations. This was revealed in Kuala Lumpur by the five-
member Indian Trade delegation sponsored by the Engineering Export Promotion 
Council. The mill was to be located in the Negri Sembilan state, about 70 km. from Kuala 
Lumpur. The state Government, which had been controlling interest in the project, had 
decided that Indian machinery for the project was the most suitable and fairly priced, and 
had already planned to engage Indian technicians and Indian know-how. Later, two joint 
project to manufacture electric motors and other equipments in which the Indian 
collaborator, Kirloskars Electric Company of Bangalore, controlled 49 percent of the 
share capital while the remaining 51 percent was contributed by Malaysian sources. The 
entire project costed over 1 crore rupees. Another project, India-Malaysia Textiles, the 
biggest joint ventures. It was inaugurated by Malaysian Prime Minister Abdul Razak on 2 
September 1972. The Indian collaborators in the joint ventures were Birlas who held 40 
percent of the networking capital of 18.2 million Malaysian dollars. 
Another two important steps for developing economic relations between the 
two countries were taken during 1972. The chairman of the Malaysian Government-run 
National Trading corporation (PERNAS) visited Asia '72 and felt impressed with some 
Indian exhibits. He started negotiations for several joint venture proposals in the heavy 
machinery industry. Much progress could not be made because of Indian government's 
restriction on the flow of funds abroad. But most companies gave the assurance that their 
participation would be in the form of providing the know-how and necessary skills. 
Secondly, the United Asian Bank, the largest joint banking ventures so far between India 
and Malaysia was registered on 30 December 1972 in Kuala Lumpur. With an initial 
capital outlay of 25 million Malaysian dollars it went into business in early April 1973. 
The Bank was formed by the amalgamation of the three Indian banks-Indian Overseas 
Bank, United Commercial Bank and Indian Bank. These three banks were nationalized 
by the Indian government in 1968 and the Malaysian banking laws did not permit state-
owned foreign banks operating in Malaysia. It was with the consent of both governments 
that the banking institution was established. 
•¥.• 
An occasion to exchange courtesies and sentiments of goodwill arose when 
India's new High commissioner presented his credentials to the Malaysian king on 26 
May 1973. The king thanked India for its support to Malaysia and other Asian countries 
in their efforts to achieve a zone of peace, freedom and neutrality in South East Asia. The 
king further hoped that neutralization of South East Asia would be a reality in not too 
distant a future. The Indian High Commissioner pledged to further develop and enlarge 
all practicable areas of cooperation between the two countries for mutual advantage. Such 
a task would indeed be in conformity with over necessary responsibilities for presCTving 
and strengthening peace so essential for achieving the legitimate aspirations of our people 
for a better and fuller life, he added." 
Malaysia and India signed in Kuala Lumpur on 15* February 1973, a new 
Agreement providing for mutual air traffic rights in the two countries. The eight-man 
Indian delegation to the talks was led by the Secretary General of Civil Aviation, Mr. N. 
Sahgal, while the Malaysian side was led by the Secretary General to the Ministry of 
Communications, Mr. Datuk Haji Hassan Bin Abdullah. 
The Indian President, Mr. V.V. Giri paid a four-day state visit to Malaysia at 
Kuala Lumpur airport by among others the Vang di-Pertuan Agong and his consort. Later 
in the evening, at a banquet given in his honour, Mr. Giri reiterated India's support for 
the 'Kuala Lumpur Declaration' (of November 1971) on South East Asia as a zone of 
peace, freedom and neutrality. He said that India too cherished the objective of ensuring 
peace and stability of the region and freedom from tensions and conflicts generated by 
external powers. 
He assured the Paramount Ruler that India was always ready to strengthen the 
present happy cooperation with Malaysia and explore jointly further channels of 
collaboration in trade, industry, science, technology, culture and education because "we 
trust that in such cooperation lies the best guarantee for the welfare of the people of both 
India and Malaysia". The Yang di-Pertuan Agong, Tunku Abdul Haleem Muadzam Shah, 
said that people of Malaysia regarded India as a valued and trusted friend. Quoting the 
late Indian leader, Mr. Jawaharlal Nehru as once having said. "India is a close fHend who 
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is almost a relation of Malaysia", he noted with satisfaction the growing trade joint 
ventures in industries and cooperation in other fields between the two countries and said 
that they would increase and further strengthen the relations. 
On 6* March 1973, President Giri took up with the Prime Minister, Tun 
Abdul Razak, the idea of an Asian countries. After the meeting with Tim Razak, Mr. Giri 
told news men that he mooted the Asian forum idea-nearly 25 years ago and referred to it 
also in the one Asia Assembly. He said "India is not against regional groupings. But 
nations can discuss matters of common interest at higher levels for solutions". Malaysia 
accepted the plan suggested by Giri for an Asian forum to discuss Asian problems. He 
was later seen off by the Paramount Ruler and his consort, the members of the cabinet 
and the diplomatic Corps. On 7"' March 1973, Mr. Giri as.sured Malaysia that India would 
give all assistance to that country in developing and consolidating its strength and 
prosperity. Speaking at a return banquet given in honour of Yang di-Pertuan Agon, he 
expressed the hope that two countries would always respect their cherished values of 
tolerance for diversity and respect for human dignity. '^ 
King of Malaysia in his speech said, "...It is a matter of great personal 
satisfaction to me to note that our ties of friendship have found expression in a large 
number of ventures. I note with pleasure that Indo-Malaysia cooperation in the technical, 
cultural and educational fields is widening and that our trading interests are improving. 
Of significance are the joint-ventures in industries within Malaysia between our two 
people. No doubt such ventures will increase in the passage of time and thus act to further 
strengthen our relations.... Both India and Malaysia cherish our democratic way of life. 
We are both committed to the building of a united society out of diverse ethnic religious 
and linguistic groups by peaceful means. Both our governments are devoting a greater 
part of their time and energy to bring about an improvement in the economic and social 
wellbeing of our respective people through a well coordinated and integrated machinery 
of planning and implementation. Great strides have been achieved by our two 
governments in the areas of industrilalisation and agricultural improvement...".^^ 
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The Indian president, V.V. Giri reciprocated in the same tone and said, "... in 
reply to the king speech at Kuala Lumpur, India and Malaysia are not strangers to each 
other; on the contrary they are close neighbours and old friends. India and Malaysia have 
the same policy of peaceful co-operation with all countries, especially with their 
neighbours. We notice that whether it is America, Europe or Africa, neighbouring 
countries are coming closer and forging new links. It is our earnest hope that countries in 
Asia will not lag behind but proceed quickly towards close and effective co-operation on 
the basis of their ancient heritage and common aspirations for the future.. "P 
Prime Minister of Malaysia Tun Abdul Razak himself inaugurated the biggest 
joint venture of the two countries-India-Malaysia Textiles-on 2"** September 1972 at 
Butterworth on the mainland across the Penang Island.^ '' The largest joint banking 
venture, the United Asia Bank, with a capital of 25 million Malaysian dollars went into 
business in early 1973 and was reportedly making significant progress in its first year of 
operation by the middle of 1974.^ ^ India signed with Malaysia in New Delhi on 22"** May 
1974 on Air Agreement enabling their designed airlines to operate a bi-weekly service to 
each other's territory. At present, Air-India operates only one weekly service through the 
Malaysian capital of Kuala Lumpur. The Malaysian Airlines system is yet to begin its 
operations in India. The secretary to the Ministry for Tourism and Civil Aviation, Mr. N. 
Sehgal, signed the agreement for India and the Malaysian High commissioner, Awang 
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Othman, for his country. The draft Agreement had been initiated by the representatives of 
the two countries in Kuala Lumpur in February 1974.^ ^ 
That Malaysia had come a long way from the early sixties as evident from 
Tun Abdul Razak's criticism of the explosion of a nuclear device by India in May 1974. 
As the Malaysian Prime Minister made it clear, his objection was not that to a nuclear 
blast by India but that Malaysia fully supported the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty and 
believed no country should explode nuclear device, whether for warlike or for peaceful 
purposes.^' Such criticism would have been inconceivable a few years earlier. 
The king of Malaysia arrived in New Delhi and met the Indian president F.A. 
Ahmad In his speech he said, "... It is a cornerstone of Malaysia's foreign policy to 
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develop friendly and good-neighbourly relation with the countries in our region in the 
interests of peace, stability and progress. Om efforts at regional economic co-operation 
are already paying handsome dividends. Thanks to the vision and patient efforts of its 
leaders, ASEAN is no longer an infant. In an atmosphere of mutual trust and friendly co-
operation and understanding ASEAN has matured into a big concern and should in the 
near future contribute profoundly towards the prosperity and well-being of the countries 
in South East Asia. In like manner, the neutralization of South East Asia was distinctly 
moving from the conceptual stage to the institutional stage. With more and more 
countries in South East Asia appreciating the rationale and soimdness of the concept of a 
zone of peace, freedom and neutrality, it became imperative that the Kuala Lumpiir 
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Declaration would become the charter for the creation of a new order in the region....". 
Outstripping the hitherto largest textile joint venture, India entered into a joint 
venture with Malaysia for setting up an integrated sugar project. The project costed 
Rs.19.4 crores would comprise a sugar refinery and processing unit v^ ath a crushing 
capacity of 25,000 tons per day and an annual production of 60,000 tons of refined sugar. 
The project was commissioned by the Malaysian Prime Minister on 28* September 1975 
at Ayer Hitam, about 90 miles South East of Kuala Lumpur. In yet another case of joint 
venture, a Glass Works was setup with Indian know-how in Kuala Lumpur with an 
estimated capacity of about 28,000 sq. meters of glass a year. Among the industrial 
houses of India involved in the joint ventures, besides the Government, were those of 
Birlas and Kirloskars. 
Already by the end of 1974 India had the largest number of joint ventures with 
Malaysia. S. Viswam of the Statesman reported from Kuala Lumpur that the thirty-odd 
joint ventures accounted for some 46 percent of Malaysia's total collaborative effort.'" It 
was reported in June 1976 that already 22 joint ventures were in operation and another 75 
were in the process of installation. Another significant measure to expand collaborative 
relations was taken in October 1976 when the Revenue and Banking Minister, Pranab 
Mukherjee, signed an agreement with the Malaysian High Commissioner on the 
avoidance of double taxation and prevention of income tax evasion.^ ^ 
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The king of Malaysia and the President of India had discussed for 
"meaningful and concerted" action by the international community to achieve justice and 
balance in the world economic order in the month of December 1974. He said that the 
country likes India, believed in the principles of Non-alignment and peaceful co-
existence as these constitute the basis of achieving world peace and international security. 
He further said his country was proud of working closely with India and other nations in 
bringing about peace and amity in the world. The Malaysian king expressed his 
satisfaction over the economic and political cooperation existing between his country, and 
India. He was confident that these ties would grow further in the years to come. The king 
expressed Malaysia's appreciation for the assistance India had generously and willingly 
rendered to his country in different field. 
Welcoming the distinguished guests, Mr. R.C. Amar, Deputy Mayor said 
India firmly believed that humanity could progress only through peaceful co-existence of 
all nations. Like India, Malaysia's foreign policy was based on peace and other high 
ideals enshrined in the UN charter. The Deputy mayor presented a set of silver fruit 
bowls to the king on behalf of the people of Delhi. The queen was presented with a silver 
embroidered purse. The f'-xtepial Affairs Minister, Mr. Y.B. Charan had discussions on 
the latest situation in the Indian Ocean following the British decision to help the US 
expand the base facilities on Diego Garcia. The discussion on this subject and the 
strategy to be adopted by littoral states to keep the Indian Ocean a zone of peace.'''' 
Economically, Malaysia was progressed faster despite the inflationary pursue 
in 1970. The country was self-sufficient in oil and in food-grains. While rubber prices 
were depressed, exports of palm oil, tin and rubber have been increasing. There had been 
heavy foreign investment in the industrial development of Malaysia. While the bulk of 
this comes from the United States, Britain and Japan. India has played a modest role in 
setting up joint ventures in the country which offers many tax incentives. Progress might 
had been faster had Malaysia took an advantage of the technical manpower that existed in 
India.^' 
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The Government of India was keen that traditional relations with Malaysia 
and other South East Asian countries could only be strengthened by closer economic 
cooperation. Mr. S.J.S. Chhatwal, High Commissioner, designate to Malaysia, said. 
Meeting members of the business community at the Southern India Chamber of 
Commerce and Industrv', expressed his concerns about the difficulties of Indian 
entrepreneurs with regard to joint ventures and disclosed that the Government of India 
had evolved new draft agreements for avoidance of double taxation between Malaysia 
and India. Mr. A.L. Lakshmanan, Vice-President of the Chamber, welcoming, the 
gathering, said that the prospects of joint ventures with Malaysia could be improved by 
removing the difficulties facing businessmen. He wanted the government to be more 
liberal in sanctioning pre-operations expenses for coordinated market research and allow 
extended credit on supplies of components from India for joint ventures. Mr. C.K. 
Duraivelan another Vice-President proposed a vote of thanks.^ ^ 
As a result of bilateral cooperation with the two countries, the relationship 
between them was further fortified. Further through common association in the United 
Nations, the Non-aligned movements and the Commonwealth of Nations both the two 
countries developed intimate relations. The joint Indo-Malaysian ventures were an 
example of one of the new forms that the old fiiendly relations had taken. There could be 
no just international economic order which did not provide for fair prices for primary 
commodities. This was why India had been consistently advocating that the newly 
emerging international economic system must provide for fair prices for primary 
commodities.''* 
India and Malaysia had reached "identity of views" on political and economic 
issues that came up for discussions at the two-day bilateral consultations which ended in 
New Delhi on 20*'' March 1976. After three roimds of "intense, frank and fiiendly" talks 
leaders of the two delegations, said that they were "extremely satisfied" with the outcome 
of the discussions which covered bilateral relations, international, economic and political 
problems of mutual interest and cooperation between India and individual countries of 
ASEAN and ASEAN as such. With Malaysia itself, India had many ongoing programmes 
for economic cooperation and the leader of the Malaysian delegation said that his 
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government was satisfied with the progress of this cooperation. India had the largest 
number of joint ventures with Malaysia with 50 projects so far approved and 23 of them 
already in operation. Besides, there were also a large number of Malaysian students 
studying in Indian institutions and Mr. J.S. Mehta, secretary in the Ministry of External 
Affairs, described this cooperation as "good example" of cooperation among developing 
nations. The two sides also discussed pooling of information among developing countries 
and Mr. Zakaria Bin Haji Mohd. Ali, Deputy Secretary of the Ministry of Foreign 
Affairs, described the proposal as "a positive approach" particularly in view of the lack of 
resources of the developing countries. The two sides agreed that endeavour should be 
made to improve communications through pooling of news agencies and other means by 
which not only governments but people of the two countries could be better aware of the 
happenings in each other's countries.''^  
India also participated in various development projects in Malaysia during its 
third five-year plan. The Deputy Minister for External Affairs, Mr. Bipin Pal Das, who 
flew to Kuala Lumpur in the course of a 10-day tour of ASEAN countries, said that India 
was ready to train Malaysian in various technical fields. Mr. Das said he had identified 
the areas during the meeting with Datuk Onn, in which India was ready to help Malaysia 
particularly in the industrial field. He said capital equipment, consultancy services, 
railways, telecommunication and technical experts were the fields in which India was 
very much advanced and "we are ready to examine Malaysia's requirements". India was 
ready to step up its cooperation with Malaysia in all other fields. He pointed out that there 
were many joint ventures projects in Malaysia in which many Indian experts were 
working. "Our main objective is to train local personnel and enable them to run the 
projects themselves within three to five years". He said he had very usefiil and frank 
exchange of views with Malaysian leaders on bilateral cooperation and on international 
issues. He stressed that the purpose of his tour was to reinforce cooperation and 
friendship between India and ASEAN member nations.''* 
Thus the cooperation between the two countries was increasing in different 
fields and Malaysia had agreed to send railway delegation to India soon to explore 
possibilities of bilateral cooperation between the two countries. This was decided at a 
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meeting between visiting Deputy Minister for External Affairs Mr. Bipin Pal Das and 
Malaysian Minister for Telecommunications Mr. Manikkavasagam in Kuala Lumpur on 
20*'' June 1976. Mr. Das offered India's cooperation in the fields of telecommunication, 
shippings and in other similar programmes which Asian countries had undertaken. The 
Malaysian Minister suggested India should help in minimizing the present difficulties in 
shipping. He described the meeting as "extremely cordial" and remarked both Malaysia 
and India stood by each other in time of need."^' 
A joint Indo-Malaysian venture manufacturing electric motors had bagged a 
large Australian order after three years of its operation in Kuala Lumpur. According to 
the economic and commercial news, the company, the Indo-Malaysia Engineering 
company, Berhad won an export order worth 70,000 Malaysian dollars (about 
Rs.252,000). It had also won orders from other South East Asian countries, New Zealand 
and Australia for electric motors and alternators worth 250,000 Malaysian dollars (about 
Rs.800,000). The company was a joint venture, among others of Kirloskar Electric 
company, Kirloskar Oil Engines and the Selangor Economic Development Corporation. 
The Malaysian interest in the ventures is 59 percent.'"' 
An Indo-Malaysian deal for the promotion of insurance business in a big \\a> 
had been struck with a company being set up with headquarters at Kuala Lumpur. The 
company, United Oriental Insurance Co. Ltd. perhaps the biggest in the country, would 
have 50 percent shareholding by the Malaysian public; 30 percent would be held by the 
Life Insurance corporation of India, the General Insurance corporation of India and its 
four subsidiaries; 20 percent would be held by the United Asian Bank, an Indo-Malaysian 
venture made up of the erstwhile Indian banks operating in Malaysia and public 
investment from that country. The company was expected to begin its operations in the 
few days and made a public in a short time. The board of directors had comprised the 
chairman of LIC, the chairman of GIC and two chairman of QIC's, subsidiaries, two 
representatives of UAB and six representing local interests. The chairman of the 
company was Yam Tenghu Ibrahim Sir Abu Bakar, also chairman of UAB. The chief 
executive officer was from India who co-opted on the board of the company. 
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Already Malaysia had similar joint insurance ventures set up with companies 
from Europe and the US. The Indian counterpart had assured the new company its help in 
meeting the needs of technical services and also in the training of personnel. In fact, LIC 
and GIC had been training insurance persormel from countries of Far East as well as East 
Africa for the past few years and three had been regular flow of people from the countries 
of these regions for gaining experience in insurance business in India. The LIC is still 
operating in Malaysia as a single unit. GIC's four subsidiaries, Oriental, New India, 
United India and National were operating as separate units as they still do in India.' The 
competition among these units in India, though all are public sector units may be 
justified. While doing so in a foreign country would had been "anomalous". This was the 
first attempt by LIC or GIC in setting up a joint venture abroad, though set ups similar to 
that in Malaysia that was before the formation of United Oriental, were existing in other 
countries, too."" 
It is relevant to point out here that all Malaysian Federal Government 
Scholarship holders who took their degrees from Indian Universities have been absorbed 
in public service. Disclosing this in the Senate, Tan Sri Chong Hon Nyan, Minister 
without portfolio in the Prime Minister's secretariat, said that it was the Government's 
policy to employ in the public sector all those who had received Government 
Scholarships or bursaries. But this was subject to their degrees or other qualifications 
being recognized by the Government and there being adequate vacancies. Tan Sri Chong 
said that the Government had set up a committee to review degree from those universities 
which were still not recognized. The strategy for this plan was finalized over by chief 
Minister Zail Singh.^ ^ 
India also helped Malaysia's metal machine industry by providing experts and 
by carrying out a feasibility study. Trade and Industry Minister, Hamzah Abu Samah 
said. He told reporters this assurance was given by Indian Minister of Industries, T.A. 
Pai, who called on him at his office. Hamzah said Pai had promised to send one or two 
experts to undertake a feasibility study of the metal industries development centre to be 
set up in Ipoh, 100 miles north form Kuala Lumpur. The centre aimed at promoting 
industrial development in the country by upgrading and improving technology in the 
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foundry, tool-making and metal working industries, which formed one of the most 
important primary anxillary industries. The centre costing about 4.14 million US dollars, 
would be financed by the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) and the 
Malaysian Government. The UNDP's contribution was 1.85 million dollars while the 
Malaysian Government would provide the rest. 
An understanding was reached between the two countries that India would 
provide project managers, designers and other technical experts. The possibility of closer 
cooperation in joint venture projects, particularly agro-based industries was also taken up. 
The vast market potential in the ASEAN region Indo-Malaysian joint cooperation, 
especially in industrial projects was closely scrutinized. India also helped Malaysia in the 
manufacture of surgical instruments. X-ray films and units. Malaysia palm oil was also a 
source of edible oil for India apart from her industrial requirements. In the cottage 
industries development India assured a great help to Malaysia during the time.^ ^ 
The Indian President, Mr. Fakhruddin AH Ahmed had arrived Kuala Limipur 
on 7* February 1977, and attended a briefing on Malaysia's economic development at the 
Prime Minister's office. The briefing was given by senior officers. The Minister in charge 
of Economic Affairs, Mr. Chong Hon Nyan, who was also present, explained the role of 
the Economic Planning Unit (EPU) in the Prime Minister's Department. He said it might 
be undertaking responsibilities somewhat similar to those of the plaiming commission of 
India.*'* 
F. A Ahmad in his speech said, "...We in India have also had some success in 
our struggle for economic development and social progress. The results that we have 
achieved since the promulgation of Emergency in Jime 1975 have been particularly heart-
warming.... However, neither Malaysia nor India can remain content with their own 
achievements. The world has shrunk into, what has been called, a 'global village' and the 
destinies of all nations are inter-linked with each other as never before. The developing 
world aspires to become a real participant in shaping the fiitiire of mankind and to build a 
new international order in which sovereign equality of all nations is matched by just and 
equitable economic relations.... These initiatives have borne some fruit. In the same 
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spirit, we have welcomed the objectives and achievements of the ASEAN and in 
particular supported the Malaysian idea of "a Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality on 
South East Asia". We appreciate Malaysia's efforts in favour of regional harmony and we 
have every hope that with the normalisation of relations among all states of the region, 
the people of South East Asia shall be able to devote themselves to build their future, free 
from external pressures. Indeed, very much the same rationale applies to the concept of 
Zone of Peace in the Indian Ocean which both of us strongly support. Above all the 
developing countries require nothing more than an environment of peace, free from 
tension, so that they can concentrate undisturbed on the urgent task of socio-economic 
transformation... ".''^  
In reply to the presidential speech of F.A. Ahmad at Kuala Lumpur, the king 
of Malaysia said, "...we hope this visit would add greater dimension especially towards 
achieving greater understanding and cooperation in all fields between our two countries. 
As Your Excellency is already aware India is our dear and old friend. The basis of our 
relationship has been nurtured and developed, to the highest pinnacle of relationship 
between two independent countries..."^^ 
Nevertheless, India's link with Malaysia remained close and strong. As the 
succeeding Prime Minister, Datuk Hussain Onn, said he hoped that Malaysian-Indian 
cordial relationship, which Tim Razak had taken pains to develop, would continue to 
expand. He noted with joy that the progress achieved by India was satisfactory and a 
large number of Malaysian students were studying in India. '^ The annual bilateral talks 
that government suspended in 1971 were resumed in March 1976, heralding a new phase 
in the political and economic relations between the two countries.^ * President Fakhruddin 
Ahmed's visit to Malaysia in February 1977 was another significant step in the 
development of the bilateral bonds. President Ahmed reiterated in Kuala Limipur that 
India would work hand in hand with Malaysia in world forum "on all unfinished business 
on the agenda of mankind."*' 
It was inevitable that over the years India could lose some strength in its 
relationship with Malaysia. Many factors were operating. As a developing, resource-short 
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country, India was deeply involved in her own problems of development, integration, 
socio-economic stresses and strains. The "Indian model" had become considerably frayed 
with the burden of defence, and the two wars (with Pakistan and another one with China), 
had imposed crippling limits on faster economic development, the impact of world-wide 
inflation and then the petroleum price-like of 1973-74. Even though her industrial and 
technological base was impressive and she was potentially a big power, India's massive 
problems and internal tasks implied a limited influence on events and coimtries in South 
East Asia. After the halting and sputtering start in the early sixties, Malaysia gradually 
gained increasing confidence and could also boast of substantial economic development. 
It quarrels with its neighbours had been diffused and increasingly the ASEAN entity took 
more concrete shape and claimed priority attention and consideration over others. China 
changed course in foreign policy and wooed Malaysia and other ASEAN countries. 
Malaysia became more concerned with the problem of the emergence of the Indo-China 
states and strengthening the coherences of ASEAN nations. 
This may be concluded by the above study that Indira Gandhi had full support 
of Malaysia during Bangladesh crisis. Malaysia showed its commitment to her long 
standing friend by showing its concern for democracy and freedom. Malaysia was the 
first friend of India to recognize Bangladesh in February 1972. Malaysia also got the 
distinction by voting in UN against foreign domination of Bangladesh. However in May 
1974 Malaysia by standing with International Community condemned India for its 
nuclear test. On the economic front the two countries signed a number of agreement in 
the field of Science and Technology know-how. Trade and Commerce as well as in 
culture. 
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CHAPTER-V 
Relations Between India and Malaysia: Janata Regime 
Foreign Policy of Janata Government: 
With the formation of Janata Party Government at the centre in 1977, the 
foreign policy of the government underwent sea-change. The then minister of external 
affairs A.B Vajpayee had categorically stated the need of maintaining a strong unbiased 
relationship with the South East Asian countries. Since Malaysia, historically speaking, 
has been a traditional ally of India, they have been cooperating quite closely with each 
other in various international forums since Nehru's time. The Janata Government also 
seemed to work on the same line following the precedents. 
Meanwhile the Janata Government also took a number of concrete steps to 
improve its relations with neighbouring countries like Bangladesh, Pakistan, Nepal, etc. 
by coming to an understanding regarding some of the outstanding disputes. Thus it 
reached an agreement with Pakistan on the question of Salal Dam in Kashmir. It 
concluded an agreement on Farakka with Bangladesh which was an improvement over 
the interim agreement concluded by Mrs. Indira Gandhi with Sheikh Mujibur Rahman 
earlier. The concession given by the Janata Government to reach an understanding with 
neighbours like Bangladesh and Nepal met with criticism at certain hands and "the 
government was accused of bartering away India's essential interests for the sake of more 
good neighbourliness". Again, it has been contented that there was nothing new with the 
policy of good neighbourliness, because even the earlier government tried good relations 
with the neighbours but could not succeed due to the involvement of the Big Powers. 
Pakistan and China, which were importing huge quantities of wheat - could be the most 
suitable markets. In this context good neighbourliness became a strong concern with the 
Janata Government.' 
In addition to this, the Janata Party continued the policy of improving 
relations with the countries of South East Asia and West Asia and extended full support 
to the anti-racial policies and liberation movements in Africa. It also claimed to play a 
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more positive role in disarmament and insisted that it should not be left to the Super 
Powers alone to provide a lead in this regard. 
The Janata Government tried to improve its relations with China for two 
reasons. First, uneasy relations with China in the past had distorted the priorities of the 
country by imposing a heavy defence burden. Secondly, it was desirable to cultivate 
friendly relations with Beijing so that Pakistan may not revert to its old stance.^  
Relation Between the two Countries: 
India and Malaysia had long been profiting from each other's perceptions and 
ideas of the contemporary world and along with other non-aligned and developing 
countries, had exerted themselves to bring into being a new international order based on 
justice and equality. The main thrust of the government policy in South East Asia clearly 
demonstrated the will of the government in establishing a new world order. Mr. Vajpayee 
more than once has status during his tenure as foreign minister that the goal of his 
government is to seek peaceful co-existence and international cooperation must not 
remain ideals or pious phrases but become palpable realities, that both in South Asia and 
South East Asia there became a new climate of hope. New avenues of cooperation were 
opening up. There was an air of expectancy and in expanding the areas of understanding 
and fridndly cooperation. Regionalism was not in any way contradictory either to 
nationalism or internationalism..." Malaysia was given due importance by the then Janata 
Government and was acknowledged for its role in promoting regional cooperation in 
South East Asia and reconciliation among the states of the region. It was in this context 
that India extended fiill and unreserved support to the ASEAN which was regarded as a 
genuine and legitimate manifestation of the common urge of neighbouring states to come 
closer to each other. This was also the reason why India always supported the concept of 
Zone of Peace, Freedom and Neutrality in South East Asia. The Janata Government 
clearly expressed that if the current trends of mutual cooperation continued it might add 
strength to the peoples and regions to withstand external pressures and to lay the 
foundation for the edifice of Asian solidarity in time to come...."^ 
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On the technological and Industrial fronts marriage of Indian technological 
know-how with Malaysian capital had worked out favourably for mutual benefits of both 
partners. Indian investors had perceptive understanding of Malaysian economic 
aspirations. The Malaysian Government, highly regarded participation and contribution 
of Indian technical expertise. Fine exhibits like embroidered cloth, handicrafts, silver-
wares, and Kris were displayed at the exhibition. A separate Indo-Malaysian joint 
ventures comer was a major attraction.'* 
The Union Minister of state for Commerce, Mr. Arif Beg, said the close 
economic cooperation between the two countries was under scored by the fact that the 
largest number of Indian industrial joint ventures in South East Asia was in Malaysia, 
speaking at the inaugural of the National Council of Indo-Malaysian Friendship 
Associations, Mr. Beg said that Indian joint ventures in Malaysia were engaged in the 
production of a wide range of goods, irom textiles to engineering goods and chemical 
products. Mr. K.K. Biria, president of the council, in his welcome speech said that ties 
between the two countries went as far back as the 4"^  century A.D, Even at present, the 
people of Indian origin constitute 10 percent of Malaysia's population. Mr. Birla said that 
of the 155 Indian joint ventures projects under active implementation in 25 countries, as 
many as 36 were in Malaysia.' 
The agreement for the avoidance of double taxation and prevention of fiscal 
evasion with respect to taxes on income between India and Malaysia had received the 
force of Law. According to an official release diplomatic notes certifying that all 
formalities necessary to give the agreement the force of law in the two countries had been 
exchanged at Kuala Lumpur and notification under section 90 of the Income Tax Act, 
1961, had been issued. The agreement was signed between the two countries in New 
Delhi on 25'*' October 1976. The agreement was of a comprehensive nature covering all 
types of incomes and also provided for the exchange of information. The agreement shall 
have effect in India for the assessment year 1973-74 and subsequent assessment years 
and in Malaysia from the assessment year beginning January I, 1973, and subsequent 
years of assessment.^  
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During that period India was fast making a breakthrough in setting up joint 
ventures abroad. It had already implemented 78 projects all over the world out of the total 
285 approved in principle by the Union Government. Another 89 were in various stages 
of execution. Indian joint ventures were mainly concentrated in South East Asia (97), 
Africa (72), and West Asia (50). Of the 97 approved in South East Asia, 51 were in 
Malaysia, 19 in Indonesia and 10 in Singapore. According to background papers prepared 
for a seminar on joint ventures abroad organized in Bombay on 14-15 October 1977 by 
Pranava Industrial Services Pvt. Ltd., India had invested Rs. 17.7 crores in joint ventures 
under generated additional exports to the tune of Rs. 20 crores. The papers laid stress on 
the fat that the region of immediate importance for the promotion of joint ventures by 
Indian entrepreneurs had been continued to be the South East Asia region, Malaysia 
dominating the scene. The success of Indian joint ventures in Malaysia was attributed to 
incentives which were provided by the Malaysian Government to attract foreign 
investment. To mention the important one was the relief offered under 'pioneer status' 
which resulted in total exemption from income tax and development tax for two to eight 
years depending upon the capital investment. Besides, Malaysia offered other forms of 
tax reliefs like investment tax credit, labour utilization relief which provided exemption 
from income tax depending upon the numbei" of people employed in the joint venture.^  
The vastness and variety of the country, rich cultural traditions and impressive 
scientific and technological progress-these were the first impression of India gathered by 
Veteran Malaysian administrator and columnist, Tan Sri Sheikh Abdullah visited India. 
He who was then the former Home Secretary, appreciated the steps taken in this country 
for the social, economic and political upliftment of backward sections of society like the 
scheduled casts and scheduled tribes were impressive.* 
The four-day official visit of the Foreign Minister of Malaysia, Mr. Tengku 
Ahmed Rithauddeen on 29 March 1978, was being invested in New Delhi with 
considerable importance. Its importance laid not merely in the fact that Malaysia is a non-
aligned country and a member of the commonwealth, but that it is an ASEAN covmtry. 
India had been desirous of cooperating not only with the individual members of the 
ASEAN but also with ASEAN as a group. The possibilities of expanded cooperation 
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existed in several fields like economic, commercial and technological fields.' Mr. 
Rithauddeen, had 70 minutes of talks with his counter part, Mr. A.B. Vajpayee in the 
course of which he said Malaysia wanted South East Asia to remain an area of peace and 
neutrality. At the discussions, which were held in an atmosphere of cordiality, Mr. 
Rithauddeen emphasised that the ASEAN was strictly an agency for collaboration in 
economic, scientific and cultural fields among the member states. It was not a military 
bloc. Mr. Vajpayee explained the main thrust of the Government's policies in South East 
Asia and the process of normalisation of India's relations with its neighbours then under 
way.'° Malaysia further showed its duty as a neighbour and as a promoter of peace, by 
sharing the hours of happiness with India on the occasion of India's National Day by 
sending greeting to India's Counterpart. 
The first Cultural Agreement between India and Malaysia was signed in New 
Delhi on March 30, 1978. The two signatories were Dr. P.C. Chunder Minister of 
Education, Social Welfare and Cuhure, and Tengku Ahmad Rithauddeen, Minister of 
Foreign Affairs of Malaysia. The Agreement envisaged strengthening of existing 
fiiendship between the two countries and adoption of specific measvires to promote 
ftirther understanding and cooperation in the fields of culture, music and literature, 
education and research, science and technology, mass media, and sports and youth 
activities. 
The two sides exchanged views on bilateral relations as well as current 
international and regional issues of common interest. These discussions took place in an 
atmosphere of friendship, cordiality and understanding, which traditionally characterise 
Indo-Malaysian relations. The two sides noted with deep satisfaction the close identity of 
views on various issues of mutual interest. 
Both Ministers noted with satisfaction the continuing consolidation of their 
bilateral relations and progress in friendly cooperation between Malaysia and India in 
different fields, a testimony to the long historical and cultural ties between the two 
countries. They reaffirmed the determination of their Governments to further strengthen 
and expand economic, cultural and other ties between the two countries. As a 
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manifestation of this desire, the two Ministers welcomed the signing of the Cultural 
Agreement during the visit." 
Mr. Rithauddeen, the Malaysian Foreign Minister at New Delhi in March 
1978, in his speech he said that the foreign policies of the two countries were similar in 
many ways and there were no real bilateral problems between the two countries. India 
had gone out of its way, to have joint ventures in Malaysia with a view to help his 
country's development. He met the External Affairs Minister, Mr. Vajpayee and was 
reassured by India's support to the concept of South East Asia as a zone of peace. He 
further stated that small countries like Malaysia was interested in complete prohibition of 
nuclear weapons and general disarmament. Malaysia would not like any collision 
between the superpower. 
The then two ministers also urged all Big Powers and major maritine users to 
extend their full cooperation to the littoral and hinterland states in the implementation of 
the UN proposals declaring "the Indian Ocean as a zone of peace", free from tension and 
Great Power rivalry. They welcomed the talks between the USA and the USSR on 
limitation of ihcir naval presence in the Indian Ocean as a first step in this connection 
support for the establishment of a zone of peace, freedom and neutrality in South East 
Asia. The two ministers reaffirmed their adherence and the continuing validity of the 
policy of non-alignment.'^  
India and Malaysia had reaffirmed their determination to fiuther strengthen 
and expand economic, cultural and other ties between the two countries. They also agreed 
that regional and sub-regional cooperation in Asia would contribute to the consolidation 
of political and economic independence of the countries of the region and would promote 
peace, progress and stability in the region. The two governments views were embodied in 
the joint communique issued at the conclusion of the four-day visit of the Malaysian 
Foreign Minister, Mr. Rithauddeen. Mr. Rithauddeen told that he and Mr. Vajpayee, 
during their discussions, agreed that relations between the two countries stood at "the 
most satisfactory level" in all aspects. Mr. Rithauddeen acknowledged that in economic 
cooperation India had gone out of its way to have a number of joint ventures in Malaysia, 
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which helped in Malaysia's efforts in its overall development plans. Besides, India had 
also provided "precious" technology in various levels. 
On trade, India was increasing its purchases from Malaysia. In this context 
Mr. Rithauddeen said "we will be very happy if India regards Malaysia as its principal 
source of palm oil". He also acknowledged the generous assistance extended by India to 
Malaysian students studying in various institutions, particularly engineering institutions. 
Speaking on the Foreign Policy of the two Governments, Mr. Rithauddeen said these 
policies "are similar in many ways", coming from regions adjacent to each other. Both 
the countries, would like to see Non-alignment as a constructive international force to 
help the cause of the developing countries in political and economic fields. Both the 
countries were determined to make their contribution in this direction, Mr. Rithauddeen 
said. He spoke of the viability of ASEAN as a regional organisation promoting economic 
and social cooperation. 
On disarmament, Mr. Rithauddeen expressed the view that small countries 
like Malaysia was very much concerned of the talks between United States and Soviet 
Union. They would not like to see any kind of collision or collusion between the two 
super powers. He felt the major powers could consult relevant states and that there should 
be a kind of international supervision. The joint communique said that the discussions 
Mr. Rithauddeen had in India took place "in an atmosphere of friendship, cordiality and 
understanding", which traditionally characterised Indo-Malaysian relations. Mr. 
Rithauddeen himself acknowledged at this press conference the generous hospitality he 
received in India as "reflection of the long and close friendship that existed between 
Malaysia and India". Reviewing the situation in the Indian Ocean, the joint communique 
said, the two Ministers urged all great powers and major maritime users to extend their 
ftill cooperation to the littoral and hinterland states in the implementation of the UN 
proposals declaring Indian Ocean as a zone of peace, free from tension and great power 
rivalry. On West Asia, Mr. Vajpayee and Rithauddeen emphasised that for any settlement 
to be durable, the legitimate inalienable rights of the Palestinian people, "including the 
right to establish a homeland of their own" must be respected.*'' The Malaysian Foreign 
Minister, Mr. Tengku Ahmad Rithauddeen, visited India on 29"* March 1978, when he 
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held talks with Government Officials on matters of bilateral interest. A Cultural 
Agreement, the first between the two countries was signed on 30*** March 1978 by Mr. 
Rithauddeen and the Indian Education Minister, Dr. P.C. Chunder to provide for 
educational facilities to each other's national. At a news conference on 31*' March 1978, 
Mr. Rithauddeen said the foreign policies of the two countries were similar in many ways 
and there were no real bilateral problems between India and Malaysia. India had gone out 
of its way to have joint ventures in Malaysia with a view to helping his country's 
development.'^  
Again, the two ministers had reaffirmed their determination to further 
strengthen and expand economic, cultural and other ties between the two coimtries. They 
also agreed that regional and sub-regional co-operation in Asia would contribute to the 
consolidation of political and economic independence of the countries of the region and 
would promote peace, progress and stability in the region.'* 
The then Malaysian Foreign Minister had described his country's relations 
with India as most satisfactory. The pride of place assigned to Malaysia in India's 
catalogue of Joint ventures abroad was proof of the growing co-operation between the 
two countries. Of the total of about 155 joint projects as many as 36 were in Malaysia. 
People of Indian origin were 12% of Malaysia's population. Unlike in some other 
countries, they had no dispute on citizenship rights.'^ 
India's Minister for agriculture, Mr. S.S. Bamala visited Kuala Lumpur to 
attend the Food and Agriculture Organisation's regional conference for Asia and the Far 
East, had wide-ranging discussions with the Malaysian Minister for Agriculture, Datuk 
Shariff Ahmad. The Ministers agreed to have close cooperation between the Malaysian 
Agricultural Research and Development Institute and the Indian council for Agricultural 
Research.'^  
The then New Malaysian High Commissioner, Mr. Jamaluddin, presented his 
credentials to the then president Neelam Sanjiva Reddy on 30 November 1978, stated that 
Malaysia and India held common views on various international issues and both 
continued to exert their efforts in the cause of world peace, the establishment of a new 
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world economic order, and the non-aligned movement. In particular both India and 
Malaysia, placed great stress on friendly and positive relative with their immediate 
neighbours and had translated this belief into concrete actions. 
President Reddy, while welcoming the new High Commissioner, said the ties 
between the two countries went back to centuries. These "age-old ties" had been 
strengthened in few years by common dedication to a democratic way of life, "our people 
have made significant progress and they realise that they could help each other in our 
common tasks by sharing our respective experiences and expertise".'^ 
Indian investors had been asked to invest into partnership with Malaysian in 
the field of chemical, palm oil, automotive parts, machine tools and food industries. The 
Deputy Secretary General of the Ministry of Trade and Industry, Mr. Ahmad Sa'adi, told 
a visiting Indian trade and investment delegation, that India's technological progress in 
these fields were renowned. Mr. Ahmad met the mission, sponsored by the Indian 
Associated Chambers of Commerce and Industry at Kuala Lumpur in December 1978. 
He further stated that Malaysia on the other hand would consider importing raw sugar, 
wheat and iron were from India as the government was keen to diversify its sources of 
supply of these commodities. The delegation led by the Chamber's President, Mr. Faiz 
Jasdan Walla, who was in Kuala Lumpur on an investment and trade promotion mission 
as part of a South East Asian nations tour including Hongkong.'^  
Indian entrepreneurs had submitted concrete proposals to set up joint ventures 
to manufacture rubber auxiliaries in Malaysia. A 20-members delegation consisting of 
senior executives fi-om the tyre and non-tyre, rubber, chemicals and raw material sectors 
of the Indian rubber industry visited Malaysia and Singapore in the month of December 
1978. The delegation, which was organised by the Malaysian Rubber Bureau in India and 
led by Dr. R.K. Mathan, Chief of the Bureau, had an extremely useful schedule in the two 
countries. Dr. Mathan told the Hindu that investments in these joint ventures would be 
between Rs.50 and Rs.200 lakhs. The Indian delegation's visit to Malaysia at that time 
was properly timed when India had imported about 10,000 tons of natural rubber of 
Malaysian origin and the delegation was exposed to the developments and thinking in 
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natural rubber technology, marketing, pricing and long term natural rubber supply 
position. The talks with the Federation of Industrial Development Authority at Kuala 
Lumpur were fruitful in that the Malaysian authorities spontaneously and positively 
responded to the Indian proposals. The discussions at the Rubber Research Institute of 
Malaysia Technology Centre were especially significant and the delegation had first hand 
knowledge of the research and development facilities available there in all areas of 
natural rubber technology industry. Dr. Mathan said both India and Malaysia could look 
at mutually beneficial technology methods. This facilitated the exchange of scientific and 
technological experts in the rubber field between the two countries. The delegation also 
visited processing factories and quality control laboratory to gain a thorough idea of the 
strict processing and quality control measures, which were mandatory in production of 
speciality natural rubber grades.^ ° 
The largest Indo-Malaysian joint venture involving a total outlay of 350 
million Malaysian dollars (Ils.125 crore) had been launched in Sabah (former Borneo) to 
produce pulp, paper and viscose fibre, it was announced in Kuala Lumpur. The project 
had undertaken by the Birla Corporation of India. The Sabah Government and local 
conglomerate called Fibre and Chemical Malaysian Company. The feasibility studies 
indicated that the paper factory produced 100 tons of writing paper and newsprint and 
another 100 tons of krafl and sack kraft paper daily. The total annual production was 
estimated at 66,000 ton.s initially to reach a target of 100,000 tons within a few years. The 
ancillary plant was expected to produce 12,000 tons of viscose fibre annually. '^ 
Instability in Indo-China, resulting in the problem of refiigees in the South 
East Asian region, was among topics discussed when the Malaysian Prime Minister, Mr. 
Dato Hussain Onn, who arrived New Delhi on 22"** January 1979 on a four day state visit, 
called on the Prime Minister, Mr. Morarji Desai. During their 30-minutes meeting the 
two leaders also discussed the general situation in South East Asia, particularly the 
Vietnam-Kampuchea conflict. During their talks the two leaders felt that the refugee 
problem had become a "major one" practically all over the region-refugees from the 
Vietnam were wanting to settle in Malaysia, Hongkong and in China. The Malaysian 
Prime Minister also had talks with Mr. Vajpayee. Both the leaders stressed the need for 
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strengthening Indo-Malaysian relationship. Mr. Vajpayee underlined the importance and 
advantage of greater cooperation between the countries of South Asia and those of South 
East Asian in the interest of peace, stability and greater harmony in Asia. 
Later at a banquet in the honour of the Malaysian Prime Minister, Mr. Desai 
said to Mr. Onn underlined the imperative need for peace and stability and for mutual 
cooperation among the countries of the South East Asian region. Mr. Desai said : "we 
hail the role of your Government in bringing this about in the harmonious working of 
ASEAN, and also in your sincere efforts to expand this cooperation and the establishment 
of a zone of peace, freedom and neutrality in the overall areas of South East Asia". Mr. 
Onn in his reply stressed that there was nothing more precious to ASEAN coimtries than 
peace and stability in the South East Asian region. Mr. Desai said that the world had 
developed a strong dislike for strife and yearned for peace. Global peace could not come, 
however, with mankind divided into Military grouping vying with each other in 
strengthening and enlarging their arsenals of destruction.^ ^ 
Welcoming the Malaysian Prime Minister as "one of us and as our own", Mr. 
Desai referred to the days Dato Hussain Onn had spent in India in association with Indian 
armed services and said "the memories of those days, I trust, are as warm and friendly as 
our feelings towards you". Mr. Desai recorded India's admiration and praise for the 
tremendous economic achievements of Malaysia in the ambit of a free society and despite 
many hurdles. Over a million people of Indian origin have contributed in their own 
humble way to the richness of the Malaysian mainstream and have found a life of 
fulfillment and dignity in their new homeland. He said India believed that coimtries of 
South East Asia "need to and must live" in peaceful and gainful cooperation with each 
other. Mr. Onn called for regional cooperation and collective efforts which, he said, were 
"the best and practical means for small and developing countries to develop and ensure 
peace and stability". He emphasized the need for such cooperation and collective efforts 
in the world of today where there are big power rivalries, where there are different 
ideologies, "where there are intense and un-easing efforts to influence, subvert and 
subjugate the similar countries, either politically or economically",^ ^ 
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Mr. Onn said stopping aid and other forms of assistance to Vietnam in view of 
the Kampuchea developments had not been considered. He said Malaysia did have a 
programme to assist Vietnam in the development of rubber industry and the supply of 
palm oil, these were under examination. He denied that his government was making any 
discrimination against Indians there in favour of Bhumiputras. No discrimination was 
made against any special group of people. Infact, every commimity in Malaysia was 
complaining that it wa.s being neglected and discriminated. No community would ever 
feel satisfied. The Malaysian Government was aware that discrimination against' any 
section would create more harm than good". 
Again, both the Prime Ministers, who had a detailed discussion on 23 '^' 
January 1979 on developments in Kampuchea agreed that peace and stability in South 
East Asia could not be maintained unless big and small countries alike observed the 
principles of peaceful co-existence and non-interference. These talks took place against 
the background of a letter which the Prime Minister of Vietnam, Mr. Pham Van Dong, 
had addressed to the heads of Government of various countries, including India and 
Malaysia, giving Hanoi's version of events that led to the emergence of the new regime 
in Kampuchea headed by the National Liberation Front. 
Though India and Malaysia viewed the Indo-China situation from different 
angles, Mr. Desai and Mr. Onn seemed to share the concern that, whatever the nature of 
provocation from the Pol Pot regime, the Vietnamese intervention had intensified the 
fears South East Asian countries about the revival of big power rivalries in a different 
form in the region. The Malaysian Prime Minister felt that the happening in kampuchea 
made the neighbouring countries extremely wary of Hanoi's professions of peace and 
cooperation. 
The Foreign Ministers of India and Malaysia, Mr. Vajpayee and Mr. 
Rithauddeen, met for 90-minutes before the two Prime Ministers held formal talks lasting 
two hours, during which they covered a wide range of bilateral and regional issues of 
mutual interest. But the focus of attention was on Kampuchea with the Malaysian Prime 
Minister strongly deploring the Vietnamese action and voicing some fundamental doubts 
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about Hanoi's readiness to co-exist peacefully with the other two Indo-China states, 
without attempting to impose its hegemony on them. 
It was disclosed that the new regime in kampuchea had not so far approached 
the other countries in South or South East Asia for recognition. The Malaysian Foreign 
Minister told Mr. Vajpayee that when the time came for recognising the new regime the 
five meml>er countries of the ASEAN would try to take a common decision. As far as 
India was concerned, Mr. Vajpayee explained to Mr. Tengku Rithauddeen that readiness 
to deal with the new regime did not imply acceptance of its policies or condonation of its 
actions. 
But otherwise the Malaysian Prime Minister spoke with great appreciation of 
India's policy of extending full support to ASEAN's desire to transform South East Asia 
into an area of peace, neutrality and cooperation, free from Big Power interference. The 
desire of these coimtries to live together in peace had become all the more imperative in 
the light of the disturbing sequence of events in Afghanistan, Iran and Kampuchea 
leading to wider conflicts of interest. It was in this context that the Mr. Onn pleaded for a 
closer understanding between the countries of South and South East Asia for ensuring 
stability in this vast area which had been a cockpit of colonial rivalries in the past. In the 
bilateral sphere the two Prime Ministers and their advisers agreed to extend economic 
cooperation in the fields of trade industry and agriculture. '^' 
It was decided that an Indo-Malaysia joint committee with study the 
recommendation of the UNCTAD meeting held in Manila to assess the possibilities of 
long-term arrangements for sharing their skills and resources by evaluating their 
capabilities and requirements. The Malaysian side felt that an integrated approach by 
India to the ASEAN as a whole would help to promote better bilateral cooperation with 
its member states. It was felt that instead of relying unduly on the help of industrilised 
nations, developing countries like India and Malaysia could assist one another in mutual 
interest. The joint communique to be issued on 25'*' January on the occasion of the 
Malaysian Prime Minister's visit and the comprehensive economic cooperation 
agreement to be signed by him would spell out in greater detail the scope for increased 
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bilateral relations in several spheres. Malaysian Prime Minister's wife, Datin Suhaila, 
visited the SOS Children's village at Greenfield in Haryana. She presented a cheque for 
Rs.20,000 from the people of Malaysia for the children's village on the occasion of the 
International Year of the child?' 
The Indian Premier, Mr. Morarji Desai and Malaysian Premier, Mr. Datuk 
Hussain Onn, signed an agreement on co-operation between the two countries in the field 
of science and technology, agriculture and industry led in the acknowledgement of a long 
and mutually beneficial relationship and in the expectation of further collaboration in new 
areas on a bigger scale and possibly at a higher technological level. The need for such an 
agreement was that it ensured a continued and effective Indian involvement in the 
economy of an important member of the ASEAN. Of all the ASEAN states, the India 
presence was most visible in Malaysia; building on it was the best way to obtain a role in 
South East Asia. India had a working relationship with the other ASEAN members as 
well but no more. 
The favourable impression created by the Indian private sector's modest 
investments in Thailand, Singapore, Indonesia and the Philippines in the early sixties 
raised expectation which had remained unfulfilled. This was largely due to New Delhi's 
neglect to build on the foundation laid by the Indian entrepreneurs, which in turn might 
be ascribed to the failure of the Indian diplomatic mission. There had been a revival of 
interest in ASEAN, as was erident from the joint communique issued at the conclusion of 
the Indonesia Foreign Minister's visit in the month of November 1978. But repeated 
declaration of India intensions to cultivate ASEAN was not enough. It was necessary to 
develop relations with all the members of the Association and thus discover a role in the 
context of the region as a whole.^ ^ 
The Janata Government had been keen to strengthen and expand their 
relations with the ASEAN countries. This was in tune with its good neighbour policy in 
foreign affairs. Unfortunately, certain differences persisted between our traditional 
approach and that of ASEAN community to a number of crucial internal issues. This was 
evident from the absence of any reference to the identity of views on the Kampuchean 
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question in the Indo-Malaysia joint press statement issued at the end of the visit to our 
country of the Malaysian premier, Datuk Onn. The talks on economic relations between 
the two countries would seem to had been more fruitful. This was xmderstandable of the 
52 Indian joint ventures then in operation in South East Asian, 27 were in Malaysia, the 
largest in any country. Indian investment in Malaysia was about $ 50 million. 
This would limit Indian participation to some extent. Nevertheless, there was 
scope for further expansion in textile and engineering in which we had invested heavily 
during the last few years. The long term agreement signed between the two countries 
only provided a broad framework within which individual agreements in specific field of 
mutual co-operation would have to be worked out in due course. India could assist in 
setting up metallurgical industries and power generation, provided a wide range of 
consultancy services and training facilities, and supply railway rolling stock. From 
Malaysia we could import refined palm oil and rubber. In the high technology capital 
intensive area too India could contribute by participating as sb-contractors with third 
parties in the field of engineering and construction. It was hoped that the joint committee 
setup to oversee the implementation of the Indo-Malaysia long-term agreement would 
seek to identify new areas of cooperation in mutual interest. '^ 
After returning from India and Pakistan's tour, the Malaysian Prime Minister 
told to the reporter in Kuala Lumpur, his tour was fiill satisfactory. He further stated that 
Indian delegation to Malaysia would be led by the Indian Trade and Industry Minister 
George Femandes. He said the exchange of visits would be a follow up to the signing of 
an economic and technical cooperation agreement between the two countries. He said 
India was very advanced in terms of technology and industries but owing to lack of 
publicity and promotion efforts very little was known about its products in Malaysia.^ * 
India had sent the flagship of its Eastern Fleet and two smaller warships in 
Kuala Lumpur (at port klang) to "strengthen its friendly ties with Malaysia", visiting Rear 
Admiral Oscar Stanely Daw-son said on 6'*' March 1979. He told reporters on his 
flagships, the Nilgiri, that the ships were a five-day goodwill visit and no way connected 
with the visit of the British Chief of General Staff, General Sir Ronald Christopher Gibbs 
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or the situation in Indo-China or due to the presence of Russian and American warships 
in the South China Sea. He said the visit "underiines the close friendship between the 
people and the governments of the two countries". The Nilgiri was the first Indian built 
frigate of the Leander class. Rear Admiral Dawson said India has been providing training 
to officers and men of the Malaysian Armed Forces at its National Defence and staff 
Defence colleges. About 560 Malaysian had been trained at Indian military training 
establishment till March 1979. '^ The two Prime Ministers, on 24"* January 1979 signed 
on Economic Cooperation Agreement and the two Foreign Ministers, simultaneously 
signed and exchanged letters to cover extradition arrangements between the two 
countries.'" 
Indo-Malaysian joint industrial ventures were "doing well" in Malaysia; 
according to participating Indian and Malaysian industrialists. The 28 joint ventures 
covered a variety of industrial activity including production of sugar, chemicals, 
industrial engines and glass and refining of palm oil. Indian industrialists had so far 
invested nearly Rs. 20 crore in these ventures. Almost all the leading industrial houses, 
like the Tatas, the Birlas and the Thapars had joint ventures in Malaysia. Goods produced 
of these units were of a very high standard and exported to a number of developed 
countries in Western Europe and America.'" 
The Submarine telephone cable between Madras and Penang laid over 2,220 
km. The wide-band cable provided 640 circuits for telephone, telex and telegraph 
services between India and Malaysia and through Malaysia and Singapore with other 
countries. The project had implemented in two phases. At present, India's external 
telephone, telegraph and telex services are mainly operated via the US Intelsat Satellite, 
positioned over the Indian Ocean at a height of 36,000 km.''^  
Analysis of the above study demonstrates that India's foreign policy after the 
formation of the Janata Government though passed through a phase of transformation and 
diversification from the early trends; the foreign policy with the regard to ASEAN 
however largely followed the early practices of the Governments. 
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The relationship that was being built over the years was mainly having thrust 
on the economy of the country. Joint ventures were given due importance in Malaysia. 
Industrial and scientific ventures were taken at a greater pace in Malaysia. Despite the 
multiethnic societies of Malaysia, it progressed faster in every field due to unbiased 
policies of the Malaysian government, a lesson that was largely inspired by the 
functioning of Indian government. Malaysia economy was well supported by the Indian 
origin citizens and though the complains were often made by the Indians there, Indian 
government always told them to behave and act as much as the citizens of Malaysia.-
Though, India always remained at the cross road of external and internal 
threats, its relations ship was hardly weakened because of Malaysia unequivocal support 
it lent to India during the critical time. India also responded well. Thus during a very 
short period there was unprecedented increase in trade and commerce. This development 
may be seen as a consequence of the overall cooling off India's relation with neghbours 
and superpowers during the period. 
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CHAPTER-VI 
Relations Between India and Malaysia: Post Janata Regime 
Foreign Policy of Post Janata Government: 
With the fall of the Janata Government and the formation of Congress (I) 
Government, India's foreign policy again reverted back to the pattern prevailing before 
the formation of Janata Government. However, the special tih towards Soviet Union, 
which was a characteristic of the foreign policy in the years preceding the Janata rule, 
disappeared and the coolness of relations with U.S.A. gave place to more mature relations 
with that country. During the initial years of Indira Gandhi's second innings, India's 
relations with neighbouring countries turned sour and India's neighbours charged her of 
bullying. However, during the later part of second rule she once again tried to improve 
relations with immediate neighbours like Bangladesh and Pakistan. Another notable 
feature of India's foreign policy during Indira Gandhi's second rule was a bid to develop 
closer relations with the countries of Western Europe in order to reduce India's 
dependence on Soviet Union for sophisticated weapons.' 
The Soviet presence in Afghanistan - dilatorily but unambiguously 
condemned by the Charaii Singh government had shattered the fragile East West detente 
and inaugurated the resumption of the cold war. South Asia was suddenly the focus of 
diplomatic attention. China and the United States indicated strong support for their cause 
and for the integrity and security of Pakistan. The Islamic world and the non-aligned 
movement area shaken by an attack on one of their members. India's reaction to such a 
major event so close to her borders was clearly of vital importance to the region, to the 
resolution of the conflict and to India's future role in international affairs under Mrs. 
Gandhi's second administration.^  
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi is one among the world's leader who has been 
planning a distinctive role for bringing about the unity among the countries which are 
non-aligned. During non-aligned conference in Colombo in 1976, Indira Gandhi 
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emphasised that the United States should stop all its efforts to convert Diego Garcia as 
one of the military bases in the Indian Ocean, that South Africa should abandon its policy 
of apartheid, the Palestinians should be granted their legitimate rights and Israel should 
be persuaded to honour the United Nations resolution. She very strongly desired that the 
continuing arms race between the super powers should be stopped and natural world 
resources should be equitably distributed.^  
The non-aligned policy of Indira Gandhi has played a meaningful role in the 
management of world affairs. Her pursuit to diplomacy, her dynamic leadership and her 
resistance to the super power game have made her the champion of the cause of 
international peace and security. She was making her best efforts to make non-alignment 
as a world movement.^  
Relations Between the two Countries: 
India's relations with Malaysia, as with some of the other ASEAN countries, 
came under considerable strain for a while on the issue of the recognition of the Heng 
Samrin regime and India had to make a particular effort to contain the fall out. It was 
necessarily a temporary problem, but its nejgative consequences had been felt over some 
years. But with time and pattern, even though Malaysia was not fUlIy satisfied, there was 
greater understanding of India's position and their mutual relations remain friendly. The 
Prime Minister Mahathir Mohammed said in an interview in December 1983 that 
Kampuchea constituted the main difference between India and Malaysia, "otherwise wr 
think we are very friendly". About the working of Indo-Malaysian joint ventures, he said 
that he treated these with the same impartiality as he treated other joint ventures. He 
believed that there was no significance to the closing of two joint ventures - a textile mill 
and a palm oil unit-as it was merely a failure of management. There were other Indo-
Malaysian joint ventures that were doing well.^  One might add that much water has flows 
the Ganges since then and political relations have further improved, while the general 
picture of economic relationship has not sharply changed. 
Dr. Mahathir Mohd, the Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia, in January 1980 
on a four-day official visit, reacted sharply on the reported move by the new Indian 
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Government to recognise the Heng Samrin Government. "We would like to know, of 
course, what India's stand is regarding the Heng Samrin Government", he told. The Dy. 
Prime Minister added : "I may raise this mater when I meet Mrs. Gandhi to discuss 
several international and regional issues of mutual interest". He said Malaysia and 
ASEAN's stand on the Hanoi-backed Heng Samrin Government in Phnom Penh was 
clear. He added : "And we would like to have the whole world supporting us in our 
stand". He had led the Malaysian delegation to the Third General conference of the 
United Nations Industrial Development Organisation, held in January 1980 in New Delhi. 
He scheduled to address the conference, which mapped out a strategy for further 
industrial growth in developing coimtries.^  
The Malaysia government was "concerned" over the poor performance of 
some Indian joint ventures in Kuala Lumpur and was looking into the reasons to remedy 
the situation. While some of the 26 functioning Indian ventures were doing well, many 
others appear to be floundering due to financial constraints, lack of emphasis on 
marketing strategy, and marketing outlets, inadequate pre-feasibility or feasibility studies 
and the choice of partners. India's participation in industrial projects was mainly through 
the supply of plant and machinery and technical Know-how. The liquidity of venture was 
generally totally dependent on the Malaysian partner. This was disadvantageous to the 
Malaysian partner because in the event of a financial crisis or if funds were required for 
expansion purposes, the Malaysians have to bear the brunt.^  
The Indian Government had relaxed its foreign exchange control regarding 
Indian nationals establishing joint ventures abroad. The Government of Malaysia was 
waiting to see if this would promote a flow of funds from India. Malaysia however duly 
recognised the tremendous potential that India offered, especially in the field of medium 
and small industry, but there was then a "crisis of confidence" within the Malaysian 
private sector about partnership with Indian enterprise. There was fear that the fault at 
this stage was not being selective in the companies approved for location in Malaysia 
could cause a serious jolt in the economy.* 
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Meanwhile the timing of UNIDO conference was significant to Malaysia, 
which was in the process of accelerating its industrial development. Since industrial 
development in Third World Countries was dependent on the cooperation of developed 
countries, it was important that such cooperation be achieved at the conference. The 
cooperation of developed countries, would be in the spirit of the 1975 UNIDO agreement 
giving Third World Countries a 25% share in world industrial output by the year 2000. 
Dr. Mahathir, who was also Trade and Industry Minister, visited several industrial estates 
and small scale industries around New Delhi and Bangalore, and expressed his view that 
his country always looked forward to learn the Indian way of promoting and developing 
small-scale industries, particularly the technology which might be applicable for 
Malaysia.' It would lead to political stability and a climate of conference. Malaysia's 
concern in India's political stability in the context of the serious developments elsewhere 
in the region was indicative of the positive intentions of Malaysia in order to achieve 
economic and political stability. Malaysia often reiterated her desire for closer economic 
cooperation with India both bilaterally and in international economic forums. Though the 
trade balance between the two countries was heavily in Malaysia's favour. Malaysia 
always cleared its position by stating that it was an open economy. It was up to India to 
promote herself to the very sophisticated. Malaysian consumers in competition with other 
nations.'° 
Dr. Mahathir the then Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia urged Indian 
industrialists to redeem and uphold their image by "salvaging" Malaysian-Indian 
industrial joint ventures which were floundering. He said adverse developments 
experienced by a number of well-publicised Indian joint ventures in Malaysia had tended 
to cause a measure of reluctance on the part of Malaysians to be partners in Indian-
sponsored Projects. He stressed that there were a good many other joint ventures with 
Indian interests in Malaysia that were faring very well. "There appears therefore to be a 
vital and urgent need to redeem and uphold the image of Indian industries in Malaysia", 
he said. "A start could be made at salvage operations for those joint ventures that are 
floundering. Perhaps, the federation would like to see this as the immediate task before its 
members, if not a challenge to Indian industry in general". Dr. Mahathir, who was also 
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the Trade and Industry Minister, reiterated that Malaysia recognised India's industrial 
strength, which ranked India with the leaders among industrially developed countries." 
The study showed that joint ventures with Malaysia had grown more 
successful in January 1 ')80. The acting High Commissioner of India V.P. Soni said that 
the balance sheets of the 30 joint ventures could demonstrate their success. A few 
ventures with well-known western companies had failed but no mention had been made 
in the reports. Indian participation in the equity was in the form of export of capital goods 
but India liberalised its policy and allowed cash outflow from India to Malaysia, Mr. Soni 
cited a couple of Malaysian firms as example which received cash loans firom India and 
improved their production. For three more Indian joint venture firms - Quality Textiles 
Malaysia Ltd. in Perak, Rxcel Allugraphics Ltd. in Selangor and Camblin N.S. Ltd.-the 
Indian government allowed increased capital towards equity share capital by way of 
exporting more equipment.' 
There were part of the 29 such projects, which had been approved by the 
government in the end of 1979 and were then in various stages of implementation. The 
projects included food-based industries, as well as the production of rubber gloves, spark 
plugs, motor radiators and pharmaceutical products.'^  
The Malaysian High Commissioner in India, Mr. Non Jamaluddin, 
inaugurated international seminar on India-Malaysia relations at Madras in March 1980. 
He said Malaysia and India shared common ideals and were committed to parliamentary 
democracy and to the preservation of peace and prosperity in the world and their 
respective region. He further stated that the relations between the two countries had 
existed for thousands of years in various fields of human activities and with a view to 
giving necessary support and impetus to the development of relations between the two 
countries in the economic and cultural fields, hitherto left by and large, to the initiative 
and enterprise of individuals. India's contribution to Malaysia's industrial and economic 
development was significant. There were then in Malaysia the largest number of Indian 
joint ventures.''' 
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Mr. G.R. Damodaran, Vice-Chancellor of Madras University, who presided 
the seminar, said India had the third largest trained man power in the world and this could 
be successfully used for development of mutually beneficial projects in Malaysia and 
other developing countries. The seminar, first of its kind in India, had been sponsored by 
the centre for South and South East Asian studies, University of Madras. Participants 
included eminent persons from Malaysia, Indonesia, the Philippines, Australia and New 
Zealand.'' 
The Indian High Commissioner, Mr. Prakash Shah said in Penang that India 
assisted Malaysia in the field of industrialisation and development programmes to 
strengthen the existing ties between the two countries. He further stated after visiting the 
multi million dollar extension to the Prai Power station about 11 km from Penang, and 
impressed with the progress of the project. The extension power stations was under taken 
jointly by the Bharat Heavy Electrical Limited, Instrumentation Limited of India and 
MHI Mitsubishi Japan. "^  
The joint committee was set up under the Indo-Malaysian economic and 
technical cooperation agreement concluded its first two days meeting on 12* September 
1980. During the bilateral talks, views were exchanged on regional and international 
issues of mutual interest and concern. The talks showed a broad identity of views and 
perceptions. The joint committee meeting according to a joint press release considered 
ways of further promoting beneficial programmes of cooperation in such fields as 
industry, agriculture and science and technology. It also reviewed the trends of bilateral 
trade with a view to giving it a more equitable direction. Possibilities of further 
strengthening the bonds of industrial collaboration through joint ventures were also 
discussed." 
The Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry had drawn up a programme 
for a two-week study tour of small-scale industries in India. The tour had been set and 
planned by then Deputy Prime Minister of Malaysia, Dr. Mahathir Mohd, that India's 
highly developed support industries could be an example and inspiration to Malaysian 
businessmen. The Chinese and Malay chambers of commerce and state agencies had 
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been invited to participate in tiie tour. The tour visit included to the National Alliance of 
Young Entrepreneurs, Small Industries Services Institute and the Federation of the 
Associations of Small Scale Industries of India (FASSI), all of which were in New 
Delhi.'* 
This was a feather in the cap for the company and did a great deal to enhance 
Indian reputation for technology which had taken a bad knock because of the failure of 
several joint ventures. The biggest such setback was the collapse of a sugar mill after it 
had run up debts of Rs.37 crores, a good bit of it borrowed from two Indian public sector 
banks and from the Indian joint venture bank in Malaysia. It was with these unfortunate 
experiences in mind that Dr. Mahathir, Malaysian Deputy Prime Minister, told the FICCI 
while on a visit to New Delhi in January 1980 to go into the reasons for the high casualty 
rate among Indian joint ventures of which Malaysia had the largest number of any 
country. Indian truck sales in Kuala Lumpur had been on a slide since early 1980, first 
because of a technical problem and then on account of prices. 
Another factor which handicapped the Indian product was credit. With the 
slowdown in the Malaysian economy having led to a fall in overall sales, distributors of 
Japanese traders were coaxing customers by accepting payment deferred by as much as 
six months. In the total context of India's sales to this market - amounting to about Rs.70 
crores in 1979 - the trucks constitute a small share but there was the unqualified benefit 
from sales of spares and replacement parts. In any case, the biggest benefit of all was the 
shine that successful penetration of the market for a technologically sophisticated product 
gave to the image of the Indian engineering industry." 
The External Affairs Minister, Mr. P.V. Narasimha Rao on 9* October 1981 
had discussions on bilateral issues particularly economic and regional cooperation with 
Malaysian Deputy Prime Minister, Datuk Musa Hitam in Kuala Limpur. Mr. Rao arrived 
here after attending the ('ommonwealth Conference in Melbourne, said he had talks with 
his counterpart Tan Sri Ohazali on the Kampuchea situation. The Malaysian Dy. Premier 
said a dialogue between India and ASEAN on economic cooperation "would certainly 
take place" at an appropriate time. Datuk Musa Hitam told newsmen it was "unfortunate" 
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that the opportunity available to India in the past for a dialogue was not taken up. The 
possibility of having the dialogue v^ as being pursued, notwithstanding apparent 
diflerences on political issues between ASEAN and India. 
The visit of Mrs. Gandhi to Indonesia and the Philippines and the presence of 
Mr. Rao in Malaysia and visit to Singapore and Thailand were "evident efforts", by New 
Delhi to get to know ASEAN. He said India was willing to receive delegations from 
ASEAN countries either bilaterally or collectively to explore areas of economic 
cooperation. Of course, he added, there existed differences between ASEAN stance on 
North-South dialogue, which he said was that the developing nations "should never 
convey the message to the developed world that we are the beggars and they are the 
givers. This is very important because the psychology of the developed world is as 
though we want to have the North South meeting in Cancun in order to get something out 
ofthem".^" 
The Indian External Affairs Minister, Mr. Rao held discussions on economic 
cooperation and bilateral relations with the Malaysian Prime Minister, Dr. Mahathir 
Mohammed. Mahathir stressed the need to develop medium sized industries as part of 
economic cooperation between the two countries. India and Malaysia held identical views 
on how to find a peaceful solution to the Kampuchean problem despite differences in 
approach, Malaysia's foreign minister. Tan Sri Ghazali Shafie said. Mr. Ghazali, who 
held a three hour meeting with Mr. Rao, siad : "Our perceptions might be different but we 
are working for the same solution a zone of peace for the region with the exclusion of 
China and the Soviet Union". '^ 
At the conclusion of two days of talks held in December 1981 in Kuala 
Lumpur by an Indian delegation, its leader. Mr. Gonsalves, secretary in the ministry of 
External Affairs, told the correspondents that differences, however, persisted over 
Kampuchea. "While we have no doubt about the sincerity of the Malaysian government 
in seeking to promote a negotiated political settlement in that country, keeping with the 
Malaysian goal of a zone of peace, freedom and neutrality in South East Asia, we on the 
Indian side have doubts whether the approach adopted by Malaysia, in conjunction with 
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its ASEAN partners, will work". He added : "Our objectives are the same. ASEAN and 
Malaysia want Vietnamese troops to be withdrawn from Kampuchea so that its people 
are free to choose a government of their choice. We endorse this objective but we think it 
can best be achieved by pursuing a different approach". He was referring to the ASEAN 
initiative in organising a coalition of anti-Vietnamese Kampuchean factions to create a 
third force in the country an alternative to both the Heng Samrin regime which took over 
in January 1979 in the wake of the Vietnamese entry into Kampuchea and the Chinese 
backed Khmer Rouge government which was ousted in the process.^ ^ 
Malaysia had shown interest in buying a number of new items from India such 
as iron ore, power generating sets, machinery and machine tools, rice, railway coaches 
and sugar. It had also evinced interest in selling more palm oil, rubber, tin, timber, cocao 
and automobile tyres to India. Malaysia's Minister for primary Industries, Mr. Dato Paul 
Leong Khee Seong held discussions with the Commerce Minister, Mr. Shivraj V. Patil in 
New Delhi in March 1982 on expanding trade and economic relations between the two 
countries. Mr. Khee also had discussions with the Finance Minister Mr. Pranab Kumar 
Mukherjee on these subjects. The Malaysian minister said trade between the two 
countries could be expanded substantially and India could correct its adverse trade 
balance with Malaysia by increasing its exports. The trade between the two countries in 
1980 amounted to 842 million ringgits (one ringgit = Rs.4.05) of which Malaysian 
exports to India accounted for 620 million ringgits. Mr. Khee said India was the largest 
consumer of Malaysian palm oil. It imported 400,000 tons of palm oil in 1981, compared 
to 396,000 tons in the previous year. The Indian market accoimted for 17 percent of 
Malaysia's palm oil exports. India could step up these imports substantially, keeping in 
view the needs of its Vanaspati industry. 
The Malaysian minister said his coimtry wanted more direct trade with India 
so that agents could be avoided. This could be done in commodities like natural rubber, 
tin and palm oil. In 1981, India imported natural rubber worth 56 million ringgits and tin 
worth 60 million ringgits from Malaysia. Mr. Khee said Malaysia had agreed to 
cooperate with India in the matter of the international tin and rubber agreements. He had 
requested India to join these agreement. He said Malaysia proposed to set up a palm oil 
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technical advisory centre in India to promote the sale of palm oil. It had also agreed to 
provide Rs.5 lakhs for a research project on palm oil at Calcutta University. Mr. Khee 
said his country had discussions with the Indian Railways lines, providing technical 
services and importing coaches and equipment.^ ^ 
Indian joint venture companies operating in Malaysia had offered to increase 
training facilities in their establishments to local people in Malaysia. Speaking on behalf 
of Indian joint ventures in the country, Mr. B.T. Mody, managing director of Tatab 
Industries said that the companies "are prepared to actively participate in schemes for 
training more skilled and semi-skilled persoimel if the Malaysian Government desired it". 
Mr. Mody said the offer he was making in addition to existing apprentice schemes run by 
the establishments. Speaking generally of some of their problems, Mr. Mody said that 
these ventures with a business turn over of 660 million Malaysian dollars (over Rs.260 
crore) annually was given subsidised power supply to tide over their difficulties.^ * 
A trade exhibition was organised by the Trade Fair Authority of India in 
Kuala Lumpur on 19* October 1982. The aim of the exhibition was to project India's 
industrial progress and technological advancement, to promote exports, to explore 
possibilities of collaboration and joint ventures and to strengthen the existing economic 
and trade relations with Malaysia and other countries in the region. The display 
highlighted various sectors like technology and consultancy exports, engineering 
products, machine tools, telecommimication and electrical equipment transport and 
construction equipment, agricultural machinery, jute and leather products, plastics and 
linoleums, handicrafts, sports goods, food household gadgets and business machines and 
office equipment. '^ 
There had been some changes in the pattern of economic development with 
Malaysia as with some of the other South-East Asian country. Malaysia had made fairly 
rapid economic progress and under Mahathir's stewardship has looked more towards 
Japan than towards any other country. In terms of economic growth India had declined in 
his estimation as a model of development. The impulse towards Joint ventures had 
somewhat waned. By 1984, 27 out of 28 Joint ventures were in production, while the 
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other had not taken ofY the ground. India came to have an unfavorable balance of trade 
with Kuala Lumpur, her export being of the order of Rs.512 million and imports of 
Rs.661 million. Still India had the closest economic relations with Malaysia among all 
the ASEAN countries. Cooperation is particularly marked in the fields of agriculture and 
technology. Among India's export items are food stuff, fodder, cotton piece goods, 
manufactured metal goods and electrical equipment, while Malaysia mainly sends tin and 
palm oil. 
At the fourth technical and economic joint committee meeting of India and 
Malaysia that concluded in Kuala Lumpur on 30 May 1984, greater desire was expressed 
by both sides to increase cooperation and to seek ways to narrow differences in order that 
the complementary nature of their potentials could be utilized. At the two-day meeting of 
senior officials led by the Indian Foreign Secretary (East), Mr. Natwar Singh, and the 
Secretary-General of Foreign Affairs of Malaysia, Tan Sri Zakaria Ali, moved into the 
areas of technical cooperation and increased trade were identified. The Malaysian Side 
sought cooperation in resource-based, electrical and electronic, medium and small-scale 
industries. In order to increase trade, it suggested a Shipping Agreement that envisaged a 
joint maritime commission. There was no discussion on the draft of Shipping Agreement 
presented as it would have to be referred to relevant Ministries in India. Malaysia had 
also offered similar Shipping Agreements to other countries as it wanted to trade directly 
with its partners instead of through third countries, particularly Singapore. 
Interest was shown in technical training, especially in fisheries, maintenance 
of archives and other cultural subjects. It also wanted to export manufactured goods apart 
from various raw materials like palm oil, rubber and tin which constitute nearly 90 
percent of Malaysian exports to India. Malaysian imports, which are for lower than its 
exports to India, constitute mainly onion, spices and heavy electrical equipments. 
Malaysia had also been importing meat which was preferred because it was authentically 
Islamic, had less fat content and was cheaper than Australia meat which had been 
dominating the market. The Indian side said it would give fiiU support for training of 
more technical personnel of Malaysia wherever possible. The two sides agreed to 
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intensify their cooperation through frequent exchange of visits by trade missions and 
officials. 
The decisions of the meeting resulted in greater bilateral cooperation wdth 
India in all fields including trade investments and transfer of technology. Though the first 
joint commission was set up in 1979, the meeting held in a very friendly and cordial 
atmosphere gave a significant impetus to Indo-Malaysian technical and economic 
cooperation in spite of some differences that had existed so far between the two countries 
in international affairs, particularly over Kampuchea. After the meeting, India and 
Malaysia signed an Agreement to promote bilateral economic, technical and cultural 
cooperation. Mr. Natwar Singh signed the agreement. Mr. Zakaria said at the signing 
ceremony that Malaysia had agreed to look into the possibility of concluding a shipping 
pact to encourage direct shipping services between the two coimtries. He said the two 
countries had agreed to increase trade and diversify purchases. 
India and Malaysia agreed to promote bilateral economic technical and 
cultural co-operation. Mr. Natwar Singh, secretary, Ministry of External Affairs and Mr. 
Zakaria Ali, secretary General of the Malaysian Foreign Ministry, signed the agreement 
after two days of talks in Kuala Lumpur. Mr. Zakaria said that Malaysia had agreed to 
look into the possibility of conducting a shipping pact to encourage direct shipping 
services between the two countnes. 
A critical scrutiny of the above study shows that despite the numerous 
problems India faced during the second Administration of Mrs. Gandhi in the year 1980, 
India's stand on many issues like the vehement opposition of USA on the question of 
Diego Garcia and soaring problems of Afghanistan during Soviet invasion, could win the 
Malaysia in her favour despite the later being the Islamic state. Further India's continued 
efforts in pursuing Israel to accept United Nations resolutions also made a greater impact 
on Malaysia. 
India also continued its support to Malaysia by providing cheap labours and 
scientific know-how to Malaysia. The cordial relation between the two nations is also 
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evident from the fact that during the period Malaysia the then Deputy Prime Minister 
Mahathir Mohammad (now prime minister) visited New Delhi twice. 
India's relations with Malaysia, as v^th some of the other ASEAN countries, 
came under considerable strain for a while on the issue of the recognition of the Heng 
Samrin regime and India had to make a particular effort to contain the fall out. It was 
necessarily a temporary problem, but its negative consequences had been felt over some 
years. But with time and pattern, even though Malaysia was not fully satisfied, there was 
greater understanding of India's position and their mutual relations remained friendly. 
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CHAPTER-VII 
Relations Between India and Malaysia: Rajiv Gandhi Era 
Foreign Policy of Rajiv Gandhi: 
Rajiv Gandhi continued the foreign policy of Nehru and Indira Gandhi and 
reaffirmed his faith in the United Nations, the non-aligned movement, opposition to 
colonialism, old or new in his very first broadcast to the nation on 12 November 1984.' He 
said "India would adhere to the United Nations, to the Non-Aligned Movement and to 
opposition to Colonialism, 'old or new'. He asserted that India would carry forward the 
foreign policy bequeathed by Nehru and creatively enriched by Indira Gandhi; that closer 
relations in a spirit of peace, friendship and cooperation could be developed with our 
neighbours; and that crusade against the arms race and the work for narrowing 
international disparities would be continued". Gandhi also indicated his determination to 
work for narrowing international economic disparities; develop closer relations with 
immediate neighbours; pursue policy of non-interference, peaceful co-existence and non-
alignment; promised to pursue the concept of common regional development of South 
Asia; improvement and strengthening of relations with China, Soviet Union and United 
States; to carry on relentless crusade against arms race; to promote dialogue between the 
North and South to build a just world economic order. He has faithfully pursued these 
objectives £ind not only improved relations with U.S.A. and other neighbouring countries 
but also made frantic efforts to promote internal peace, nuclear disarmament and greater 
economic co-operation between north and south.' 
Relations Between the two Countries: 
The Indian Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi and Malaysian Prime Minister, 
Mohammad Mahathir, had established rapport during their meetings at international fora 
such as the Commonwealth Heads of Government meetings in Barbados and the NAM 
summit in Harare. This was their first bilateral get together.^  
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On the political level, the only dicisive issue was Kampuchea, while India 
recognized the pro-Vietnamese Heng Samrin Government, Malaysia was a supporter of 
the rival democratic Kampuchean regime headed by Prince Norodom Sihanouk. There 
were two issues close to Dr. Mahathir's heart and he discussed them with Mr. Gandhi. 
The first was the Independent commission on Development Issues, the South 
Commission, in setting up of which he took the initiative at the South-South conference 
in Kuala Lumpur in May 1986. Dr. Mahathir liked to see India and take more interest in 
the affairs of the commission while Malaysia could play a vital role in the economic 
developm<:nt of the Third World. The other was the growing drug menace which Dr. 
Mahathir tackled at the international level. While adopting tough measures to control the 
problem at home, he had also campaigned in international fora for greater appreciation of 
the threats from drugs. The two leaders also reviewed developments in the South East 
Asian and South Asian region and the international scene.^  
Malaysia sought India's support in its bid to become a member of the UN's 
Security Council for the session 1988-90 at a meeting between the Finance Minister , Mr. 
N.D. Tiwari and the Malaysian Foreign Affairs Minister, Mr. Abu Hassan Omar. Mr. 
Hassan Omar told local reporters that Malaysian has asked India to support Malaysia's 
candidature for the post of Executive Secretary of the UN's Economic and Social 
Commission for the Asia-Pacific (ESCAP), based in Bangkok. At the same time, the 
Government of India also requested Malaysia to support the nomination of their 
representative to the Asia-Pacific Development Centre, which was based in Kuala Lumpur. 
Meanwhile, it was decided to hold the second meeting of the South Commission in Kuala 
Lumpur from March 1 to 3, 1988. The Commission was set up in July 1987 as an 
independent body to draw up proposals for solving problems of third world countries, first 
met in Geneva in October, 1987.^  
The Malaysian Prime Minister strongly rejected the charges that Malaysia 
pursued an oppressive policy towards Chinese and Indians. Addressing the Coimcil of 
Foreign Relations, an independent body comprising prominent American businessmen 
and politicians, in New York , Dr. Mahathir said on 28 October, 1988. Malaysia had 
been depicted negatively ever since it had gained independence in 1957, but it had 
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continued to be stable, democratic and prosperous. "It was described an oppressive to the 
Cliinese and Indians from the time when Tunku Abdul Rahman was Prime Minister right 
until the present moment". "Yet Chinese and Indian from other countries in the region are 
prepared to smuggle themselves in and pay money to become permanent residents or 
citizen", he said.^  
The foreign Secretary, Mr. S.K. Singh, had spent four-days in Kuala Lumpur 
on an unpublicised double-purpose mission to impart a new positive content to Indo-
Malaysian ties and to allay fears on the part of Malaysia, and through it, of the other 
South East Asian Countries over India's plans to expand its naval and other defences. Mr. 
Singh met the Malaysian Prime Minister, Dr. Mahathir, apart from having talks with 
Senior officials. He returned from Malaysia some four days ago (in the month of October 
1989), but there was no official word on it. Even otherwise, the trip remained a secret. 
New Delhi, of late, had shown a penchant for quiet diplomacy and against a flamboyant 
approach. Also, the issues involved in the that case were considered for too delicate to be 
discussed in the glare of publicity. 
Mr. Singh's talks in Kuala Lumpur were a follow-up of the very warm 
meeting between the Indian Prime Minister, Mr. Rajiv Ganghi and Dr. Mahathir in 
Belgrade early in September 1989. And it came some three weeks before the 
Commonwealth Summit in Malaysia. The media in Malaysia had been showing concern 
over what was described as the emergence of India as a major military power and its 
meaning for the South Asian Countries. Though the Government there had maintained a 
discreet silence in public on the subject. New Delhi could not afford to let 
misunderstandings grow.* 
The idea was to assure the Malaysian leaders that the expansion of India's 
defences conformed strictly to its security requirements and in particular, the naval build-
up was related to the size of the coastline, its vulnerability and to the need to protect the 
off-shore oil installations and the economic zone. This could not but be the line taken by 
Mr. Singh., though the details of his discussions had not been divulged. In similar 
encounters in the past, India had sought to dispel vague fears of dangers to the South-East 
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Asian Countries with the unchallenged assertions that there had been no complaints on 
this score from the region. India's defence plans had been the subject of a keen debate in 
Sout-East Asia but the va i^ucness of fears was reflected in the ease with which arguments 
were varied. At one stage, tiie spill-over of the Sino-Indian rivalry was seen as posing a 
threat to the region and, iii another the two countries were regarded as a Joint source of 
danger. 
Malaysia is important to India, because of its strategic location and rich 
natural resources. Their bilateral ties passed through different phases, some marked by 
extreme cordiality, others by correct attitudes. A period of warmth and better 
understanding in the political sphere and of increased economic cooperation seems to be 
ahead. India depends on Malaysia for palm oil, rubber and tin. Some distortions that had 
crept in bilateral dealings were agreed to be set right. Persons of Indian origin account for 
nearly 10 percent of Malaysia's ethnic mosaic which creates a congenial atmosphere for 
efforts to deepen friendship between the two coimtries. Malaysia also appeared to show a 
better understanding of the Indian position on Afghanistan and of the ground realities in 
that country. The new phase contrasts sharply with the irritants of the past. If Malaysia 
had been unhappy with Indian recognition of the Phnom Penh Goveniment in Cambodia 
At that time New Delhi was also sore over Kuala Kumpur's stand on Fiji. The two 
countries had also differed on the use of Antarctica and on Afghanistan. Malaysia was 
one of the few countries to recognise the "interim government" set up by the Mujahideen 
and one of their leaders. Mr. Gulbuddin Hekmatyar, had visited Kuala Lumpur. What 
occupies the attention of the two Governments were not the irritants but the modalities 
and prospects of increased cooperation.^  
The Political acumenship which Mr. Gandhi had inherited from his mother 
seemed evident when Mr. Gandhi strongly emphasized on a regional approval to 
common economic problems. He stressed on the need of constructive engagement of 
ASEAN with SAARC. Certainly Malaysia in the ASEAN and India in SAARC were 
attempting in their own ways to achieve maximum possible regional cooperation for a 
new international order. The Malaysian Prime Minister, Mahathir Mohammad too 
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showed the same zeal when he arrived in New Delhi on 29 January 1987. He boosted that 
the South Asian Countries had made regional cooperation under SAARC a reality. 
While Mr. Gandhi viewed that the economic progress demanded greater 
reliance and indigenous strength and greater cooperation among nations, Dr. Mahathir 
assumed that India and Malaysia, in concert with their regional partners, were pushing 
the frontiers of mutual goodwill and cooperation as far as they were politically and 
economically practical and feasible. The fact that both leaders had praised the ASEAN 
and SAARC assumed greater significance when they both showed collective commitment 
in bringing SAARC on the global consciousness. Through their efforts the bilateral 
economic cooperation between them developed to its full potential in the spirit of South-
South Cooperation. Malaysia had already stated that the mutual progress offers excellent 
opportunities to explore new complementaries. 
Mr. Gandhi though realized that the concepts of power blocs and spheres of 
influence had multiplied conflicts and tensions, but also acknowledged that the NAM was 
striving to enlarge the area of peace by staying out of military alliances. In this, it was 
being supported by a growing sentiment for peace and nuclear disarmament even v^thin 
countries belonging to military alliances. In this context Mr. Gandhi's policy of enlarging 
the area of cooperation seemed more than required. "The only right response on our part 
is to strengthen the forces of peace and security through persistently enlarging the areas 
of cooperation", he added. Mr. Gandhi said economic progress demanded greater reliance 
on indigenous strength and, in an interdependent world, greater cooperation among 
nations.* 
There were no major kings in bilateral relations, though New Delhi had been 
keen to see Malaysia purchase more Indian goods to reduce the huge surplus Malaysia 
had been enjoying in bilateral trade in 1985 which totalled more than US dollars 450 
million. The deficit India had suffered was mainly due to the massive purchases of palm 
oil from Malaysia. 
The question of setting up more joint ventures as a way of promoting bilateral 
economic relations was discussed on the occasion of Mahathir's visit to India in January 
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1987. While the Prime Ministers met, the two delegations led by Mr. N.D. Tiwari, the 
External Affairs Minister and Mr. Rais Yatim, his Malaysian counterpart, reviewed the 
situation in the region. The discussions on Kampuchea and on the South Asia assumed 
special significance. Mr. Gandhi was the Chairman of SAARC while Dr. Mahathir had 
taken a keen interest on Kampuchea as a member of ASEAN. The Malaysian side heard a 
report on the discussions, India had with the new Vietnamese leadership on Kampuchea 
and other questions during a visit to Hanoi by a ministerial delegation led by Mr. Tiwari 
earlier in January 1987. The Malaysia's initiative to set up a South Commission to study 
the Third World problems also figured in discussion. The spokesman said India 
expressed support to the commission headed by Dr. Julius Nyerere, former Tanzania 
president. The two sides felt that the practical steps should be taken to give an impetus to 
South-South Cooperation " 
The Malaysian Prime Minister, Dr. Mahathir had described his visit to India 
as a success, saying it helped to improve trade and bilateral relations between the two 
countries. Speaking to newsmen on arrival at the Kuala Lumpur international airport at 
the conclusion of his four-day visit, Mr. Mahathir said his talks with Indian Prime 
Minister, Mr. Rajiv Gandhi and other Indian leaders had opened up possibilities for 
several joint ventures. He said his country would collaborate with India in the 
manufacture of automobile components and import more Indian goods to correct the 
trade imbalance between ihc two countries. Dr. Mahathir said India had the capability to 
produce several automobile components, some of which were exported to the United 
States. On Indo-Pak relations, the Prime Minister expressed the hope that the leaders of 
the two countries would be able to sort out their problems. He said the message he had 
carried to Mr. Gandhi from President Ziaul-haq had stressed that Pakistan did not have 
any "evil intensions" towards India.'" 
The fact that Indian technology and know-how played a vital role in the 
installation of thermal power generation capacity in Malaysia and that India then had the 
largest number of joint ventures in Malaysia did not some how square with the reality 
that the economic relations between the two countries were in a state which could be 
described as a static disequilibrium. At that time when Malaysia was passing through a 
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difficult period of economic adjustment forced by the downward spiral of commodity 
export earnings-through tin, rubber, palm oil, crude petroleum and timber-it was perhaps 
fanciful to expect a swing in favour of India's exports of engineering goods. 
Nevertheless, there appeared to be limited prospects of Indian entrepreneurs being able to 
provide meaningful responses to Malaysia's efforts to attract investments through the 
dilution of restrictions on equity holdings by non-Bhumiputras. If the far reaching 
changes in the conditions of international marketing of primary commodities had any 
worthwhile lessons for developing countries like India and Malaysia, it was that-they 
would have to reorient their developmental strategies, placing the accent on the 
complementaries ties in the economic needs and resources." 
There was excellent scope for Indian private enterprises with requisite 
expertise and experience to collaborate with their counterparts in Malaysia to 
manufacture downstream products in palm oil such as soaps, detergents and ghee, 
according to FICCI president R.P. Goenka. He was leading a FICCI delegation visited 
Malaysia accompany with the six-member delegation to explore the possibilities of joint 
ventures in items such as automotive components and accessories, castings plastic 
mouldings, industrial fastners, hand tool, scientific instruments, wire and cables, builders, 
hardware and tyres and tubes. About the possibilities of trade with Malaysia, Mr. Goenka 
said, there was considerable scope for its expansion and diversification. Then over 80% 
of Malaysia's export to India were made up of primary commodities, mainly palm oil, 
rubber and tin. On the other hand, machinery and transport equipment and food related 
products formed bulk of the exports from India to Malaysia.'^  
India and Malaysia had agreed to a target of one billion dollars in bilateral 
trade over the next three years from July 1987, a joint communique said. The statement 
by the Malaysia-India Joint Business Cooperation Committee (JBCC) said that in view oi 
the very low amount of trade, the JBCC should work towards expanding rather than 
balancing bilateral trade in Malaysia's favour. Several joint ventures had been set up in 
Malaysia, but many more should be established, it said. The JBCC comprised 
businessmen from both countries. The communique was signed by Mr. G.K. Rama Iyer, 
the Chairman of the Malaysian side of the JBCC, and Mr. Charat Ram, the Chairman of 
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the Indian side. The first meeting of the Malaysia-India JBCC was held in Kuala Lumpur 
in July 1987 and was attended by about 30 delegates from both sides. 
Malaysian imports from India in 1986, were estimated to be worth 220 million 
Malaysian dollars (about Rs.l 10 crore; a decline of about Rs.l25 crore over the figure for 
1985). Malaysian exports to India in 1986 were placed at about Rs.460 crore. The decline 
in imports from India was more marked in the case of manufactured goods and 
equipment. According to official figures, India, in keeping with the desire expressed by 
Malaysia, picked up its highest quantum of palm oil in 1986 which accounted for the 
large trade deficit. In addition, India also added hot briquetted iron and timber from 
Malaysia. The Sabah Gas Industries, which exports hot briquetted iron to India, had still 
to fulfill its part of an agreement to import iron ore pellets and iron ore fines from India. 
The delegation was discussing counter-trade proposals in the private sector that would 
not only boost two-way trade, but also led to establishment of joint industrial ventures.'"' 
The Arab-Malaysian Development Berhad, Malaysia, a dominant group in 
merchant banking, insurance and property development, had teamed up with Best and 
Crompton, India, to form a joint venture company-called Arab Malaysia Best & 
Crompton SDN, BHD, Malaysia-to take up turn key projects in power and industrial 
sectors. The technical agreement with, an equity base of million dollars (Malaysian) with 
shared equity of 51% and 49% was signed in Madras by Mr. Azlan Hashim, Managing 
Director of the Malaysian company and Mr. M.K. Kumar, Chairman and Chief Executive 
of the Indian company Mr. Kumar and Mr. Azlan Hashim told newsmen that the Indian 
equity participation was subject to the central Government's approval. The activities of 
the joint venture company included transmission line and substation projects, rural 
electrification schemes, telecommunication projects, material handling programmes, 
equipment erection, pipe line schemes and mini-hydro and water supply development 
works. The technical and engineering services provided by Best and Crompton, India. 
The new company tendered for power station equipment to be financed by the 
World Bank and the Asian Development Bank. Initially, it would be interested in tapping 
the potential available in Malaysia for speedy development in electrical fields and allied 
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areas like telecommunications, where Best and Cromption had expertise. Replying to 
questions, Mr. Azlan Hashim said the question of using Indian engineers and technicians 
was governed hy the regulations laid down by the Malaysian Government. The 
Government's basic policy was to promote local skills and talent and in some areas where 
Malaysians were not trained, Indian engineers and technicians would be permitted to 
work in Malaysia. "Wc are very much impressed by the excellent track record of Best 
and Crompton and we feci that since we are one of the leading groups of investors with 
wide ranging interests, our partnership could be mutually beneficial", Mr. Azlan said,'"* 
The Malaysian Minister visit to India, had invited Indian entrepreneurs to 
invest in Malaysia in the form of joint ventures in selected fields. Malaysia with its open 
and liberalized economy, concessional tariffs, low rate of infrastructural inputs and 
pragmatic and realistic investment policy which permitted setting up of wholly foreign-
owned enterprises provided most cogenial climate to outside investors. Addressing 
members of the Federation of Indian Chambers of Commerce and Industry in New Delhi 
on 2"** December 1987, the Malaysian Minister of Finance, Mr. Zainuddin, and the 
Minister of Primary Industries, Dr. Lim, said the products of India-Malaysia Joint 
Ventures could be sold not only in Malaysia and India but also to the entire ASEAN 
region and countries of west Asia. 
Referring to the trade deficit for India, the Ministers agreed that the volume of 
Indian exports was small both in relation to the size of Malaysian market and to the 
potential which India could offer to meet the Malaysian requirements. India could 
increase its exports of engineering items, food and marine products, leather goods, 
plastics and pharmaceuticals. The ministers, however, suggested that aggressi\c 
marketing for Indian products since competitiveness of Indian goods had not yet been 
fully explored. Welcoming the Ministers on behalf of FICCI, Mr. Mohan Singh said that 
India accounted for hardly half percent of Malaysian imports where as India's imports 
from Malaysia were more than 3 percent. Referring to joint ventures, Mr. Mohan Singh 
said that Malaysia had 25 Indian Joint ventures in the field of engineering, basic drugs 
and pharmaceuticals, glass and ceramic products and also in trading and marketing 
sectors.'^ 
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The agenda for the meeting was worked out by the Institute of Strategic and 
International Studies (ISIS) in Kuala Lumpur. Mr. Tiwari hoped the prices of palm oil 
remain "within reasonable levels", and said India would continue to buy palm oil from 
Malaysia to evolve a mechanism to check the rising price. India, the largest consumer of 
Malaysian palm oil, had been king heavy purchaser of refined, bleached and deodorised 
palm oil from Malaysia because the country was suffering from one of its worst droughts 
at that time. It had to draw sizeable amounts from its foreign exchange for the palm oil 
imports. India's purchases were intensifying in that weeks as local palm oil prices crossed 
a record high of 1,200 Malaysian dollars per tonne level, amid tight supply and severe 
cutbacks in production. 
Mr. Tiwari said it was important that Indian goods and services achievement 
an increased presence in Malaysian markets. He said all cooperation would be extended 
to the private sector in India to promote joint ventures with Malaysia for mutual benefit. 
The Malaysian delegation leader, Mr. Ghazali Yusoff, said the Chamber of Commerce of 
Malaysia would undertake regular visits to India to study facilities for trade promotion. 
The meeting was attended by Dr. Charat Ram, leader of the Indian delegation 
representing the Federation of Indian Chamber of Commerce and Industry (FICCI) and 
Co-leader, D.M. Patodia, who spoke of the need for setting up task forces in specific 
areas to strengthen business relations between the two countries. Those present included 
the Indian High Commissioner to Malaysia, the Chief General Manager of the Trade Fair 
Authority of India, and Mr. Anil Sahani, Joint Secretary in the Commerce Ministry, 
besides representatives of the business community.'^  
A proposal for joint excavation and research by Indian and Malaysian 
Archaeologists and Scholars unearthed the historical past of the Bujang Valley 
Civilisation in Kedah, about 80 Km. from Kuala Lumpur, had been mooted by the Indian 
High Commissioner, Mr. P.M.S. Malik. While making the suggestion during a visit to the 
historical valley from where many Hindu and Buddhist artefacts had been unearthed, Mr. 
Malik said he consulted both governments on the question for joint excavation and 
study.'' 
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In May 1985, the two countries held talks and signed a new Memorandum of 
Understanding to operate three D-747 air services a week to Kuala Lumpur and 
Singapore from Madras. Air India and Malaysian Air Line system (MAS) also agreed to 
commercial arrangements involving the pooling and sharing of revenue and to cooperate 
in the field of aviation with specific reference to training and technical documentation. 
A delegation (if Indian Travel Trade from Malaysia on 14 March 1988 
strongly protested against the decision of Air-India to stop operation between the two 
countries by end of March. The delegation which specially came to New Delhi to plead 
against this decision had meetings with the Tourism Minister, the Minister of Aviation, 
and senior officials of tourism and aviation ministries. The delegation pointed out that it 
was strange that Air-India should cease operations on this route after having run flights 
for 20 years. This was in contrast to other airline which were increasing the number of 
flights between India and Malaysia. Some new airlines like KLM had also entered this 
Sector. They pointed out that this decision came as a great blow to 1.5 million citizens of 
Indian origin living in Malaysia out of whom 30,000 to 40,000 fly every year between 
India and Malaysia. This also affected the efforts by Indian Tourism Ministry which 
opened an office in Kuala Lumpur to increase tourism between the two countries. 
The decision also showed that the Ministry of Tourism and the Ministry of 
Aviation were working for cross purposes separately. The members of delegation who 
handle about 80 percent of the total traffic operating between the two countries admitted 
that Air-India's share in the market was poor, but blamed it on wrong commercial 
policies. They alleged that not enough seats were released during peak season and 
sufficient contacts were not established by the Air-India office with local population. Air-
India also did not employ sufficient number of Tamil knowing staff, even though 80 
percent of Indian population in Malaysia is of Tamil origin. The delegation which had 
come on its own hopes that the air-line reviewed the decision. 
The Indian Airlines began to operate to Malaysia alongwith Air-India. This 
was decided following discussions between the official delegations of Malaysia and 
India. The three day long discussions concluded in July 1988 in New Delhi. According to 
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an official release, the decision had given India flexibility in its operation to Malaysia. 
The two airlines could then together arrange their mutual benefit for carriage of 
maximum traffic. Malaysian Airlines would be permitted to operate one frequency from 
Malaysia to Delhi and onward to Karachi. This helped to bring tourists from Malaysia to 
Delhi.'' 
In September 1988, a one-year old-Indo-Malaysian joint venture in fuse gear 
manufacture had shown encouraging prospects. "We have made a modest profit" even in 
the first year of Commercial production, Mr. S. Deen, the Singapore based director of the 
Company, told newsmen in Madras on 15 September 1988. Mr. Deen, who was then here 
on a visit for talks with the collaborators said most of the Indian joint ventures in 
Malaysia, 'are gradually closing down' for various reasons. Viewed against this, "our 
Company has taken off. We have plans to diversify into related products and set up a 
research and development wing". The Malaysian Company-F.G. Electric industrial and 
general applications in Malaysia with technical collaboration from Fuse gear Electric 
Ltd.; Madras. Mr. Dccn said some of the joint ventures with Indian Companies had 
closed owing to the inability to tackle technical problems, lack of marketing expertise, 
lack of remedial actions to improve the sales. There was a general feeling in Malaysia 
that any technology imported from India 'is inferior' to that acquired from the developed 
countries in the West. Fhere was also general economic recession in the South East 
Asian countries during the past two years. 
"During that period, the command over 50 percent of the market for fuse gear 
weathered the storm (domestic demand being about three lakh pieces a year). They faced 
stiff competition from the U.S., Germany, Japan and the United Kingdom. A U.K. owned 
subsidiary dealing in the same product has closed down because its prices were higher by 
15 percent and the pcrlormance rating for its fuse gear was below our expectations". Mr. 
Deen said. Of late, many factories which were then using fuses produced by the US/UK 
and other European Countries were using fuses made by the company. This was a imique 
achievement during the first year of commercial production. The cooperation received 
from the Madras-based collaborator was extremely encouraging. 
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Dr. Mahathir expressed optimism over the future of South East Asia and the 
resolution of various International conflicts arising from the improved relationship 
between the superpowers. He looked forward to progress in resolving regional conflicts, 
China would have to be brought into the picture for discussions, either formally or 
informally. The World was facing an exciting and challenging time which offered various 
nations opportunities to surge a head into the 21*' Century. On the New Economic Policy 
(NEP), Dr. Mahathir said people had uimecessarily blamed it for the economic down turn 
experienced by Malaysia in the past few years. But these people seemed to forget that 
Malaysia had a constant growth of seven percent a year after the launching of the NEP in 
1971, a growth level higher than achieved before the policy. '^ 
The Malaysian industry had shown keen interest in setting up more joint 
project with their Indian counterpart in Malaysia for mutual benefits and to get access to 
the vast ASEAN region market. This was the observation of the first ever high-level 
industrial mission of the Confederation of Engineering (CEI) which had returned from 
Malaysia, according to Mr. Brijmohan Lall, CEI president and leader of the mission. 
Keeping this in view and to give a concrete shape to the offer made by a large number of 
leading Malaysian industrialists, the Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers (FMM) and 
the CEI had signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) and entered into a long-
term institutional linkage to promote trade and industrial cooperation between the two 
countries. The MOU had been signed by Mr. Brijmohan Lall, President CEI on behalf of 
the CEI and Mr. Tunku Tan Sri Mohd. Bin Tunku Beser Burhanuddin, President, FMM 
from Malaysian side. 
The Finance Minister of Malaysia Mr. Paduka Daim Zainuddin told the CEI 
mission that opportunities of expansion of Indo-Malaysian trade were abandoned 
especially in the export based operations. He said that the Indian industries could 
consider setting up of joint venture projects in a number of areas which include 
automotive components, panelling for construction and house-hold purposes, house-hold 
wires, mould.s and die-making etc. He further maintained that Indian industries could 
also assist Malaysia in its economic development by actively participating in the 
Malaysian fifth five year plan (1986-90) which included construction of roads, bridges. 
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airports, harbours, land development, irrigation projects, laying down of railway lines, 
gas pipe lines etc. Mr. Datuk Leo Maggie, minister for energy and telecommunication 
and the official of the Malaysian industrial development authority invited Indian 
industries participation in joint ventures in their electronic and engineering sector, thrust 
areas, already identified the Malaysian industrial master plan. The area were mentioned 
as precision engineering/machines, moulds and dies, automobile components, bicycle 
components, sophisticated castings and forgings and a complete range of engineering 
goods. Moreover, there was shortage of tool and die makers and it was mentioned that 
setting up of training centres in Malaysia for training their personnel in this trade would 
be welcomed.^ ^ 
Malaysia did not have manufacturing facilities for sophisticated castings and 
forgings and the Malaysian government would provide incentives to the foundry industry. 
The CEI mission observed that this would provide good scope for setting up joint 
ventures for the manufacture of special type of castings. Similarly, there was a scope for 
the manufacture of forgings as these were imported into Malaysia. The finance minister 
clarified that all manufacturing projects in Malaysia both foreign and local were treated 
on equal terms and appraised according to their individual merits. Mr. P.M.S. Malik, 
Indian High Commissioner in Malaysia told the CEI mission that to date, India had more 
than 25 manufacturing projects in operation in Malaysia and the list was steadily 
growing. Among the Indian investors in Malaysia were Godrej 8c Boyce, the Biria 
group, Tata Oil Mills manufacturing Co., Chemical Construction Co., and the Kirloskar 
Electric Co. Mr. Lall said that the CEI on its part had drawn up an action plan for a more 
closer Indo-Malaysian Industrial Cooperation which included Indian engineering 
industries participation at the Malaysian Industrial Trade Fair in Kuala Liunpur in 
November 1989. The CEI mission observed that even though India had a mixed record in 
Malaysia, the scope for a steady build-up of trade and industry links were considerable. 
Malaysian and Indian industry had much to offer each other in a partnership for mutual 
development.^ ^ 
India had informed Malaysia it had been forced to seek other sources of 
supply for palm oil because of better terms offered by countries like Indonesia 
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Commerce Minister, Dinesh Singh who arrived in Kuala Lumpur on 3"* of September 
1989 on a three-day visit, told this to Malaysia's Minister for Primary Industries, Dr. Lim 
Keng Yaik, when the later expressed deep concern over the reduction in India's imports 
of palm oil from Malaysia. Mr. Singh met Dr. Lim to discuss possibilities of expanding 
and diversifying bilateral trade and economic cooperation between the two countries 
India had been the largest buyer of Malaysian palm oil and had been importing Rs. 500 
crore worth of palm oil annually from this country. Of late, however, India had turned to 
Indonesia for its palm oil requirements because of better prices. The two ministers also 
discussed counter trade proposals linked to the purchase of palm oil because of the large 
deficit in India's trade with Malaysia. The Advanced Training Centre was constructed by 
the Hindustan Machine Tools in Malaysia and railway track renewal work were some of 
the projects awarded to India under the counter trade proposal. India had been bidding by 
a number of other projects and was hopeful that these would enable it to offset the 
adverse balance of trade with Malaysia. Although the total turnover between the two 
countries in 1988 had increased substantially to Rs.l056 crore, India continued to have an 
adverse Balance of Trade with Malaysia.^ "* 
National Front Government (V.P. Singh) & Janata (S) Government 
Foreign Policy of V.P. Singh: 
The National Front Government which came into power in November 1989 
reiterated its determination to continue policy of non-alignment. However, it expressed 
its desire to affect improvement in relations with immediate neighbours which had got 
strained during the past few years. Soon after assumption of power it initiated moves to 
hold talks with the leaders of Nepal, Sri Lanka and Pakistan to remove some of the 
irritants present in the relations of India with these countries. It expressed its 
determination to develop more intimate relations with the United States, without 
jeopardising good relations with Soviet Union. The Janata Dal (S) which came to power 
after the fall of V.P. Singh government, also continued the policy of the earlier 
governments and did not make any change in the traditional foreign policy of the 
country. '^ 
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India and Malaysia were looking into new areas of cooperation in various 
fields including tourism, following the Prime Minister, V.P. Singh's visit to Kuala 
Lumpur in 1990. With the increase in the flow of tourists between the two countries, the 
tourism development authorities of India and Malaysia expected to work more closely. 
More package tours were being drawn up to promote greater flow of tourists, official 
sources said. ITic Indian industry had been associated for more than two decades in 
helping transform Mala\ sia from an exporter of primary products into an industrialised 
and broad-based economy, with a strong manufacturing sector. The Indian joint venture 
in Malaysia commenced operations in April 1968. A spate of other joint ventures 
followed at one time, there were as many as 35 Indian joint ventures in Malaysia. Till 
July 1990, the number standed at 20- still the largest in any one country at that time. 
Although as many as IS Indian joint ventures collapsed, including those involving big 
industrial houses, the joint ventures were doing well. The field of activities in which 
Indian firms were cnj;agcd in extensive, covering palm oil refining, power and 
transmission equipment.*'' 
This Government was run by the two Prime Ministers(V.P. Singh and 
Chandra Shekhar). When second Gulf war broke out, the Government had faced both 
internal a;; well external crises. The major developments could not take place with 
Malaysia during this period, the most probable reason being the short tenure. 
This may be concluded that overall Rajiv Gandhi's tenure was marked by 
progressive relationship between the two countries. During his tenure many MOUs were 
signed and implemented. Rajiv Gandhi's support to Malaysia in the race of Executive 
Secretary's post to UN Economic and Social Commission for Asia Pacific was fully 
acknowledge by Malaysia and the friendship got a new momentum. Malaysi.i 
reciprocated by supporting India's representation to Asia Pacific Development Centre. In 
the area of defence India continued to provide training and spare parts to Malaysia. In the 
field of education the two countries further relaxed their rules and allowed Malaysian 
nationalist to study in India. Many new joint ventures were opened and consequently the 
relationship ushered into a new era of trust and friendship. 
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CHAPTER-VIII 
Relations Between India and Malaysia: Narasimha Rao Era 
Foreign Policy of Narasimha Rao Government: 
Narasimha Rao assumed office at a time when the world had undergone 
complete change due to breaking of ideological barriers, the end of cold war and 
adjustments in power equations due to disintegration of Soviet Union. Serious economic 
difficulties and domestic turmoils also obliged India to make adjustments in its foreign 
policy. It tried to forge closer relations with USA and responded favourably to US 
proposals for military cooperation. 
The relevance of non-alignment according to Rao had greatly increased in the 
new context in which independent decision-making was very important. Under Rao, 
India played,more active role in the process of restoration of peace, security and stability 
in different parts of the world. Indian peace-keeping forces took leading role in the socio-
economic development of Somalia. India has moved closer to resolving boundary 
question with China and the two agreed to reduce their military strength on the border. 
With US also India improved its relations despite differences on issues like NPT, Nuclear 
Weapons Free Zone in South Asia, Missile Programme, Special 301 etc. The two 
countries held Joint Naval exercises in May 1992. In 1995 the visits by US Defence and 
Commerce Secretaries led to conclusion of several Indo-US Cooperation agreements.' 
Relations Between the two Countries: 
During this period India and Malaysia got close to firming up a new 
meaningful level of cooperation which marked the beginning of trading in defence 
technology, particularly airforce. The relevance of a new level of cooperation had been 
heightened by Malaysia's decision to buy the Russian-built MiG-29. It was not a big deal, 
but was an important step towards bringing the two countries to a new level of 
cooperation. Particularly when India had quite a good experience with the aircraft and 
might have perhaps recommended for the same. India's role ftirther got new dimension as 
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it promised of extending servicing facilities and supplying of spares for the air-craft, 
which was in use by the Indian airforce. However, Malaysia was not altogether in happy 
mood with India due to the development in Vietnam. The Malaysian Prime Minister, who 
returned Kuala Lumpur on 25 April 1992 from a successful visit to Vietnam tried to play 
down the new understanding in the defence area, by not according sufficient priority to 
greater cooperation between India and Malaysia. He, however, welcomed India's new 
economic policies and expressed the confidence that they would facilitate a larger volume 
of bilateral economic exchanges. He also regretted the fact that India was buying ,less 
palm oil from Malaysia, but it could not be made up by expanding the volume of trade. 
He expressed confidence that India's new economic policies, which allow foreign 
investment, would attract a large number of financial and investment companies fi"om 
Malaysia.^  
Though relation between India and Malaysia has been sustaining over the 
years by a degree of correspondence in their world views and an element of 
complementarily between the two countries, yet there were differences too, as dramatised 
by New Delhi's recognition of the Vietnam-installed regime in Cambodia which 
Malaysia and many other nations felt lacked legitimacy. There was also a dissonance 
between a small free-wheeling economy vigorously using foreign trade as an engine of 
growth and one pursuing development in a relatively insulated environment. With 
changes however, in both the international environment and economic perspectives, the 
gap between the two countries had noticeably narrowed, opening up possibilities for 
cooperation that did not exist earlier. This was highlighted by Malaysia's decision to 
acquire MiG-29 interceptors fi-om Russia a move that would had been unthinkable which 
Moscow's intensions in acquiring staging facilities for its ships and aircraft in Vietnam 
and in propping up the proxy regime in Cambodia were causing concern not only to 
Malaysia but to all its South East Asian neighbours. Given India's experience with this 
aircraft, it made good sense for Malaysia to seek its help in training and supply of spares-
as indicated by its Dr. Mahathir, in an interview with Times of India. The scope for 
assisting the Malaysian military in other areas also increased considerably by the visit 
paid by its Defence Minister in 1992 to see Indian facilities for himself. This signified 
that the expansion of the Indian navy, already the largest among those of the Indian 
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Ocean littoral states, was seen in a non-threatening perspectives by South East Asia 
neighbours.' 
However, Indo-Malaysian relations though good on the surface, are not as 
they should be. While there is no serious friction several Indian misjudgments in the past 
three decades have ensured that Kuala Lumpur rearrange her priorities in South Asia. 
New Delhi now worries that Malaysia deliberately looks to India's neighbours for closer 
rapport. The Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohd's official visit in February 1993 
to Dhaka and Islamabad, routine as they were, points to changing relations with New 
Delhi more than is publicly acknowledged in either capital.'* 
India lobbied the ASEAN countries to the dangers of China's presumed naval 
presence in the Bay of Bengal, but these countries are equally worried at India's naval 
build-up in the Andaman and Nicobar island, just over two hundred knots from the 
Indonesian, Thai, Malaysian coasts. The feeling persists that India comes to ASEAN 
countries for help or keeps the region informed only when it suits its purpose.^  
The visit by the Malaysian Prime Minister, Dr. Mahathir Mohanmied to New 
Delhi on 14*'' December, 1993 might have played a key role in bringing lasting peace to 
Kashmir. Had Indian policy makers summoned the initiative and the imagination of 
Malaysia and involved her in a joint effort to win over the East and South East Asian 
developing countries and had realized the idea of putting up a common front to draw the 
ftillest benefit from their common advantages this, would have been a great political win-
win situation for India.* 
Dr. Mahathir, who was scheduled to attend the G-15 Summit, which had been 
postponed, discussed with the then Prime Minister Rao on the question of strengthening 
the G-15 grouping and activising the Non-Aligned Movement (NAM) in the context of the 
emerging trends in the post-cold war world. The two countries were on the same 
wavelength on Third World Issues and Mahathir, as a long-serving Prime Minister of a 
South East Asian nation with a dynamic economy, was a forcefiil advocate of the cause 
of developing nations. I lis view that "a unipolar world may not be good for smaller 
countries", testified to his concern about the interests of these countries. On the Kashmir 
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issue, while expressing support for UN resolutions at his press conference, Dr. Mahathir 
was emphatic that "no country should shelter or encourage terrorists".' 
However, despite the Malaysia's support to India for various reasons became 
doubtful when in 1965 the then Malaysian government though standing by India, 
including in the debate at the UN security council of which Malaysia happened to be a 
member; Mahathir used the Islamic card in surgical precision and discarded the pro-
Indian stance of the Tunku Abdul Rahman government. Pakistan by this logic had to be 
appeased and had ever since used this aspect to his advantage. While Mahathir took an 
increased hard-line and aggressive position on extending assistance to the Bosnian 
Muslims, it was difficult for him to stick to neutrality over Kashmir. Even the Malay 
bureaucracy particularly in the Foreign office had tended to be pro-Islamic and as a 
logical coi'ollary tends to follow a pro-Pakistan position on Kashmir. It had been 
Mahathir's political maturity that the neutral stance had been maintained.* 
One of the lessons that India had derived from the attitude that Mahathir so far 
adopted to reduce the discussion in Malaysia on Indo-Pak issues to the essential 
minimum. The motive was to place before them a clear Indian position on sub-
continental affairs with an emphasis that like the case with ASEAN, India clearly showed 
the intention to confine all contentious issues to the bilateral plan by refusing to involve 
any outside institutions, bilateral or multilateral, in the consultative process. It made 
travesty of the realities of Asian politics for India to be equated vnih Pakistan. For 
countries like Malaysia who had striven for the establishment of balances in their region 
to ensure peace and security, the refusal to recognise that they had common strategic 
concerns with India was a major handicap that needed to be corrected. To leave India out 
of the ARF because India and Pakistan had to be jointly considered for regional 
arrangements questions the practical considerations that had in first place led to the 
institution of the ARF process.' 
On the economic front, the steps that India was taking to open up to the world 
made it easier to envisage more interaction with Malaysia on the basis of comparative 
advantage. India had long had joint ventures in operation but they had been handicapped 
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by some constraints in harnessing technology and resources from third countries to 
enhance their competitiveness. In the setting provided by recent economic reforms, 
making it feasible for Indian companies to link up with partners of their choice, there was 
scope for triangular arrangements which Malaysia might find useful in such areas as 
telecommunications, chemical engineering or machine-building. This apart, there 
continued the Indian participation in railway and power projects as in the past. Given Dr. 
Mahathir's personal commitment to South-South Cooperation, as highlighted by the key-
role Malaysia was playing in G-15, India could be sure of getting a fair chance'". 
India and Malaysia shared a common desire to promote economic 
liberalisation and needed to seek a regional forum for economic cooperation, Malaysia 
could foresee the day when the South Asian Association of Regional Cooperation 
Countries (SAARC), of which India is a member, would develop closer relations with 
other regional economic groupings. The signing of the agreement to set up a joint 
Commission for bilateral cooperation between the two countries served to enhance and 
strengthen further the existing good relations between the two countries. In 1992 an 
agreement was signed on behalf of the Government in which India was represented by 
the then minister of state for Externa! Affairs, Mr. Eduardo Faleiro. The new pact was to 
give a venue for regular consultations between both Foreign Ministers on issues affecting 
the region. 
Malaysia had taken a number of policy actions to promote in concrete terms 
greater South-South Cooperation. This was evident by the growing trade and economic 
cooperation within its own sub-region as well as the intermediate region. Follovsdng the 
signing of the pact, officials of the two countries held their first meeting and issued a 
joint communique in future. The meeting deliberated on new areas of cooperation; 
including health, human resources development, science and technology, agriculture, 
tourism, transportation, power generation and transmission, petroleum and Petro-
chemicals. Many issues related to the forthcoming G-15 Summit in Senegal, the recent 
Non-aligned Summit in Jakarta and for enhancing South-South Cooperation were also 
focused by the two sides. The agreement also provided another avenue for regular 
consultations between the Ministers of the two countries not only on bilateral matters but 
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also on issues that affected the region and the other countries. It was a real manifestation 
of a South-South Cooperation, one of the goals of Malaysia's foreign policy. India 
meanwhile had awarded a contract to Telecom Malaysia Berhad to provide mobile 
telephone services in Calcutta and thus opened a new chapter in bilateral trade and 
investment'' 
With the signing of a defence-related Memorandum of Understand (MoU) in 
between India and Malaysia, Delhi had both made military in roads into the ASEAN and 
pushed the fledgling Indo-US defence Cooperation for Asia-Pacific-Indian Ocean region 
a step further. In the military sense, the MoU assisted Kuala Lumpur in the 
transformation of a largely, counter-insurgency force into a modem conventional army. 
After the cessation of the 41 year old insurgency by CPM and the North Kalimantan 
Communist Party (NKCP) in 1989, which coincided with the demise of the cold war, 
Malaysia drew up its new national strategy, referred to as vision-2020 by the Malaysian 
President, Dr. Mahathir Mohammed. From the defence point of view as encapsuled in 
vision -2020, the sixth Malaysian plan (1991-95) with an allocation of MR $ 6 billion for 
modernisation of Malaysian Armed Forces (MAF) sought the 1988 MR $ 4.8 billion 
Malaysia-British MOU meant for the country's biggest arms purchases. 
And this important need of the MAF was sought to be fulfilled through the 
MoU signed with India. The Malaysian Defence Minister, Mr. Datuk Seri Najib Tun 
Razak, during his March 1992 Delhi visit had sought military logistics and product 
support from India to create a modem MAF with sufficient fire power and mobility. Also 
discussed was the issue of assured logistic support in case Malaysia bought Russian 
aircraft, which were available at half the price of comparable westem aircraft. Indo-
Malaysian defence cooperation was really a result of the new politico-strategic realities, 
in which the breakdown of ideologically charged world power balance, emergence of 
ethnic and sub-nationalities in the turbulent Asia-pacific region resulting in accelerated 
inter-state rivalries and increased regional power centres and diminishing US defence 
budget had both spurred an arms race in the region and the need for more cooperative 
security agenda amongst ASEAN nations.'^ 
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India and Malaysia also signed five Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), 
including an investment protection agreement and for cooperation in highway 
construction. These agreements were signed in the presence of visiting Indian Prime 
Minister, P.V. Narashimha Rao and his Malaysian Counterpart Dr. Mahathir Mohammad. 
The comprehensive investment protection agreement, the first of its kind that Malaysia 
had entered into with a South-Asian nation, sought to give national treatment to 
companies from either nation. The agreement was signed by minister of State for 
External Affairs, R.L. Bhatia and Mr. Dato Seri Rafidah Aziz, the Malaysian minister of 
International Trade and Industry. Both the countries also signed a MoU under which the 
Malaysian Government would offer its expertise in the construction of parallel super 
national highways.'^  
The Indian defence Minister, Sharad Pawar, signed a memorandum of 
understanding on defence cooperation in Kuala Lumpur in February putting on a formal 
level what has been the norms since Malaysia's independence in 1957, Indian naval 
officers helf)ed staff the Hedgling Malaysian navy, and Malaysian Soldiers, Sailors and 
airmen continue to be trained in India. Malaysia wanted Indian assurance to service the 
aircraft and train the technical crew before it would even consider the Mig-29 jets for its 
airforce. Tliese would continue but within a conscious Malaysian desire for firmer links 
with Bangladesh and Pakistan.'^  
The close ties between India and Malaysia, particularly in the fields of 
industry, trade and technology, was set to be strengthened as a result of the discussions 
with the visiting Malaysian Prime Minister. A major part of Mahathir's talks with Prime 
Minister Rao and other leaders was devoted to bilateral issues. The two countries have a 
history of fruitful collaboration in several joint industrial ventures. MoU to promote nc\^  
joint ventures in the private sector in railway construction, telecommunications, rubber, 
professional education and air-conditioning industry as well as an agreement on technical 
cooperation were signed during the visit. The importance attached by Malaysia to the 
* economic aspects of cooperation between the two countries was reflected in the large 
team of businessmen who accompanied Mahathir. In an address to the Confederation of 
Indian Industry and at a press conference, Mahathir observed that "the opening up of 
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India's market under the policy of economic liberalisation had increased the scope for 
economic cooperation between the two countries". \5 
Premier Dr. Mahathir was of the view that India could help his country to 
develop technology needed for launching mini-satellites. Indian Space Research 
Organisation (ISRO), which had taken up the task of developing Space technology 
required in the sphere of mini-satellite. It was reported on January 19, 1995, that ISRO 
was to collaborate with the newly formed Maxstar, or the Malaysia space and 
telecommunication Research Consortium which was to undertake $20 million mini-
satellite programme that would enable "Scientific Research Activities in and from space". 
The consortium which would 'design, manufacture and launch' was to link the country's 
five universities, the Binariang BND, the space Science division and Malaysia's Institute 
of micro-electronics.'^  
India although wished to buy Malaysian palm oil over the next two years but 
it had turned down Malaysia's offer of a 258 million Malaysian dollars (US $ 100 
million) credit facility. Indian High Commissioner Mr. Rajendra Rathore categorically 
declared that India would buy 300,000 tones of palm oil per armum in cash, and hoped 
that an agreement towards this might prove effective. Primary Industries Minister Datuk 
Seri Dr. Lim Keng Yaik then visited India and the issue of the purchase of palm oil was 
expected to be discussed. He clarified that India did not back out of the deal to sign up for 
the US $ 100 million credit facility offered after it had obtained lucrative civil contracts 
in Malaysia. The clarification was to have much future bearing on Trade and Investment 
opportunities in India as it was given to the Federation of Malaysian Manufacturers in 
Kuala Lumpur. 
As India was a large importer of Malaysia's palm oil, a number of projects 
were given to Indian-based companies. It had nothing to do with the credit facility. At the 
time when Malaysia offered the credit facility, India's foreign exchange standing was 
quite good unlike before when it had to cut down on palm oil purchase due to its foreign 
exchange constraints. The volume of palm oil India had agreed to buy was in fact lower 
than the average purchase of about 500,000 tones of palm oil per annum. This means that 
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India will still purchase more palm oil over and above the agreed volume. FMM 
International Affairs Committee Chairman Datuk Mutafa Mansur assured that Malaysia 
would send a trade delegation to India with the view to promote trade and investment." 
India had confirmed its commitment to buy 300, 000 tones of palm oil from 
Malaysia. This was agreed upon at the two-day First Ministerial meeting of the joint 
Commission between the two countries which ended on 3^*" November 1992. Foreign 
Ministrer Datuk Abdullah Ahmed Badawi told reporters at the conclusion of the meeting 
that India's commitment to continue importing palm oil from Malaysia reflected the 
growing bilateral relations between the two countries. He said despite improvement in its 
domestic oil seeds production and the trade balance of $ 98 million in Malaysia's favour, 
India was keen to see the volume of trade between the two countries growing. He said 
this augured well for the two countries which had expressed a strong desire to diversify 
and broaden trade relations in view of the vast opportunities created with the rapid 
economic and industrial development in Malaysia and the liberalisation of the Indian 
economy. Expressing satisfaction over the outcome of the meeting, Abdullah said its 
success was an encouraging example of cooperation among South-South Countries. 
Mr Badawi stated that it provided an impetus to the development of good 
relations between the two countries and the opportimity to consult each other on issues 
which affect the political and security well-being of our region. He said the meeting had 
paved the way for Malaysian businessmen to seek new investment opportunities in the 
liberalised Indian economy. Likewise, Indian businessmen were welcome to invest in 
resource-based industries, engineering-based auxiliary and supporting industries, 
manufacturing of precision products, hotels and film making. He said if India continued 
to maintain its competitive edge more projects would be won by Indian-firms especially 
in the fields of science, technology, transportation, petroleum and petro-chemicals. 
India's minister of state for External Affairs, Mr. Eduardo Faleiro, described the meeting 
as "very successful" and said it should be held annually to further strengthen the existing 
areas of cooperation and explore new areas in the spirit of South-South Cooperation. He 
said although India was moving more in the direction of Self-sufficiency, it would 
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continue to maintain its traditional areas of cooperation. 
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While Malaysian could benefit from the on-going trade and economic 
liberalisation measures in India, Indians could avail themselves of opportunities in 
Malaysia resulting from the seven years of strong and broad-based economic growth. The 
cross-flow of Malaysian and Indian investment provided the much needed anchor to 
enhance the economic links. On the occasion Dr. Mahathir clearly encourages private 
sector by stating that the current efforts to liberalise further the two coimtries respective 
economics, the private sectors of the two nations must not let the opportunity slip. He 
said they must look beyond their traditional partners and take advantage of, the 
mechanism already in place to facilitate trade and investment between the two countries. 
Though the quantum and value of Malaysia-India trade had increased steadily 
upto-US $ 769 million ( RM 1.92 billion) last year (1992) and Malaysia imported US $ 
250 million worth of got>ds from India and exported US $ 138 million to it during the 
first eight months this year (1993). There still remained, many areas which Malaysian 
and Indian businessmen had not tapped. In 1992, about 83 percent of Malaysia's export 
to India were made up of primary commodities such as petroleum, palm oil, sawn timber, 
tin and rubber, while about 45 percent of Malaysia's imports from India comprised 
commodities which included meat, animal feed, vegetables and tubers, rice, wheat, spices 
and other agricultural products. Also, the level of the two countries bilateral trade 
represented only a small proportion of their respective global trade. It was the time for 
Malaysian and Indian businessmen to increase their respective investments in their 
counterpart's country. Th Prime Minister believed there were many more Indian 
industrialists who had the technology and capability to participate in a wide range of 
industrial ventures in Malaysia. "Your strength in engineering based ancillary and 
supporting industries could fit in well with our own efforts at developing corresponding 
sectors in Malaysia", he said. 
This provided the necessary linkages to the established electronic, electrical 
and motor-vehicle industries such as electroplating, heat treatment, stamping, precision 
machining, mould and die sub-components, precision plastic moulding and packaging for 
sensitive electronic components. Indians also had the capability to strike partnerships 
with Malaysian industrialists in the manufacture of industrial machinery and parts. 
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machine tools and related engineering industries. Meanwhile, Malaysian enterpreneurs 
with overseas experience in the development of export processing zones, the construction 
of hotels, and tourist resorts, the provision of telecommunication services , banking as 
well as the traditional area of plantation managements, could find partners in India to 
take advantage of the liberalisation measures taken by the Governments of India and 
Malaysia. India and Malaysia continued to explore the viability of concluding other 
economic agreements on a Government to Government basis to provide greater 
confidence among entrepreneurs of the two nations to engage in joint commercial 
ventures with greater intensity.'' 
Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir Mohammed and his Indian Counterpart, P.V. 
Narasimha Rao, emphasised the need for closer cooperation between Malaysia and India 
in their bilateral ties. During four-day visit, the two leaders met several times and agreed 
that to upgrade their relations there must be more exchange of visits, instead of formal 
ones by the Prime Minister, to familiarise themselves with their countries. "There is 
much that the two countries can learn fi-om each other and there are many areas in which 
we can cooperate", said the Malaysian Prime Minister at a Press Conference marking the 
end of his visit to India. The two counterparts agreed that there could be more economic 
cooperation and trade between the two countries, especially when India was liberalising 
in economy and opening up its markets. The possiblities of joint ventures between 
Malaysian and Indian business concerns were better than ever before, especially in such 
areas as telecommunications and tran-sportation. 
They believed that these must be more cooperation between us as, after all, we 
are strong believers of South-South cooperation. The Prime Minister had proposed to the 
Indian government that there be cooperation between the two countries in the area of 
privatisation as Malaysia had a lot of experience in it. "We can have exchange of ideas on 
privatisation and Malaysian concerns can also take part in the privatisation programme 
being undertaken in India", he said. On the Proton Saga entering the Indian market, he 
said that in principle the leaders of the two countries had agreed on this but what needed 
to be done by Malaysia was to study how it could make the can more competitive as 
India was also producing cars-the Maruti. 
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On the progress of talks on servicing and production of components for 
Malaysia's MiGs, Dr. Mahathir said " we have stopped at that as we have not got the jets 
yet". To a question on whether Malaysia would help India become a member of the Asia 
Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC), the Prime Minister said that from the name itself 
it was limited to a geographical area. He said APEC was meant only for Pacific Rim 
nations, although he failed to understand why only some countries were members and 
other countries, like those in the South Pacific, Russia and others in Latin America, were 
not. Although Malaysia welcomed closer ties with India, he said he was certain the South 
Asia Nation would face sti IT resistance if it tried to become a member. 
Visa restrictions on South Asian were to be relaxed to spur a slow-starting 
drive to attract visitors. Culture, Arts and Tourism Minister Sabbarruddin Chik said he 
had submitted a proposal to the Home Ministry to waive the conditions of the Visa ruling 
visitors from India, Sri Lanka, Bangladesh and Pakistan. Prime Minister Mahathir 
Mohammed who was also the Home Minister Affairs Minister, gave his word to discuss 
the matter further, it was reported on IS"* January 1994 ^°. 
Malaysia had emerged as a major economic power in the Asia-Pacific region. 
Endowed with bountifiil mining, fisheries, plantations and timber resources, buttressed by 
a sound infi-astructure and ancillary services and state-supported domestic entrepreneur 
class, the Malaysian economy had shown an impressive Gross Domestic product (GDP) 
growth rate of 7% per annum since its independence in 1957. Although a member of 
APEC, Malaysia had been striving for an Asian only alternative and championing the 
cause of the East Asian Economic caucus (EAEC) to reduce the over bearing presence 
and growing dominance of USA and Australia in the Asia pacific region. 
India till then had four decade of economic interactions with Malaysia. 
Although India's total trade in terms of both volume and value had grown significantly 
since the last decade, it had consistently witnessed a trade deficit against Malaysia. In 
1994-95, India's imports from Malaysia reached $ 486.7 million as against its export of $ 
284.5 million and showed a substantial trade deficit of $ 202.2 million. This trade gap 
was on account of massive import of vegetable oil alone which increased by 194.2% in 
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1994-95. It might be noted that trade deficit in 1993-94 was hardly $ 1.3 million. Apart 
from trade, Indian entrepreneurs had been actively participating in Malaysia's industrial 
and service sector. Till the end of 1994, Malaysia with 42 joint ventures and two wholly 
owned subsidiaries topped the list of Indian joint ventures abroad. These joint ventures 
were in the areas of light engineering goods, textile and allied products, chemicals, 
pharmaceuticals, leather and rubber products, oilseeds crushing, palm oil refining, glass 
and glass products, pulp suid paper products, cement, hotels and restaurants and 
consultancy services. '^ 
A multi-pronged approach was thus required to strengthen Indo-Malaysian 
relation: 
Firstly, India had to firmly prove its credentials to be a 'Dialogue Partner' of 
ASEAN. 
Secondly, in the Unipolar world, regional security issues were gaining as 
much importance, if not more, as economic inter-linkages and complementaries between 
various countries. The two countries needed to explore commonality of interests in 
regional security matters and evolved a viable strategy for mutual benefit. For South East 
Asian countries, the immediate security problem seemed to be how to contain the 
growing power of China. It was against this background. 
Thirdly, Indian Prime Minister Rao's visit was utilised to convey to the Indian 
community settled in Malaysia that they identified themselves with the country in which 
they had been staying and contributed their mite for the fiiUer development of its 
economy.^ ^ 
New Delhi and Kuala Lumpur on 3"* August 1995, called upon the countries 
in the region to forge an Asian identity by pooling their resources and expertise to meet 
future challenges. Prime Minister, P.V. Narasimha Rao, who held two roxmds of talks 
with his Malaysian Counterpart, Mahathir Mohammad in Kuala Lumpur felt a beginning 
could be made with Malaysia's sharing its experience in economic transformation and the 
strides made in the financial sector. India could reciprocate with its experience in the 
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development of human resources and technological capabilities. Rao and Mahathir were 
of the view that the democratic experience of India and the successful economic 
development of Malaysia should form the basis for better growth of a multi-ethnic 
society in both countries. The meeting between the two leaders lasted for more than an 
hour. The two leaders discussed about the government level and industry level 
cooperation, the economic and trade partnership, infrastructural areas, space programme, 
microsatellite programme, model of the INSAT-2 Satellite, ISRO, the Indian space 
industry between the two countries. Rao said that India was particularly keen, on 
cooperation with Malaysian companies, which had developed considerable experience 
over the past few years in the areas.^ ^ 
When Dr. Mahathir became the Prime Minister of Malaysia, he pursued the 
policy of equating India and Pakistan when it has come to regional issues. Sometimes in 
its handling of bilateral matters, a preference had to be extended to India for political or 
economic reason. Of course, this had not been a uniform practice. Whenever Malaysia 
had stood to benefit in economic or commercial terms in its dealings with India, it had 
disregarded the policy of equality. However, when it came to ASEAN, the equation of 
India and Pakistan had been taken to illogical extremes. Dr. Mahathir has disregarded the 
logic that any EU-Asia summit which leaves out India could hardly pretend to qualify as 
representative. India was acknowledgedly one of most promising big emerging 
economies. It was slated to play a major role in the global economic scene as an engine 
of growth in keeping with the recognition that shall be one of Asia's economic 
dominance leaving India out therefore could only be on account of political 
considerations and in the absence of sound economic logic.^ '* 
.\n agreement was also signed between the Measat Broardcast of Malaysia 
and Doordarshan to operate multi-channel Satellite broad cast and communication 
services in India. Antrix, the commercial wing of the Indian Space Research Organisation 
(ISRO) had entered into an agreement with Malaysia Telecommunication Research 
Consortium for providing technical training and consultancy services to the Malaysian 
company. Four agreements in the private Sector were also signed. Meanwhile, Penang 
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Port Private Ltd. (PPSB) was to sign an MOU with Indian authorities to conduct a 
feasibility study on the privatisation of the Madras Port.^ ^ 
Malaysia was prepared to invest about $ 12 billion in India over the next 10 
years as it saw a lot of opportunity generated by the economic refonns. Malaysia's Works 
Minister Samy Vellu, the only Indian origin Cabinet Minister in the Malaysian 
Government said. Mr. Rao's visit to Malaysia is considered "very important and historic" 
and that the country was keenly following the path of economic modernisation charted by 
his government. Mr. Vellu signed on behalf of his government a MOU with Minister of 
State for Surface Transport, Jagdish Tytler to provide Malaysian expertise in the 
development of India's highway system. He made no bones of the fact that Malaysia had 
a great deal of interest in the highway project, though he denied that the government was 
pushing the case of Renong which was of the 26 international bidders for the project. He. 
however, justified Malaysian interest claiming Renong had in a way initiated interest in 
India in highway development. 
Mr. Rao's visit to Malaysia had been highly successful both in its bilateral 
aspects and in furthering India's economic interests. Mr. Rao himself had pointed out that 
his discussions with his Malaysian counterpart, Dr. Mahathir, and other leaders were 
"very substantial" and it should give a "meaningful impetus" to Indo-Malaysian ties in 
various fields. Both the countries have much in common. Both are vibrant democracies 
caring for their people of different religions. Both the leaders who had interacted at 
various international gatherings and fora, had similar views on many international issues, 
and were vigorous proponents of South-South Cooperation. It was natural that their 
discussions in Kuala Lumpur touched on a wide gamut of bilateral and international 
affairs and on the new opportunities for closer economic cooperation opened up by 
India's liberalization policies. 
The nimiber of economic agreements signed during the visit included one on 
investment protection, incorporating the principle of Most Favoured Nation (MFN) 
treatment. The first of its kind signed by India with an Asian country, it had no doubt to 
give an impetus to Malaysian investments in India. Another agreement related to 
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Malaysia collaboration in India's ambitious programme of expansion of the national 
highways. As a result, Indo-Malaysian economic cooperation expanded not only in the 
development of the infra-structure, including power, telecommunication and ports, but 
also in other sectors like oil and natural gas. The relations with the ASEAN, of which 
Malaysia is an influential member, naturally figured in the Prime Minister's discussions 
with Dr. Mahathir. '^ 
However, the bilateral economic relations between India and Malaysia 
progressed satisfactorily, bilateral merchandise trade alone expected to be US$1.1 billion 
in 1995-96, as compared to US$0.5 billion in 1993-94, they remained much below 
potential. The 1996 Mala)sia's budget provided a good opportunity to further accelerate 
economic relations for this. 
First, Malaysia needed to reduce services deficit, on the one hand, and the 
needed to deepen and widen trade-related commercial infra-structure between the two 
countries, on the other hand, coincided. To increase direct trade, greater cooperation 
between Penang and Port klang in Malaysia and Madras and Vishkhapatnam ports in 
India was required. Both countries needed to explore on an urgent basis the feasibility to 
establish a presence of fmancial institutions such as commercial banks in the country. 
Any regulatory or other hurdles which might have existed in this regard needed re-
examination. Indian fmancial institutions needed to consider the feasibility of benefiting 
from opportunities in Labuan, Malaysia's offshore financial centre. 
Second, focused on collaboration with India's pharmaceutical companies and 
with its health care sector, including corporate hospitals, could assist in Malaysia's need 
to keep health care costs affordable. More innovative schemes of collaboration in training 
of doctors and other medical professionals needed to be devised. 
Third, Malaysia's need moved up the technological ladder, on one hand, and 
India's drived to commercialize and globalize the output of its extensive R&D network, 
on the other, could be synthesised for mutual benefit. Such collaboration could improve 
the competitive edge of both countries. As Malaysia continued to upgrade its automobile 
sector, the role of electronics in this sector increased sharply. This involved application of 
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information technology, particularly Software. India was internationally acknowledged to 
be a 'smart source' in this area. 
Fourth, Malaysia's ambition to be the primary location in South East Asia for 
the training technology personnel could be advanced through speedy implementation of 
the MoU signed between the two countries in August 1995. 
Fifth, Malaysia's abundance of gas reserves and power and India's reserves of 
iron ore and bauxite, along with its capability in steel, aluminum and fertilizer technology 
could be matched to undertake trade-generating investments. India itself could be the 
primary for the output of such ventures. 
Finally, opportunities for collaboration existed in newer areas such as 
multimedia, space technology and entertainment. Capabilities of India's film 
broadcasting and music industry could be matched with Malaysia's need to substantially 
increase the production of local programmes to fill the enhanced charmel capacity on 
both radio and T.V.^ " 
To conclude with we find that the relationship got tremendous boost 
during Narasimha Rao's regime. However the relationship sometimes was jolted due to 
circumstances prevailing in South East Asia. The major strain that developed between the 
two countries was over the issue of Cambodia. India however, later justified its move and 
tried to persuade Malaysia to resolve the crisis. Infact Malaysia's concern was fiilly 
justified by India and the former got convinced by India's justification. 
Further India's Naval build up in Indian Ocean was also resented by the South 
East Asian nation particularly Malaysia. India's strongly defended itself to ward off the 
worries of its South East Asian fiiends by alerting them against Chinese naval presence in 
the region. India then diplomatically advanced the offer of military assistance to Malaysia 
which was a great achievement for India in terms of its non-threatening presence in 
Indian Ocean. During Narasimha's regime Kashmir issue was fully supported by 
Malaysia which despite its Islamic colour made India a close ally. 
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It was during Narasimha's tenure that on the economic front the two countries 
mooted the idea of ASEAN Marlcet on the basis of European Market. The idea of South-
South Cooperation was also mooted in his regime. Trade and Commerce also got 
tremendous boost in his period, many joint ventures were established and made fiilly 
operational during his period. 
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CHAPTER-IX 
Relations Between India and Malaysia: United Front Government 
(Deve Gowda Era) 
Foreign Policy of United Front Government: 
The United Front Government, a coalition of 13 parties, which came into 
power in June 1996 continued the earlier foreign policy. However, it laid great emphasis 
on improvement of relations with the neighbouring countries. It put forth Gujaral 
Doctrine under which unilateral concessions were made to the neighbouring countries 
with regard to travel and trade, without expecting reciprocity. Efforts were also made to 
promote free trade among the SAARC countries and to convert it into an economic union 
at the earliest. Another notable feature of the Gujaral doctrine was to eliminate the basis 
for outside intervention in the region. This was evident from the refusal of the new 
government to accept the offer of mediation by USA, Britain and Iran in Kashmir 
dispute. In other words the new government tried to make it clear to the various powers 
to keep out of South Asia.' 
Relations Between the two Countries: 
India and Malaysia on 19 August 1996 decided to launch a 'new partnership' 
to build on the increasingly warm bilateral ties and work together on various international 
fora of which they were members. During a two-day visit to Malaysia, the Foreign 
Minister, Mr. I.K. Gujral laid emphasis that a strong Indo-Malaysian relationship could 
contribute to further consolidate bilateral ties, particularly economic cooperation. This 
was the first bilateral visit outside the South Asian region for Mr. Gujral and this could 
make the two countries in the region to take up bilateral relations on the same note of the 
dialogue as with ASEAN. Mr. Gujral clearly indicated in the continuity of economic 
reforms and foreign policy. Mr. Gujral also sought Malaysia's participation in the 
infrastructure development programme launched by India, particularly in the sectors of 
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highways, power and ports. Mr. Badawi told in an earlier, joint briefing Mr. Gujral 
appreciated the fact that India and Malaysia are getting closer and a new partnership has 
had evolved. This initiatives taken by Mr. Gujral could make India express its interests 
in APEC and invited the senior official meeting of the Indian Ocean Rim in Mauritius".^  
Politically, In the larger context of Indo-Pakistan relations, Malaysia tended to 
box the two countries and adopted an artificially balanced position vis-a-vis India 
irrespective of the intrinsic nature of ties. Thus on Kashmir while privately expressing 
"understanding" for the complicated situation. Malaysia found if politic to go along with 
strong OIC resolutions, and considered Kashmir a "disputed territory". At the OIC 
extraordinary Summit in Islamabad in March 1997, Deputy Prime Minister Anwar 
Ibrahim repeated the Malaysian call for an amicable solution to the Kashmir issue in 
accordance with UN resolutions and Shimla agreement, Malaysia thus could not make 
any concession to Pakistan on the ground of religious affiliation and perhaps also because 
of the intimate economic relation which Malaysia had developed over all these years. In 
the past also Malaysia had shown the same courage and conviction when the question of 
India's security was standing in the way, Malaysia had obviously sided with India. 
In the year 2000 when Malaysia contested for a non permanent seat in UN 
Security Council the two countries promised to support each other, further issue of Fiji, 
India's concern was well answered by the Malaysia despite her decision to support Fiji's 
move to rejoin Commonwealth. 
On the economic front the two countries were continuously moving closer. In 
November 1996 the head of the two states met in Harare during the G-15 summit. This 
was an agreement on the vast scope for bilateral cooperation in education, satellite 
communications, defence, infrastructures (road, ports, Airport) and automobiles. 
India, along with Malaysia, appeared all set to play a pivotal role in the setting 
up of the G-15 Fund which was proposed at the Harane Summit to promote trade and 
investment between members of the grouping. Zimbabwe and Egypt were the two other 
countries perceived to be key players in this initiative. A proposal was submitted by the 
Confederation of Indian Industry (CII) to Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir, who was 
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the chairman of G-15. India's High Commissioner to Malaysia, P.S. Sahai, who was 
present during the discussions, felt that the meeting between the CII core group and the 
Malaysian Prime Minister was "a good exchange", especially in the context of the 
burgeoning economic ties between India and Malaysia. The CII had offered its secretariat 
facilities for the next meeting of the G-15 Business Group during the next submit in 
Kuala Lumpur. 
The already strong trade and investment ties between Malaysia and India 
further improved with the introduction of a new dimension in Science and Technology. 
This was one of the issues discussed by the CII core group visiting Kuala Lumpur. A CII 
delegation on science and technology had already visited Malaysia in the beginning of 
1996. Linkages included Indian software support for Malaysia's mega multimedia 
corridor project and cooperation in satellite development programme. CII had invited 
Malaysian businessmen to participate in the Indian Engineering Trade Fair which was 
held in New Delhi .^  
India's exports to Malaysia in 1995 amounted to US $ 551.6 million and 
included meat and meat products, machinery and instruments, oil meals, cotton yam and 
fabrics, transport equipment, rice, fruits and vegetables, chemicals and pharmaceuticals 
and marine products. The scope for promoting and expanding two-way trade between the 
two countries was very promising, according to Indian businessmen operating in 
Malaysia. This view was endorsed by the JBCC meeting in Kuala Lumpur in April 1995, 
and highlighted by the Malaysian Minister for International Trade and Industry, Rafidah 
Aziz in New Delhi in July 1995. It was also discussed during former Prime Minister 
Rao's visit to Malaysia in August 1995 and reiterated during the CII-MIDA seminar in 
Kuala Lumpur in December 1994. 
However, the promising scenario for the burgeoning of India - Malaysia 
economic cooperation was not being reflected in the immigration regulation operating in 
Malaysia. This was brought up by External Affairs Minister Gujral during his discussions 
with his counter part. He pointed out that unless this deterrent which prevented the free 
flow of business, professional and tourist travellers from India into Malaysia was 
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removed, the full potential for trade and investment opportunities could never be tapped. 
Although a directive had reportedly been issued by Kuala Lumpur to its High 
Commission in New Delhi to ease visa regulations for bonafide travellers, this did not 
appear to have been translated into practice.^  
The Indian Government's commitment to quicken economic and structural 
reforms helped increase trade with Malaysia by 25 to 30 percent in 1996 from RM 3.5 
billion in 1995, said acting Indian High Commissioner to Malaysia, Deepak Vohra. "We 
are confident of achieving this target as the volume had already exceeded RM 2 billion in 
the first six moths of this year". The strong and effective legal system coupled with the 
visit by Indian Foreign Minister, I.K. Gujral in August as well as trade seminars would 
help towards this. Deepak said India's economic and structural programmes, which began 
in 1991 under Prime Minister, Mr. Rao, would continue as the liberalisation of the strong 
up turn in the nation's economic fortunes since then. The improved investment 
environment produced by the economic reforms had returned India into a more attractive 
target for international investors, he said, adding that the "New India is totally open to 
foreign investment and it is our national priority".' 
Although, significantly below that of either China or Malaysia, actual direct 
investment into India increased more than 10 fold over the past five years to over US $ 2 
billion (about RM 5 billion). India is one of the Malaysia's largest trading partners among 
the countries of the South with over all trade increasing by 20 to 25% aimually over the 
past five years. However, he lamented over the fact that the trade volume between the 
two countries was not very high and efforts should be taken to improve the situation. "At 
the sametime, the balance of trade had been traditionally in Malaysia's favour, due to 
India's large import of palm oil". Besides palm oil, India's other major imports from 
Malaysia included timber, natural rubber, petroleum and tin. India's major exports to 
Malaysia included meat, meat products, machinery, instruments, textiles, fruits, 
vegetables, pharmaceuticals, marine products and electronic equipment. "The call for 
expanding the bilateral trade is unlimited. We are encouraging businesses as there are 
opportunities for collaboration", he said. 
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On 1 September 1996, there were 24 Indian-Malaysian joint ventures in the 
country with cumulative Indian investment estimated at RM 1 billion. The ventures 
involved palm oil refining, the production of pharmaceuticals, textiles, chemicals, steel, 
furniture and information technology. Deepak also said that Indian companies had the 
expertise and were involved in power generation, railways and the construction of 
bridges. As far as Malaysian investments in India; he said 45 Malaysian projects had 
been approved in areas such as rubber products manufacture, shrimps, tele-
communication equipment, latex, textiles, industrial machinery and cellular telephone 
services. About three of these projects were already in operation. Between 1991 and 
1996, Malaysia was among the top 10 investors in India with total approved investment 
of over RM 1 billion.* 
Malaysian companies were urged to participate in construction and 
infrastructure development projects amounting to RM 20 billion in the Maharashtra state 
in India. The Public Works Minister of the Government of Maharashtra, Shri Nitin 
Gadkari said his Government had approved the privatisation of highway construction and 
infrastructure development programmes. "We invite Malaysian companies which have 
the exper.ise and experience in the construction of highways and infrastructure 
development to establish joint ventures mth Indian companies and participate in this 
project", he told reporters after calling on Works Minister Datuk S. Samy Vellu at the 
Ministry. 
The Government of Maharashtra was very impressed with the development 
that had taken place in Malaysia and was convinced that Malaysian developers and 
contractors could successfully undertake development programme in India. The 
Govenunent planned to construct four express ways connecting Bombay to other major 
cities in India. Bombay was the commercial capital of India and added that 40% of 
foreign investments in India were in Maharashtra. The Government believed that there 
were lots of opportunities for Malaysians to undertake development programmes in his 
country. Samy Vellu advised Malaysian contractors and developers to imdertake joint 
ventures with Indian companies and bid for the privatisation project.' 
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As Malaysian Airlines wanted to increase its operations to India, New Delhi 
had made it clear that unless issue of visas was liberalised, there would be no passengers 
to fly from India. Mr. Badawi said the CTBT was also discussed and both sides explained 
their positions. "We understand each other's position and in terms of the final objectives 
of nuclear disarmament, we are togetlier". Mr. Gujral said he raised the problem relating 
to Indian banks opening branches in Malaysia and this was being considered by the 
Government, Mr. Anwar, who was also the Finance Minister said regulations and 
guidelines for foreign banks were being finalised. 
India had asked Malaysia to consider allowing one of its banks to operate in 
Kuala Lumpur. Indian l-oreign Minister, I.K. Gujral made the request when he met 
Deputy Prime Minister and Finance Minister, Anwar Ibrahim. He also requested that 
Malaysia look into the problems of bonafide Indian business they faced some difficulty in 
obtaining visas. Foreign Ministry under-secretary for East and South Asia, Mrs. Nazihah 
when briefed the press afler meeting, said the name of the Indian bank was not mentioned 
but added that it would be a government sponsored bank. "We will study India's 
request", she said, adding that the difficulty in obtaining visas was only a problem of 
implementation and could be overcome. She said the thrust of the meeting was to explore 
and find ways of expanding economic and trade relations between the two countries. 
Gujral also referred to the Jawaharlal Nehru Award for International Understanding 
awarded by the Indian government to Prime Minister Dr. Mahathir. In Jvme of the same 
year, a seven member Jury headed by Indian Vice-President K.R. Narayanan chose Dr. 
Mahathir for his outstanding contribution in promoting close cooperation among 
developing countries. The Jury made the decision after carefiil consideration of the 
numerous nominations received from all over the world.* 
At a meeting with Foreign Minister Abdullah Ahmad Badawi later, Gujral 
indicated that his government would look into Malaysia Airlines request to have more 
flights to India. Badawi said he informed Gujral that issuing visas to Indian nationals 
would not be a problem so long as they were genuine trvellers. Asked if they discuss the 
Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT), the proposed global pact to ban nuclear testing. 
Badawi said he explained Malaysia's view that there should be a nuclear free world. He 
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said Gujral explained to iiim India's stand and we understand each other's position but 
the final objective is to see a nuclear free world. The Information Minister of Malaysia 
Datuk Mohd. Rahmat, met Gujral, and said the new Indian government would follow up 
on the agreement between Binariang Sdn Bhd's Malaysia East Asia Satellite and India's 
national television station Doordarshan on the establishment of a satellite television in 
India.' 
India was granted three projects in the area of highway infrastructure in which 
Malaysia had acknowledged expertise. India was offered an invitation to participate in 
Malaysia's construction sector. Larsen and Turbo and the Indian Railway consortium had 
already expressed interest and Gujral promised to bring up the matter with Transport 
Minister on his return to New Delhi. Besides new projects, earlier initiatives, undertaken 
during former Prime Minister N. Rao's visit there last year, were followed up and areas 
of slippage identified. New sectors were also thrown open for economic cooperation, 
such as professional education where Malaysia had the demand and the capital and India 
the supply in terms of skills. The former spent as much as Rs.21 billion aimually on 
sending its students overseas to pursue professional and higher studies. If India could get 
even a chunk of this export market it would be a great boost, both for the economy and 
for trained teaching personnel in the country. Another area which had begim to be 
liberalised by Malaysia was also touched up on, with the first Indian bank seeking to set 
up shop in the country. 
While Malaysia was among the top 10 (ten) investors in India, the latter was 
the fifth largest investor in Malaysia, after the U.S., Japan, Taiwan and Singapore. The 
total investment at Rs.14 billion equalled that of Malaysia in India. This was a scenario 
that did not exist in other ASIAN coimtries, where Indian investment was relatively low. 
As of July 1996, there were 24 Indian joint ventures operating in Malaysia all of which 
were profitable enterprises. They were in the areas of palm oil refining, drugs and 
pharmaceuticals, textiles and yam, glass containers, automobile sector, specially 
chemicals, steel fiimiture, rubber products and information technology.*^ 
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The Jawahar Lai Nehru Award for International Understanding, 1994, was 
conferred on Malaysian Prime Minister, Dr. Mahathir Mohammad at a function in 
Rashtrapati Bhavan in New Delhi on 20'*' December, 1996. Presenting the award, 
President, Dr. Shankar Dayal Sharma said Mahathir was 'Symbol of Vibrant Asia' who 
stood for the 'principle and values illumined' by Pandit Nehru. 'The developing countries 
themselves need to unite and speak with one voice to secure our place in the global 
market'. The President said that Mahathir has 'voiced the aspirations, fears and concerns 
of the countries of the South' and added that Malaysia had emerged in the front ranks of 
the 'Asian Tigers'. The award comprising a citation, a scroll and a cheque of Rs.l5 lakh, 
was instituted in 1965. Dr. Mahathir, who is the 29* recipient of the award, is the fourth 
and longest-serving Prime Minister of his country. Malaysia has expressed support for 
New Delhi's bid for membership of the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC). 
"We will be supportive of India through APEC has not drawn up get a criteria for its 
membership". Dr. Mahathir told newsmen in New Delhi. 
Dr. Mahathir, who held talks with Prime Minister, H.D. Deve Gowda, said his 
country looked forward to a new era of cooperative relationship with India. At a dinner 
hosted in Mahathir's honour by Gowda, the Malaysian Premier said his discussions with 
the Indian leaders had been "fruitful for charting the future course of our relations". At a 
meeting with the Indian Industry Mahathir called for joint strategy and offered Malaysia 
as a 'base for penetrating the ASEAN markets'. He pointed out that India's full dialogue 
partnership of ASEAN and membership of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARE) have 
opened new opportunities with countries in the region. He said, "This linkage (of India) 
with one of the most dynamic regional groupings will further complement our strong 
bilateral bond." 
Malaysian Premier, Mahathir Mohammad, on 22"'' December, 1996, outlines a 
number of initiative which would help to meet both the challenges and the opportunities 
in consolidating ASEAN-India relations. "Some Indians perceive the ASEAN markets as 
being over-competitive and on the other hand, many in ASEAN view India as being too 
bureaucratic and still uncomfortable with an open economy". '^  
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Malaysian businessmen looking for opportunities in India invited to invest in 
the privatisation of 55 infrastructure project in one of the country's most industrialized 
states, Maharashtra. Minister of International Trade and Industry, Datuk Seri Rafidah 
Aziz said among the projects up for tender were port development, public housing, 
hotels, public anienities and independent power generation. A list with details on each 
project would be distributed by the ministry to enable interested parties to evaluate the 
projects potential, Rafidah said in Kuala Lumpur. She spoke to the reporters after a 
dialogue with an Indian trade delegation led by Maharashtra Minister of Trade and 
Commerce Shri Sureshdada Jain, at her ministry. The 18-member trade mission had the 
opportunity to discuss a wide range of bilateral issues including investment potential in 
India, and vice versa, with Rafidah, and ministry officers. Apart from the infrastructure 
projects, an industry which might be of interest to Malaysians was the manufacture of 
sub-components for automobiles-Maharashtra, of which Bombay is the capital, had a 
number of established automotive component producers. 
Malaysia invited Indian businessmen to consider locating their high 
technology operations in Malaysia, producing for the ASEAN region. From 1986 to 
1996, a total of 54 investments from India, particularly in the manufacturing sector were 
approved. Malaysian investments in India for the same period totalled an estimated US$ 
686 million in various sectors such as manufacturing, telecommunications, ports, 
petroleum and gas, electrical and engineering equipment, medical education and road 
construction. India was Malaysia's largest trading partner in South Asia. Malaysia's top 
five export items were palm oil, petroleum, transport equipment, palm olein and cork 
wood. Topping Indian exports were meat, non-ferrous metals, iron and steel, vegetables 
and fruits and textiles yam. Total trade between the two countries in 1995 was RM 3.46 
billion.'^ 
However the relationship got strained temporarily when due to political 
reasons India demanded the arrest Mr. Quattrocchi who was involved in the Bofors pay 
off and was in Malaysia at that time. 
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The Malaysian Justice office had expressed inability to arrest Mr. Quattrocchi, 
one of the beneficiaries in the Bofors pay-offs, either on the basis of the warrant issued 
by a trial court in New Delhi or on the basis of the world-wide red comer alert issued by 
Interpol. The Malaysian cited the fact that India did not have an extradition treaty with 
them and stated that Mr. Quattrocchi's arrest would not serve any purpose at the moment 
since there was no question of extradition proceedings. They stated that even if he was 
arrested the questioning could only be done by Interpol pending a valid court order since 
no provision existed for other proceedings. Due to legal hinderance India further failed to 
pursue Malaysia. Had India made the extradition treaty this could have been done without 
delay.'* 
Gujral Era: 
The Prime Minister of India Mr. I.K. Gujral undertook his first major trip 
abroad as External Affairs Minister towards the end of July 1997 to attend the ASEAN-
related meetings in Malaysia. He took part both in the discussions of the ASEAN 
Regional Forum (ARF) and the Post-ministerial meeting of the South East Asian 
grouping. The ARF meeting held on 25 July 1997 and the three day post-ministerial 
session of the ASEAN begun after one day gap. The meeting was attended as the 
dialogue partner of the ASEAN. The participating countries invariably represented by 
their Foreign Ministers but this was the first that a member-nation represented by its 
Prime Minister. Mr. Gujral was holding additional charge of the port-folio of External 
Affairs, his first love, be he had two Ministers of state, Mr. Saleem Sherwani and Mrs. 
Kamla Sinha to assist him. Mr. Gujral's decision to attend these meetings was reported of 
New Delhi's strong political commitment to strengthen ties with South East Asia.'' 
He had taken part in the meetings of both the ARF and the post-ministerial 
ASEAN conference last year around the same time in his capacity as the External Affairs 
Minister. That was one of his first trips abroad after assuming office in the United Front 
government and turned out to be highly useful, as it afforded an opportunity for 
interaction with his colleagues from as many as 17 countries - seven members of the 
ASEAN and ten dialogue partners. At that time, the Geneva discussion on the 
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Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty (CTBT) was the dominant issue and Mr. Gujral utilised 
the opportunity to put across the view point of India which, as the deliberations at the 
various international fora showed, was virtually in the minority of one. The formal 
agenda of these meetings was, no doubt, important but for more important were the 
opportunities for contacts with other world leaders outside the framework of the 
structured discussions. The Prime Ministerial presence there was certain to convey a 
message - that New Delhi's decision to look eastward was a substantive move, both in 
the political and economic context, not a hollow slogan. It helped counter negative 
signals that might had been sent by India's rejection of the proposal for the Singapore 
Airline's participation alongwdth the Tatas, in a private domestic venture here.'* 
The ASEAN discussions was added significance then as its three new 
members, Cambodia, Loas and Myanmar also attended its meetings for the first time. 
This was not just numerical addition but a substantive geo-political change. This was 
evident among other factors, from the fact that ASEAN might have contiguity with 
China. 
The Singapore Prime Minister Mr. Goh Chok Tong, who was in New Delhi in 
1994, as the Chief guest at the Republic Day parade and came to Calcutta in 1996 to 
attend a C.I.I, function and again visited India in the month of September and attended at 
the competition ceremony of the technology work in Bangalore, the foundation-stone of 
which was laid by him over three years ago. Also under discussion were the proposals for 
the visits of the Foreign Ministers of Japan and Australia.'^  
Indian Finance Minister, P. Chidambaram urged the Malaysian Deputy Prime 
Minister Anwar Ibrahim in the month of July 1997, to ease entry of Indians into Malaysia 
by removing the anomaly in visa restrictions between the two coimtries, Indian nationals 
with valid visas and travel documents turned away at the Penang International Airport 
without any explanation, according to reports in the Malaysian press. The Malaysian 
daily tabloid Sun had reported that some of the 20 Indians who had been affected in the 
last two weeks, had even been placed under detention before being flown back to India 
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According to the newspaper, the directive to send them back came from the Immigration 
Department headquarters in Kuala Lumpur.'* 
The Indian High Commission in Kuala Lumpiir had taken up the matter with 
the Penang immigration authorities, who was turn referred them to the headquarters in 
Kuala Lumpur. The High Commission then followed up the matter with the Malaysian 
foreign office. Deputy High Commissioner, Deepak Vohra told the Financial Express. On 
25*^  July 1997, the same day, before Chidambaram's meeting with Anwar, 11 tourists 
who arrived from India via Singapore on Singapore Airline SQ192 and a tourist on SQ 
194 were whisked away to the airport's lockup soon after they landed in Penang, the Sun 
reported. They were all flown back to India on SQ 197 later that evening, according to 
the tabloid. The visa restrictions on Indian nationals seeking to enter Malaysia were in-
congruous in the context of the booming bilateral trade and investment between the two 
countries. During his visit to Kuala Lumpur a year ago, the then foreign minister I.K. 
Gujral had brought up this issue with the Malaysian Foreign Minister Abdullah Ahmad 
Badawi. The Malaysian side claimed that steps had been taken to ensure that bonafide 
Indian travellers such as businessmen have no difficulty in entering Malaysia.'' 
However, the situation on the ground did not bear out this claim, as 
Chidambaram pointed out during both his bilateral meeting with the Deputy Prime 
Minister of Malaysia as also in his 9 + 1 Post Ministerial Conference meeting with the 
ASEAN foreign ministers in 1997. Drawing attention to some of the anomalies between 
the visa regime and the facilities offered by India and some ASEAN countries, he wanted 
all of them to work at a method by which "genuine travellers and business persons" could 
be granted visas expeditiously. The ASEAN - India Business Council had also drawn 
attention to this problem, which he said was felt only in a couple of countries. The 
Finance minister also asked the Indian High Commissioner P.S. Sahai, to detail to the 
Malaysian authorities actual instances of the anomalous treatment of genuine Indian 
travellers.^" 
In its endeavour to become the leading Software Super-power of Asia, Kuala 
Lumpur turned to New Delhi for skilled manpower in 1997. The country, in the process 
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of setting up the Multi-media Super-Corridor (MSC), invested $10 billion dollars an 
immense 750 square kilometre software development zone or park stretching south from 
Kuala Lumpur all the way to the new KL International Airport. According to Dr. Othman 
Yeop Abdullah, Executive Chairman of Multimedia Development Corporation (MDC), 
the MSC employed between 50,000 and 70,000 people by 2000. MSC needed to attract 
the best talent in the world, and India could better provide the skilled manpower as it is 
the only country that has an abundant pool of knowledge workers as well as strong 
historical and cultural links with Malaysia. A delegation to this effect from Malaysia 
came to India to create awareness about the potential that MSC held for Indian software 
professionals and companies to 2000. According to the charter of MSC all the companies 
in it are allowed unlimited recruitment of manpower from all over the world and are 
exempted from the regulation of having to employ a certain number of ethnic Malays, as 
well as placing 30 percent equity in Malay hands. 
It allowed 100 percent subsidiaries, as well as the possibility of no limits on 
the number of Indian software professional in MSC. The show-piece of the multimedia 
corridor is the city of Cyber Jaya, which housed the majority of the companies. The 
competition for the Silicon Valley of Asia between Bangalore, Subic Bay (Phillipines) 
and Cyber Jaya is quite encouraging for the buyers. Since the city was started from 
scratch, the efforts that Malaysia put in is exemplary in making Cyber Jaya the perfect 
city for hi-tech. It was no surprise then that MDC then enlisted all the partners it could 
get in its drive to attract the best and brightest, even from the competition. In India, it 
used the resources and good offices of the National Association of Software and Service 
Companies (NASSCOM) - the apex body for the software industry and the 
Manufacturer's Association of Information Technology (MAIT) - the apex body for the 
Information Technology (IT) hardware industry, as well as the Confederation of Indian 
Industry (CII). One of the things that the Malaysian delegation did as part of its -
itinerary was to give a presentation on MSC at the Indian Institute of Technology (IIT), 
Delhi, the breeding ground for some of the world's best knowledge workers. This clearly 
reflected the zeal of Malaysia and also how much she expected from India in its 
endeavours.^ ^ 
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And in the final analysis we find that the relations with Malaysia during the 
United Fronts Governments rule in India, was largely focused on economy. It is during 
the United Fronts Government regime that both the countries proposed to play a pivotal 
role in setting up a G-I5 fund at Harare Summit. Further India's bestowal of the 
Jawaharlal Nehru award for International Understanding on Malaysia's Premier during 
United Front Government added a new chapter to the relation. As a result of this 
Malaysia openly supported India's membership in APEC. In the field of Science and 
Technology especially in Information Technology agreement between the two countries 
were signed. India also played a very friendly role for Malaysia as a fiiUy endorsed the 
CTBT norms and acknowledged Malaysia's concern for a fi-ee nuclear zone in South East 
Asia. 
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Relations Between India and Malaysia: Vajpayee Era 
Foreign Policy of Vajpayee Government: 
On 19 March 1998 Mr. Atal Behari Vajpayee assumed the office of the Prime 
Minister of India as fourth non-Congress Government at the Centre. The BJP led 
coalition government which came into power in 1998, while adhering to the basic 
principles of India's foreign policy, gave a new orientation to the foreign policy which is 
more realistic than moralistic. With regard to neighbouring coimtries it favoured more 
intimate relations but did not approve of imilateral concessions, as done by Gujral 
Government. It insists on reciprocity. Under the new policy greater emphasis is being laid 
on security of the country. On this plea India conducted explosions at Pokharan in May 
1998. In short, of late India has emerged as a self-centred country which is trying to 
pursue national interests single mindedly, rather than following abstract universal goals. 
It is evident from the preceding account that India's foreign policy has been based on 
stable principles and its directions have remained firmly steady. Further, it has stood the 
test of the time and helped India to play a dynamic role in the international affairs.' 
Relations Between the two Countries: 
The Government of Mr. Vajpayee carried out undergroimd nuclear test on 11 
May 1998. The act was seemingly done to prevent Pakistan from exploiting Kashmir, 
However, it backfired when the developed countries took no time in condemning the act 
of India. The situation was further aggravated when even the close India's ally like 
Malaysia openly condemned the act on 12 May 1998. The act was considered by the 
Government of Malaysia as clear demonstration of betrayal by the Government of India 
particularly when Malaysia was putting her efforts in curbing nuclear proliferation in the 
region. It was considered by Malaysia as a serious blow to her efforts. Malaysia felt 
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disappointed that India has taken such a step contrary to the wishes of its South East 
Asian neigbours.^  
However, with the nuclear test conducted by Palcistan on 28 May 1998, soon 
precipitated the matter as both the countries argued that the Nuclear weapons could better 
serve as war deterrent and could ensure a more potential security in the regions. 
In the recent years the foreign policies of India seemed to upheaveled by the 
setback to New Delhi on the issue of extradition of Mr. Ottavio Quattrocchi , the prime 
accused in the Bofors scandal. It was a major blow to the foreign policies of Indian 
Government. The visit of Mr. Vajpayee in 2001 was especially intended to resolve the 
issue of extradition but it yielded nothing due to many unresolved technical problem. 
Further the Central BJF' Government also failed in curbing the growing influence of 
Pakistan as the later continued to exploit the Islamic candidature of Malaysia. At home 
the internal communal disturbances are also seen as major hurdle in exercising fruitful 
influence on Malaysia as it used to be in the past.'' 
The matter was further taken up by Mr. Vajpayee on his visit to Malaysia on 
13 May 2001 when he tried to win Malaysia on his part by advancing out India's critical 
security problems and threat from external aggression. 
Face to face with Mahathir Mohammad and his delegation, the Indian Prime 
Minister had to deliberate and state India's position on Jammu and Kashmir, frankly 
and in a candid maimer. It is an issue on which the country cannot afford friends to 
have any doubts. Malaysia now understands that there is no change in Indian 
position. That the state of Jammu and Kashmir is central to the country's integrity and 
communal harmony. And that India seeks a peaceful solution to the problem but the 
ongoing cross-border terrorism must end before any talks can be resumed. Having been 
left in no doubt Malaysian Prime Minister Mahathir Mohammad clearly endorsed the 
Indian position when he stated that Malaysia was for peaceful solution to the problem."* 
Mr. Vajpayee made it clear to Malaysia that the security of India and that of 
ASEAN are closely interlinked. He believed that a multi-polar world order would provide 
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the best guarantee of equal security for all states. Mr. Vajpayee stated that India respect 
the status of South East Asia as a nuclear Weapons Free Zone and, as a nuclear weapon 
stale, and made India's position clear by asserting that India is willing to convert this 
recognition into a de jure commitment.^  
Mr. Vajpayee seriously complained that while India has been campaigning for 
nuclear di.sarmament, much of the world went along with a discriminator NPT, which 
preserved the right to nuclear weaponization of a few countries, even while keeping the 
rest in a permanently disarmed condition. The nuclear weapon states showed no intention 
of implementing Article VI of the treaty, which committed them to nuclear disarmament 
in a phased manner. 
He impressed upon the Malaysian's counterpart that Non-nuclear states 
effectively connived with them by subscribing, in 1995, to an indefinite extension of this 
hopelessly flawed treaty. India had then to draw its own conclusions. Three years ago. 
India decided to conduct nuclear tests, based on an objectives evaluation of our security 
environment, and to create for India the necessary strategic autonomy and space. In doing 
so, India did not violate any treaty, agreement or understanding to which India was a 
party.^  
He justified that there is a better imderstanding in the world today of India's 
decision to maintain a minimum credible nuclear deterrent. He declared a unilateral 
moratorium on underground explosive tests. He declared policy of no first use, and a 
commitment never to use nuclear weapons against non-nuclear states. He argued that 
India is neither a proliferation threat nor an exporter of sensitive nuclear or missile 
technology. This cannot be said to be true of all parties to the NPT. India's approach is 
further underpinned by the abiding commitment to the goal of a nuclear weapon-free 
world. 
India on the occasion, showed her willingness by expressing the fact that India 
is surely conscious of the striving for a new security structure in the world, moving away 
from obsolete Cold War constructs. India is indeed engaged in a process of dialogue and 
consultation with fHends and partners to help shape a new security environment free of 
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confrontation and tension. The security dialogue with ASEAN can also include this 
theme.* 
Thus there was no doubts remaining that Malaysia could not hear the much 
needed justification of India's stand and indeed as the growth in economic sectors 
revealed that Malaysia paid a maximum attention to India's position on Nuclear and 
Kashmir issues and gave a clean cheat the long standing friend. 
The nature of the Global village has made it necessary to tackle even n6n-
military issues of security in a comprehensive manner. Since this region lies alongside 
sea lanes of great strategic importance, which need to be protected poverty and shortages 
of food and energy threaten the stability of societies. Population growth and the spread of 
diseases like AIDS and TB are factors of deep concern. Environmental degradation and 
cyber crime are relatively newer concerns. 
There can be no effective solution to these problems within national 
boundaries. They have to be tackled through a cooperative approach, holistically and 
regionally. The security dialogue between India and ASEAN is therefore of utmost 
importance. 
Threats like religious extremism, drug trafficking, money laimdering, and 
terrorism have cast a dark shadow over the region. India has been a victim of State-
sponsored and cross border terrorism seeking to redraw national boundaries. Such 
violence in the name of holy war is a grave menace especially to pluralistic societies, and 
endangers a peaceful and civilized global order.' 
India and ASEAN are on the same side of the socio-economic divide in the 
debate on globalization. Opening up the national economies to global markets cannot 
become a mantra at the cost of equitable development and social justice. The passion for 
rapid globalization should be tempered by compassion for its unintended victims. 
The financial and economic crisis in this region in 1997 vividly demonstrated 
how volatile capital flows could threaten the very existence of even vibrant economies. 
The recovery process of various countries has also shovm that external prescriptions for 
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economic measures or the pace of reform do not necessarily guarantee economic 
recovery or political stability.'" 
It is urgently needed to draw appropriate lessons from these experiences so 
that developing economies do not remain vulnerable to destabilization or stagnation from 
a headlong rush into globalization. 
India has along maintained that some of the most vital issues of development 
and poverty alleviation are in danger of getting marginalized in our hurry to introduce 
new regimes in trade, investment and intellectual property. India believes that such a 
dialogue should include in its ambit such impediments to development as the 
international financial architecture and the imposition of impossibly harsh timetables for 
globalization. The economic engagement with ASEAN is thus based on these 
perspectives. Where a dialogue is sought bilaterally and multilaterally with countries of 
the region to harmonize positions on key issues of development, trade and investment, 
and environment." 
India's outlook is entirely in harmony with the high-resolution road map of 
development priorities and regional integration, which was drawn up in the Hanoi Plan of 
Action and its vision Twenty Twenty (2020). India's follow the same logic in exploring 
the possible linkages between the ASEAN Free Trade Area and India to increase trade 
and investment flows in directions, which would promote growth and development. Thus, 
India possess an impressive catalogue of congruencies in outlook and platforms for joint 
action with Malaysia.'^  
India had a fruitful annual dialogue with the European Union at the Summit 
level. It is considered it in the mutual interest of both ASEAN and India that possessed a 
similar institution. If India and Malaysia intensify the interaction and synchronize actions 
in world fora, they can together form a formidable force working for global peace and 
security, equitable economic development, and social justice.'^ 
Malaysia is a modem Islamic nation, but 49 percent of its citizens follow 
other faiths. Two million of its people are of ethnic Indian origin. It is a multi-
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religious multi-ethnic society. India's relations with that country are ancient and go 
well back to the pre-Christian era. Malaysian Indians are active in the nation's political 
life. Malaysian Indian Congress, the oldest political party in Malaysia, is a partner in 
the ruling National Front of Malaysia. 
It is sad for a country like India that espoused the Asian cause even before its 
own independence in 1947, that she should only be a dialogue partner with ASEAN. 
India should not only have been a part of ASEAN, but should have led a much 
larger economic formation in Asia. That is another story. One can blame the cold war 
and failure of Indian foreign policy during that era.'"* 
Following the Chinese perfidy of 1961, Jawaharlal Nehru died in 1964 
before he could work out changes to the foreign policy of India. In the period from 
October 1962 to May 1964 he worked himself to death in rebuilding India's armed 
forces. Generation of Indians that followed Nehru just forgot all about Indian foreign 
policy and clung onto the one he was definitely in the process of changing. The result 
was India's virtual negation of Asia. 
The geographical locale of Indiai is such that she is at the heart of Asia part 
extending right into South East Asia. It is a pity that the country has not developed 
Andaman and Nicobar islands the way they should have been to play an important role 
in their neighbourhood. India is also placed close to the Middle East or West Asia as it 
is now known and her maritime interests make her littoral partner of Africa. That is the 
area, which should be of priority to India in terms of developing bilateral relations.'^ 
Atal Behari Vajpayee in his short term has managed to give a new thrust to 
the foreign policy. It now serves the nation and is taking it closer to its continental 
friends in Asia. The manner in which several Malaysian companies are now involved in 
India's highways project augurs well for not just South-South co-operation, but Asia 
collaborating together for its development. Malaysia's response in considering one of its 
biggest railways building projects to be built by an Indiaii company too shows that the 
countries are prepared to help each other. It is in that spirit that India agreed to 
reconsider the issue of customs duties on Palm oil.'^ 
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Atal Behari Vajpayee's travels abroad are decidedly marked by not just 
advancing India's position, but rebuilding relationships with nations he visits. His visit 
to Malaysia did not come a day too late. It was long overdue even though it had to be 
postponed due to the tragic earthquake in Gujarat. The intervening period of six years 
when there had been a face to face contact between the leaders of India and Malaysia 
was long enough to cause misgivings about each other's position on vital issues of 
the day, some of concern to India. Yes, we can blame it on the political instability of 
sorts.'^ 
Malaysia recognises India's vast advances in science and technology, and did 
not hesitated to acknowledge this. In 1993, a team from the National Science Centre of 
Malaysia visited science centres in several Indian cities to study how to run their own 
centre. A bilateral agreement on cooperation in the field of Science and Technology was 
signed during the visit of Shri Murli Manohar Joshi, the Minister of Human Resource 
Development and of Science and Technology in September 1998. 
Under the India-ASEAN programme of cooperation in the field of Science 
and Technology also, both countries had opportunities of exchanging views. In August-
September, 2000 a seminar on advance materials was organized in Kuala Lumpur under 
this programme, which was attended by the Secretary, Department of Science and 
Technology, Government of India, under the Agreement on Science and Technology.'^  
Malaysia had proposed Civil Aviation talks between the two coimtries in view 
of the fact that the existing air links are not sufficient to meet the growing tourist and 
business traffic apart from the normal traffic on account of family ties. The traffic has 
grown by 8.5% 1999 and thus necessitated talks on Civil Aviation. These were held in 
Kuala Lumpur in August 2000 followed by meeting in Delhi in September where it was 
agreed to grant a additional quota of 1500 seats per week out of unutilized share of 3900 
seats allocated to Air India. Malaysian Airlines were also given new destinations in 
Mumbai, Bangalore and Hyderabad.'' 
Teams fi-om Indian National Defence College (NDC) visited Malaysia in June 
1997 & June 1999, while the Malaysian Armed Forces Staff College delegation visited 
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India in September, 1997. INS Delhi participated in the Langkawi International Maritime 
and Aerospace exhibition, Malaysia, 1997(LIMA' 97) in December 1997 and favourably 
impressed the Malaysians. India also participated in the Sixth Defence Services 
Exhibition held in Kuala Lumpur in April 1998. The Malaysia India Defence 
Cooperation Meeting (MIDCOM) was held in New Delhi in May 1997. The next 
MIDCOM meeting was to be held in Kuala Lumpur in the second half of 2000. CNS 
visited Malaysia (Dec. 14-18, 1997) and delivered a lecture on "Indian Navy in the year 
2010" before the Maritime Institute of Malaysia (MIMA). INS 'Krishna* and INS -"Tir' 
visited Malaysia on a g(H)dwill visit in March 1999. Chief of Army Staff General V.P. 
Malik visited Malaysia on a day's working visit on 22 February 1999 and exchanged 
views with Malaysian officials. 
At the invitation of the Prime Minister of Malaysia Dr. Mahathir Mohamad, 
Prime Minister of India, Shri Atal Bihari Vajpayee visited Malaysia from 13th to 16th 
May, 2001. At the end of the delegation level talks with the Government of Malaysia on 
14th May, 2001, the following Govemment-to-Goverrunent agreements/MOUs were 
signed in the presence of the Prime Ministers of Malaysia and India. 
1. Agreement between the Government of Malaysia and the Government of the 
Republic of India on Exemption of the Visa Requirement for holders of 
Diplomatic and Official Passports. 
2. Agreement between the Government of Malaysia and the Government of the 
republic of India for the Avoidance of Double Taxation and the Prevention of 
Fiscal Evasion with respect to Taxes on Income. 
3. MOU between the Goverrunent of Malaysia and the Government of the Republic 
of India on Mutual Cooperation relating to Investment, Construction, Privatisation 
and Management of Seaports in India. 
4. Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of the Republic of India 
and the Government of Malaysia on the Cooperation on Information and 
Technology and Services. 
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5. Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of Malaysia and the 
Government of Republic of India on Cooperation in the field of Civil Service, 
Personnel Management and Public Administration. 
6. Memorandum of Understanding between the Government of Malaysia (Ministry 
of Transport), and IRCON International Ltd. for Double Tracking and 
Electrification of Ipoh-Padang Besar Section KTM Line. 
7. Memorandum of Understanding between Securities Commission of Malaysia and 
the Securities and Exchange Board of India in relation to Assistance and Mutual 
Cooperation. '^ 
A eight member delegation led by Shri Ravindra Varma, Chairman from the 
National Commission on labour, Ministry of labour visited Malaysia from 11* to 13' 
January 2002. The aim of the visit was to study the labour laws, their implementation etc. 
with specific reference to social security net, industrial relations, productivity and wages 
and competitiveness in Malaysia. 
During Vajpayee's period the relationship between the two countries got 
temporarily jerked due to India's nuclear test in May 1998. India however later justified 
its Test by making the point of her security. Malaysia was later fully convinced that India 
must possess deterrent to secure itself. On the issue of Jammu and Kashmir Malaysia 
once again fully supported India's stand and strongly condemned cross border terrorism. 
The two countries further stood in intimate friendly lines on the issue of drug trafficking, 
money laundering and religious extremism. Vajpayee like his predecessors could achiex c 
a very high degree of diplomatic win. Many new Joint ventures were also established in 
Vajpayee's four years rule. 
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CONCLUSION 
The final appreciations of the work provides positive trend in 
the ever growing relationship between the two nations and gives an 
opportunity for optimistic predictions for the future projection of the 
relationship in ambit of which lies unprecedented potentials of the two 
nations which hitherto remains unexploited for various reasons. 
The most basic historical factor, which unite India with 
Malaysia is civilisational bond formed on the foundations of spiritual, 
cultural and commercial ground. The cross fertilization of human 
experiences resulted into the ushering of a new glorious era for the two 
nations. Evidence of this confluence between India South East Asia 
abounds in the art, architecture, language and culture of every ASEAN 
country. 
India from the very beginning felt the need of developing 
intimate relations with the Malaysia to prevent the domination of the 
region by the communist or Western powers. India felt that super power 
struggles in the region as a positive threat to it 's stability and 
emphasised the need of keeping the South and South East Asia free from 
the influence of the Super Powers. 
India and Malaysia have much in common. They are friends and 
neighbours who share common experiences of foreign domination and 
the problems of development. After independence, both countries have 
dedicated their efforts to the well-being of their people. As members of 
the Commonwealth as well as of the family of Non-aligned nations, India 
and Malaysia have worked together in the cause of world peace and 
international cooperation. 
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India's relations with Malaysia has always been close and 
cordial, a relations which stems from the long historic links between the 
two peoples. India's inspiring leadership among the new nations in Asia 
and Africa, has been proved to be boon in Malaysia's struggle for 
freedom. No less important is the fact that a sizeable section of 
Malaysians are of Indian origin, coming from various parts of the great 
sub-continent with invaluable contribution to the economic and cultural 
life of Malaysia. 
It was Jawaharlal Nehru's visit to Malaysia in 1946, much 
before their anticipated freedom that laid the solid foundations for Indo-
Malaysia relationship. Nehru had vision not just for the world in the 
second half of the 20 "^  century, but firmly believed in resurgence of 
Asia during this period. From a sleepy colonial county of 1946, Malaysia 
is a modern vibrant nation of 21 ' ' century seeking a place in the 
frontline of developed countries. Elsewhere in East Asia too, progress 
and mitigation of poverty has made qualitative difference to the lives of 
the people. 
In the early years of Malaysia's independence, its bilateral ties 
with India were extremely close and friendly. India was admired for its 
leadership of the decolonisation movement (Pandit Nehru had visited 
Kuala Lumpur in 1946 and Penang in 1954). Malaysia extended 
diplomatic support to India during the Chinese invasion of 1962 (even 
setting up a 'Save Democracy Fund'). During the Indo-Pakistan conflict 
of 1965, certain remarks in the United Nations by the Malaysian 
Representative provoked Pakistan to snap ties with Malaysia. However, 
this has to be seen against the background of Malaysia's strained 
relations with China in the '60s on account of the latter's support of the 
communist insurgency. Relations with Indonesia were under severe 
strain on account of Konfrontasi and Pakistan's close relations with 
China and Indonesia were a decisive factor in shaping Malaysian 
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attitudes. India successfully engineered Malaysia's entry into the NAM 
against Indonesian opposition. Smt. Indira Gandhi visited Malaysia in 
1968. All Malaysian Prime Ministers, beginning with Tunku Abdul 
Rahman, have visited India several times. 
The politics of Indian Ocean also influenced India's relations 
with the countries of South East Asia. As most of the countries of South 
East Asia were in the Indian Ocean littoral, they felt the need of 
improving relations with India and demanded creation of a zone of peace 
in the Indian Ocean region. However, India could not fully subscribe to 
the views of the South East Asian countries specially Malaysia. 
Indonesia and Philippines, which opposed deployment of both the super 
powers. Their stand, however, underwent a change as a result of the 
Soviet role in Afghanistan and Kampuchea and they moved in favour of a 
power balance rather than a withdrawal of the foreign powers from the 
region. 
There were reasons for believing that Malaysian support for 
India in the event of a conflict with China or Pakistan might be less 
pronounced in the future than it has been in the past. Malaysia was the 
first to come out in India's support when china attacked her in 1962. Her 
support for India in the conflict with Pakistan in 1965 led to the rupture 
of her diplomatic relations with Pakistan. But such unequivocal and one-
sided support cannot be taken for granted for all time Malaysian feels. 
However, Malaysia always maintained her neutrality on the issue of 
Kashmir problem. 
Malaysian were not hostile to China. They were, however, 
afraid of the militant postures of the present regime in Red China and 
wished to fell closer to India than they do at present. Although they did 
not have any diplomatic relations with China-or for that matter, with any 
other communist country - they had a flourishing trade with China 
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through third parties via Hong Kong. In economic matter, they have an 
"open door" policy and are not isolationists in any sense. They are not 
averse to close identification with any country outside what they 
consider South East Asia. Closer trade and developmental cooperation 
with India would fit in well with this policy 
The Malaysians have a fairly clear notion of what they want 
from India. First and fore-most they expect more visible signs of 
recognition. They want India to become more friendly with them. This 
could be done in many ways-tourism being the most important among 
them. The exchange of young tourists, mostly students could become 
easier when the Asian highway link with Malaysia is completed 
Malaysia is the one Muslim country, which has given 
"unqualified" support to India so far in her troubles with Pakistan is 
concerned. This apart, she has not thought of squeezing out the large 
population of Indian settlers. The friendship of the ordinary Malaysian 
towards Indians can also be seen from the fact that Malay employees of 
Indian firms in Kuala Lumpur work with a "sense of belonging" which 
often surpasses that of the Indian staff. 
To a technology savvy Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi, the 
evidence of India's immense technological base, as an important source 
of supply for inputs in the growing manufacturing sectors of the 
Malaysian economy was enough justification for enhanced ties. That 
Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi was also a technophile, and favoured 
economic policies for accelerating India's modernisation, helped. A 
meeting of minds between the two Prime Ministers Rajiv Gandhi and 
Mahathir Mohammad, during their interactions at the Commonwealth 
summit in Bahamas in 1985, and at the eighth NAM summit in 
Zimbabwe, brought greater warmth to the relationship. In 1987, Dr. 
Mahathir broke with protocol to make an official visit to India. This was 
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done despite the disappointment that the Malaysians had felt when our 
Prime Minister visited Indonesia and Thailand but was unable to visit 
Malaysia despite several hints thrown our way by the local 
establishment. It was seen here that this was perhaps the result of Dr. 
Mahathir's having visited the countries in the neighbourhood of India 
while having neglected to visit India. However, the fact remains that Dr. 
Mahathir took the initiative to visit New Delhi in January 1987. 
In the 90s. the visit of India's Prime Minister V.P Singh to 
Malaysia for the inaugural G-15 Summit in 1990, followed by a bilateral 
visit, added a new dimension to the relationship between the two 
countries. It was decided in principle to upgrade the official level Joint 
Committee to that of a Joint Commission at the level of Foreign 
Minister. Broader inter-action of political decision-makers was also 
discussed. Efforts were to be directed to more balanced trade at higher 
levels. A decision was taken to cooperate on solar energy, promote 
tourism, examine increasing the frequency of airline flights, look into 
the possibility of opening a branch of a Malaysian bank in India and an 
Indian bank in Malaysia and view positively the issue of medical seats 
for Malaysian students wishing to study in India. 
The cold war moulds have been broken and this has enabled 
India to strengthen the links without ideological barriers. India became a 
sectoral dialogue partner of ASEAN in 1992, full dialogue partner in 
1995 and member of the ASEAN Regional Forum (ARF) in 1996. 
In December 1993, Mahathir visited India for the G-15 Summit, 
but owing to lack of a quorum, the meeting was converted into a 
bilateral one. In their one-on-one discussions, the two Prime Ministers 
Mahathir Mohammad and Narasimha Rao stressed the need for closer 
bilateral co-operation at the political, economic and commercial levels. 
Mahathir suggested identifying specific areas and projects for co-
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operation. He offered to share Malaysia's experience in privatization 
with India. Five MOUs were signed in railway construction, 
telecommunications, rubber, professional education and air-
conditioning. 
In March 1994, Dr. Mahathir again visited India for the G- 15 
Summit. He was accompanied by a group of businessmen. During his 
meeting with Indian Prime Minister Narasimha Rao, he reiterated 
Malaysia's interest in co-operating with India in satellite 
communications, telecom and power, with co-operation in the power and 
roads sectors on a priority basis. In an October 1994 speech in Japan, 
Mahathir referred to the emerging business opportunities as a "less 
socialist" India "opens its doors". 
Prime Minister Shri P.V. Narasimha Rao's visit to Malaysia in 
August 1995 gave a fresh impetus to bilateral economic relations. A 25-
member business delegation accompanied the Prime Minister. During his 
stay in Malaysia several MOUs and Agreements were signed envisaging 
co-operation in Malaysia's space programme, satellite telecasting, 
development of highways, protection and promotion of investments, 
promotion of industrial co-operation. Several new areas of bilateral co-
operation were identified. The visit was followed by two major business 
seminars in Kuala Lumpur organised by the CII and the 
FICCI/ASSOCHAM in December 1995 and March 1996, on business and 
investment opportunities in India. In March 1996, several MOUs 
between Malaysian and Tamil Nadu companies were signed in Madras. 
In November 1996, the two Prime Ministers Mahathir 
Mohammad and Narasimha Rao met in Harare during the G-15 Summit. 
There was agreement on the vast scope for bilateral co-operation in 
education, satellite communications, defence, infrastructure (roads, 
ports, airports) and automobiles. 
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In December 1996, Dr. Mahathir received the Jawaharlal Nehru 
Award for International Understanding in New Delhi. During his stay in 
India some agreements for co-operation between the private sectors of 
the two countries were signed in his presence. He visited ISRO in 
Bangalore which generated several ideas on bilateral interaction in space 
technology. During his meeting with Prime Minister H.D. Deve Gowda, 
Dr. Mahathir described "co-operation between India and Malaysia as the 
lynchpin for South-South co-operation". He expressed his willingness to 
send Malaysian students to India instead of the developed countries "if 
you can accommodate them". During his visit, Dr. Mahathir also 
delivered the inaugural India-ASEAN Eminent Person Series lecture. 
In the larger context of Indo-Pakistan relations, Malaysia has 
tended to "box" the two countries and adopt an artificially "balanced" 
position vis-a-vis India irrespective of the intrinsic nature of our ties. 
Thus on Kashmir, while privately expressing "understanding" for the 
complicated situation, Malaysia has found it politic to go along with the 
strong OIC resolutions, and consider Kashmir a "disputed territory". At 
the OIC Extraordinary Summit Conference in Islamabad in March 1997. 
Deputy Prime Minister Anwar Ibrahim repeated the Malaysian call for an 
amicable solution to the Kashmir issue in accordance with the United 
Nations resolutions and the Simla Agreement. It is to be noted that 
during his March 1997 trade promotion visit, Jammu and Kashmir Chief 
Minister Dr. Farooq Abdullah was able to meet Foreign Minister Badawi 
and Economic Adviser to Government Tun Daim despite the Malaysian 
Foreign Office's reluctance to give any kind of official sanction to the 
visit. 
The friendly ties between India and Malaysia have gained 
further impetus during the last few years with the increasing 
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participation by India investors and industrialist in the economic and 
social programmes. The establishment of the United Asian Bank Berhad, 
the Uni-Tata Mill in Perak, the Lakshmi Textiles in Negri Sembilan and 
the planned entry of the Mafatlal Group in joint venture enterprises to 
name only a few-are indicative of the growing interest on the part of 
Indian entrepreneurs in this country and their realization of immense 
prospects to be gained in meaning full endeavour through cooperation. 
Being a young nation, it is also the desire and hope to accelerate 
Malaysia's scientific and technological advancement in line with India 
long-term goal of building a progressive and modern industrial society. 
Malaysia's in inviting the participation of all friendly countries, 
regardless of their economic framework or political philosophy is in 
keeping with India's stand and conviction as non-aligned nation. 
Between 1980 and 1994, 88 projects from India involving a 
total capital investment of US $ 234 million were approved. Some of 
them folded up. The first Indian joint venture in Malaysia, Godrej (M) 
Sdn Bhd, commenced operation in 1968. Indeed in the seventies and 
eighties, there were over 40 Indian joint ventures, the largest with any 
country. India's involvement in projects in Malaysia are mainly in power 
generation, transportation and construction of bridges. India has also 
established an advanced training centre for industrial training activities. 
Today, India is Malaysia's largest trading partner in South Asia, the two 
countries having had longstanding economic ties dating back to the past. 
Excluding ASEAN and China, India is also Malaysia's largest trading 
partner among the countries of the South. The balance of trade has been 
in Malaysia's favour, largely because of large scale imports of palm-oil 
constituting 20-23% of Malaysia's total production. 
Since the liberalisation of the Indian economy in 1991, 
Malaysia had taken a keen and close interest in the developments there. 
After early trickles. Malaysians invested over $ 400 millions in 1990 
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alone. looking for more openings. Mr. Deepak Vohra, the then Acting 
Indian High Commis.sioner in Kuala Lumpur said, all agreements signed 
during the visit of former Prime Minister Narasimha Rao were being 
followed up and implemented. The cooperation promised in development 
of Malaysia's space programme, including the training of personnel, had 
been implemented along with consultancy. Doordarshan and Malaysian 
Broadcasting Network services of Measat were finalising arrangements 
for the setting up of a joint venture to provide "direct to users" services. 
Malaysia is one of the most progressive countries in South East 
Asia. She is keen on improving economic relations with India, but feels 
that the latter is somewhat slow in appreciating her gesture. 
Having sorted out her major problems with Indonesia and 
Singapore, Malaysia now looks at her relations with India in clearer 
perspective. She sees the whole of South East Asia as a vast "common 
market" with unlimited potential. At the same time, Malaysian economic 
experts feel that as member of the larger community of the developing 
nations, India and Malaysia can cooperate for their mutual benefit in 
"specific" areas on a bilateral basis. Their view is that in this matter 
India has been somewhat slow in appreciating Malaysia's gesture. 
Malaysia's foreign and economic policies are all dictated by 
one overriding objective : finding a place in the sun for Malays spread 
over Malaysia, Indonesia, Singapore and the Philippines. Malaysia felt 
that her people have been exploited for centuries by Europeans and 
Chinese. She feels, that India can play a definite role in helping 
Malaysians to achieve greater economic progress. Malaysians also have 
high hopes from ASEAN formed in August 1967 for economic and 
cultural cooperation. The organisation includes Malaysia Singapore, 
Indonesia, the Philippines and Thailand. An "open invitation" has been 
extended to Burma, Cambodia, Loas and the two Vietnams to make 
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ASEAN a compact and homogenous community. Malaysian leaders do 
not see how any other nation can fit into this group. 
The other areas - besides reciprocation of "warm friendship" -
where Malaysia expects a response from India is in providing technical 
know how and expanding trade. Malaysia spends as much as 20 per cent 
of her revenue on education to catch up with the advanced countries. She 
has extended an open invitation to India to do what she can to supply the 
men and the know-how. Malaysian experts say they would welcome 
Indian collaboration in new industries and would also welcome Indian 
products. They are conscious of the numerous difficulties. But they point 
out : Let us at least sit down and talk and make a beginning somewhere". 
Prime Minister A.B. Vajpayee's visit to Malaysia and his thrust 
on the country's foreign policy to "Look East" should become an eye 
opener for India's economic planners. The tremendous progress made by 
the countries of South East Asia should set them to think of the 
weaknesses in India's system of planning for economic development. 
The last Indian Prime Minister(I.K. Gujral) visited Malaysia was in 
1997. Dr. Mahathir Mohammad in his long tenure as Malaysia's Prime 
Minister visited India five times beginning in 1983 with his last visit in 
1996. He must have seen a lot and can thus gauge the progress made by 
this country in the intervening period. Not much to show in comparison 
with this. 
Over the last few years, India have consciously focused on 
rejuvenation of its ties with the countries of ASEAN. This came to be 
known as "Look East" policy. But even as India looked east, ASEAN 
moved west. The admission of new countries brought ASEAN literally to 
India's doors. From a maritime neighbour ASEAN became that close 
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neighbour with a land border of nearly 1600 Kms. This has added a new 
dimension in relations. 
India attached to expand trade and commercial ties with 
Malaysia. The participation of the two Prime Ministers underscored the 
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